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EDITORIAL // INTRO TO 28

TEAM 28
SALUTATIONS EARTHLINGS!
Who knew we would be able to crank
out two volumes within one year? I
will not say that it was easy - it
is possible we lost a few servitors
and

cognitators

in

the

process.

There are also rumours of an abhuman
revolt

going

on in

the

basement,

likely instigated by that infamous troll, Vince. Such
is the price of progress.
This has been a difficult year for everyone; there is
no way around that and it has brought with it much
hardship. But we have also seen the community rally
together to help and offer comfort. We held the first
28 Giveaway, thanks to the incredibly kind donation by
Stefan Blokker Gomez de la Torre. We sent goodie bags
to 10 lucky winners; thanks again Stefan! The other
28 Challenge was also held and we can finally reveal
the winners in this volume, as judged by the talented
Johan Egerkrans.
This is the biggest volume yet, and you can see it
is packed full of quality content. We have remarkable
miniatures, tutorials, in depth essays and much more
besides. We have expanded into new and truly fascinating
areas of the hobby, while keeping true to the 28 ethos.
David Stafford shows off his Man O’War ships and Jon
Boyce tells us why he is a lead man - both characters
quite familiar within the Oldhammer community. Artists
like Wigley, Araya and Bell show some of their dark art
to us, and we hope there might be something inspiring
for everyone. Frankly, there is so much to read that
my skull is close to overheating!
And finally, let me thank the new members of the team.
We expanded the staff this year with Paul von Bargen,
Eadwine Brown, Martin Trese and Adam Wier. Welcome to
the team. We could not have done it without you!
Volitare-28 // Editor
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EDITORIAL // MEET THE TEAM

JAMES SHERRIFF

ALEXANDER WINBERG

PAUL VON BARGEN

EADWINE BROWN

ANA POLANŠĆAK

Whilst still an unshaven

Alexander

been

Paul has been dabbling

Ead has been putting

Ana

busy

In the past few months,

heathen from antediluvian

strangely productive lately.

in watercolours, painting

brush to mini less often

modelling and painting

Adam has been pulled

crevices of time, James has

He has, to everyone’s

orks,

drawing,

reading

of late, in favour of writing

scenery and models for

between all manner of

so far in 2020 managed,

surprise, finished a Death

some

books,

enjoying

pulp adventure and being

her Sunhold setting. The

different hobby projects,

in no particular order, to

Guard army and returned

summer

and

planning

professionally

pedantic

plague and earthquake

from

sculpt

skeletons,

to playing 40k. While he is,

a lot of possible future

about

people’s

cancelled

the

pirates

contract the plague, work

as always, confused by the

hobby

writing.

summer

event

game,

Blood Bowl models. He

on an upcoming Ian Miller

rules, he hasn’t allowed

many of which feature

but perhaps 2021 will

has tasked himself with

game, have unexpected

that to stand in his way -

Ultramarines.

still

be more friendly. She’s

designing and converting

surgery, homeschool two

however, he has yet to win

waits for the Indomitus

also been playing a two-

the firearms for all of his

children (for what seemed

a single game. Perhaps

box

pre-

player AoS28 campaign

INQ28 miniatures. Each

like

recover

actually learning the rules

ordered, only to realise

using Planet28 rules, and

one

from the plague and get

could be a way to end his

that he doesn’t need it at

further

smaller and smaller…

virtually

unlucky streak?

all.

Polanšćak siblings’ own

silly

aeons!),
no

hobbying

has

projects

he

He

hastily

too

other

done. He is more grumpy

has

ADAM WIER

been

planned

developing

the

sculpting
to

gets

Eldar

assembling

progressively

skirmish system Fabula.

than ever.

ERIC WIER
Eric has become more
and more drawn towards
scale models over the
last few months. Whether
he is exploring historical
tanks or even futuristic
mecha, he is constantly
considering

how

those

skills might be transferred
and

incorporated

into

this 28mm hobby. Surely
everyone can find use
for

more

weathering

products, right?

GREGORY WIER

VINCE FIORE

KRISTIAN SIMONSEN

MARTIN TRESE

Greg, in his continued

After a period of brief

Kristian has been away

Once again Martin has

quest for finding more

hobby block, Vince has

from the hobby for a

renewed his vows to the

extreme

been working on a small

while, instead making a lot

art hermitage, sacrificing

begun to experiment with

force

inspired

of art including drawing

nights at the altar of

no-input mixing to create

models for the Salvatore28

and painting pictures. Now

canvas

his own noise music.

setting,

as

he is easing himself back

mumbling dark rites and

exploring 1:1 scale props

into the hobby doing scale

working to keep a local

for a sci-fi music video he

modelling, mainly WW2

art space afloat through

will be participating in. Talk

planes. More recently, he

the contractions of plague

about scale creep!

has also been working on

society. Deprived of safe

his Black Legion army.

canvases, he has turned

sounds,

has

of

30k
as

well

and

tablet,

to tattooing his own legs
and feet. He is finding
health

and

happiness

in the consistency of a
beautiful dog and a great
community.
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COVER ARTIST // ARIEL PEREZ

ARIEL PEREZ
We are thrilled to have Ariel Perez’s Soldier of
Armageddon artwork featured on the cover of
this issue of 28! Perez is a freelance concept
artist from Katzrin, Israel. He has a very sombre
and macabre style, which effortlessly mixes
organic elements with futuristic technology
and medieval armour plates. He uses dark
and foreboding tones, accented sparingly by
bright or saturated ones to impart a sense
of mystery and encroaching dread. All of
these elements fit naturally alongside the 28
aesthetic, and build on the darker themes seen
in Warhammer. Perhaps unsurprisingly, he said
he has always been drawn to the designs of
Games Workshop, and spent countless hours
admiring miniatures on their website, before
eventually getting some of his own. Like many
of us here, he says he has not had the chance
to play the games often.
When asked about how he got his start as a
freelance artist, he related the following:
‘Since I was very young I’d always wanted to make
video games. I didn’t really know where to start, so
I just drew all the elements that I thought could go
in a particular game and figured that, eventually, I
would work out the rest.
‘Growing up, my biggest influences were
Warhammer and Lord of the Rings. Right from the
start, I’ve always been focused on characters, but
for a long time, I didn’t really know you could work
as a character designer, so I had other plans for
later in life. After high school, I found out about
concept art from online videos and, shortly after,
I bought my first graphics tablet and started to
study at home, mainly from YouTube and books.
Somewhere in that time, I took a year to study
game development at school. Eventually, I started
to upload my work to Artstation and, after a while,
I began getting jobs.’
We at 28 love his dark and imaginative style,
and feel it taps into elements that are just
begging to be explored more fully by 28 artists
and creators for years to come!

Soldier of Armageddon

8
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COVER ARTIST // ARIEL PEREZ

Ancient Armour

Soldier and Dog

Warbird Lancer
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Priest of the Black Sun
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Soldier of the Abomination
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ARTIST FOCUS // MIKAL VAN LEEUWEN

MIKAL
VAN LEEUWEN

The Eternity Gate. You know the illustration,
right? If you have played Warhammer 40,000
for some time, you must have stumbled
across this one at some point. I first saw it
when I cracked open my brand new 3rd edition
rulebook. The illustrations on the first pages
were ordered in such a way that you would
make the pilgrimage to the Emperor on his
golden throne, with the Eternity Gate being
the first thing you came across. I have stared
at it for many hours. While I love the characters
that John Blanche draws, his scenes really are
something else. The sheer enormity of the stuff
he draws is very impressive. That drawing of
the Eternity Gate sums up Warhammer 40,000
for me: dark, gothic, baroque, oppressive.
Together with the Black Templars piece from
the front of the 3rd edition boxed game and
rulebook, that door defined my view of the
galaxy in the year 40,000.
I never thought about actually building it as a
diorama, but when somebody asked me to do
it, my mind jumped to it. I had to give it a try!
12
12
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The choice to build it on a 6mm scale (the old
Epic scale) was easy: a quick estimate told me
that making it in 28mm scale would make it
the size of, well, an actual door. I first made a
quick cardboard version to test the size, with
a Vanguard 6mm figure to see how it would
scale. With that I ended up with a 30cm x 30cm
base with a back of 40cm high, which seemed
both manageable and sufficiently impressive
for this piece.
Working on this diorama made me look even
closer at Blanche’s classic piece of artwork, and
I noticed little details I never noticed before,
which says a lot about how much is going on
in the illustration. Building the diorama made
me appreciate the scale of what is going on
in Blanche’s head. The setup is fantastic. The
number of flags, the stairs disappearing into
the distance and the enormity of the doors
really work together to create something
greater than the sum of its parts. Making a
huge door at the end of a hallway would not
have had the same effect. And seeing all those

ARTIST FOCUS // MIKAL VAN LEEUWEN
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ARTIST FOCUS // MIKAL VAN LEEUWEN
banners in three dimensions (although they
were only 4mm wide) added a sense of scale
to the whole thing.
The side panels and statues come from the
Sector Imperials Sanctum, and the smaller
walls from the Adeptus Titanicus Civitas and
Spires kits. For the figures, I used Vanguard and
Onslaught 6mm figures that fit thematically.
The rest is constructed from plasticard (styrene)
in sheets and strips of various shapes and
forms. I really like working with plasticard, as
it is very easy to cut, bend and glue into sturdy
constructions. If you are hesitant about using
plasticard, Adam Savage has a spectacular
video on his Tested Youtube channel about
working with it (One Day Builds: Kit-Bashing
and Scratch-Building!). The decision to make
the staircase taper in a triangular fashion
was not conscious, it just made sense to me
somehow. I liked it a lot, as it gave me some
space to use next to the stairs, as well as
adding a bit of forced perspective to the scene,
making it even more oppressive.
The doors were the most daunting part to
build, as I trusted neither my sculpting skills,
nor my freehand skills enough to do the
illustration justice. As such, I came to a bit of
a compromise: I greenstuff-copied some GW
parts for the Emperor and some of the more
detailed or smaller parts, and decided to have
a go at sculpting the dragon, the banners and
animals myself. That went a lot better than
I had expected and I think I came quite close
to the drawing. I did make some deviations
from the illustration that made the build and
sculpting easier, while still sticking to the
themes of the door. Take a close look to both
the illustration and my door and I am sure you
will notice quite a few differences!

There were a couple of decisions I made in
an attempt to reduce clutter on the diorama.
The first one was the inclusion of Knight titan
guardians. I had a lot of discussion online about
this, as everyone kept asking why there were
not any Titans next to the doors. Various sources
were cited, some saying that they needed to be
Reavers, others saying Warhounds and even
a couple claiming Warlords. Including titans
could draw your attention away from the focal
point of the piece, which is the door. However,
I did want to have different-sized objects in
it, because if there are only 6mm figures and
a 36cm door on the diorama, there might be
a disconnect visually. I wanted some visual
‘steps’ in size on the board, which is why I went
for the statues and placed them to the front
and on columns, as well as the Knights to have
some variation (and guns of course!) .
The other clutter-reducing attempt I made was
to not sculpt all of the details on the door. I
thought that having some of the detail painted
in 2D would keep your attention on the dragon
and the Emperor, where it should be.
When I got to painting it, I quickly hit a snag,
the first wash. After priming and blocking in
the main colours, I applied the first wash and
immediately hated everything about it. The
first wash is always splotched, striped and
ugly. I do not know whether it is something I do
wrong or that it is just part of the process, but
it often occurs, especially with big and/or flat
surfaces. This is the moment that I will most
readily abandon a project and start something
new. But as I am starting to recognize it, I also
know the way out: just power through! More
washes. Wash, wash, wash and then all of a
sudden it will look just as it needs to. A process
similar to crossing the Uncanny Valley?

28MAG //
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ARTIST FOCUS // MIKAL VAN LEEUWEN
And then the flags. Ahhh, the flags. I will never,
EVER do that again. I had decided beforehand
that I would not paint them by hand (lucky me!),
and a tip from an Instagram buddy set me on
the idea of printing them. I digitally collected
heaps of flags, not just 40k, but all of them
Grimdark. So there are medieval tapestries in
there, tarot cards, Norse legends and enough
skulls, skeletons and ravens to make Khorne
jealous. The banner poles were individually cut
from 0.7mm metal wire and drilled into the
stairs, after which I super-glued the printed
flags onto the poles. I have no idea how many
hours this whole process took, and frankly I do
not even want to know. But I do know that I am
amazed at how nice it all turned out, and how
close it comes to the original illustration if you
look up from the bottom of the stairs.

sources have different titans near the gates,
with Warhounds being cited the most often (if
I listen to Instagram). I thought having titans
there would detract from the door itself, which
is why I decided, in the end, to leave them out
entirely. Lore-wise my answer is: Only a select
few people have actually seen the doors, that
all accounts are myth and legend, with every
story being changed and made grander as it
passes through the Empire. This is my personal
interpretation of that myth.
‘Is that gold leaf on the door?’
Believe it or not, it’s just paint! Vallejo Game
Colour Glorious Gold 72.056. The lighting in the
photos helps a lot as well.
‘Where did you get those tiny people?’

Questions I got asked the most while posting
on Social Media:
‘Why do you have two Knights there? Aren’t they
supposed to be Warhound/Reaver/Warlord/
Megatron/Megazord?’
Well, one answer is because the Blanche piece
has no titans in it whatsoever. Different lore

‘Where did you get
those tiny people?’

16
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Games Workshop no longer produces 6mm
figures and I did not like the detailing of the
original Epic figures enough for this build. So I
started looking around and found the fantastic
Vanguard and Onslaught 6mm ranges, which
suited my needs. Sculpts and casts are great,
highly recommended!

ARTIST FOCUS // MIKAL VAN LEEUWEN
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ARTIST FOCUS // DAVID BELL

DAVID BELL

I am David Bell and I am an artist, sculptor,
animator and director living in New York, USA.
I currently run a commercial stop-motion
animation studio in Brooklyn, where I split my
time between commercial gigs and my own
artwork and film projects, which often involve
animation or miniatures.
My art career has led me on a winding road,
through storyboarding and indie film production
design, to illustration and music video directing
(Fear Before the March of Flames, anyone?).
I directed the animated sequences in Beware
of Mr. Baker – a documentary about legendary
Cream drummer Ginger Baker. I have worked
on many different projects over the years,
primarily in film and directing stop-motion
animation.
I have been collecting and painting miniatures
since I was a kid, and have always been hugely
inspired by the richness and depth of Games
Workshop’s worlds. Particularly through the
artwork of John Blanche, Ian Miller, Mark
Gibbons, Karl Kopinski and others in the
design studio. Back in the early 90’s, I wrote
Mr. Gibbons a letter with a drawing of a Night
Goblin inside. He responded with a three
page handwritten note, immediately inspiring
12-year-old me to run out and experiment with
ink washes and technical pens (thanks Mark!).
18
18
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I have been in a Necromunda mood lately, and
I have found characters wandering through my
sketchbooks, who look like they have crawled
out of some Hive City gambling den or a nasty,
dirty, wet hole in a collapsed Underhive dome,
filled with worms and an oozy smell. I am
always fascinated by glimpses into lives of the
‘regular’ people who inhabit these otherwise
outlandish and fantastical worlds.
This article features a selection of my drawings
from the past year, taken from my sketchbooks
and turned into digital paintings. Sometimes
the drawings are the beginnings of a model
conversion idea, or the beginnings of a story,
and sometimes they stand on their own.
I am super inspired by everyone in 28, both
contributors and fans online. This is an
amazing group of people, with a whole lot
of rich creativity at all levels. It’s great to see
seasoned professionals really pushing their
skills to the limit, and it is amazing to see
everyday hobbyists trying out new techniques
for the first time. This magazine highlights the
best of what this hobby can be, and I am happy
to be able to contribute to a piece of it. Thanks
for looking and sharing and, if you feel inspired,
do not hesitate to send me a note.

01 Class G Servitor Municipal Services
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ARTIST FOCUS // DAVID BELL
Cawdor Stig Shambler – ‘Stilts’
I initially started this drawing to sketch out
some ideas for a miniature conversion, and
then I got really into it and turned it into a
digital painting. I am still planning to sculpt/
convert a model of him myself - but check out
@andramone on Instagram. He already beat
me to it and did a great job.
Niklas Chopper – Escher slave
Niklas was an Orlock industry boss who had
a thing for one of the juves who worked for
his Escher competitors. The poor girl’s gang
leader found out about the affair and was filled
with rage at the betrayal of the Escher ethos.
As Niklas was clearly to blame, she organised
a raiding party to capture him in a bloody
tunnel ambush while his crew was working.
The Escher boss injected him with stims and
chemicals to stunt his emotions and mental
capacity, before brutally removing his limbs and
replacing them with mechanical components.
At the end of the process she had transformed
him into her own personal ‘combat servitor’
- mentally and emotionally controlled by the
whims of her stimulant injections. Some say
he is now completely heartless, but there is still
a glimmer of his old self beneath the mechanics
and the chemicals. D’rothee, the Escher juve,
was heartbroken and is said to have wandered
off alone into the ash wastes.

Some speculate that he must be a clairvoyant
or even a true psyker, but the truth is that he
was born with a specific tweak in his brain that
allows him to process and retain large amounts
of information. His parentage is unknown. He
was found as a child, abandoned after the likely
untimely death of his parents, and raised by the
brotherhood of the Palanite precinct. He has
since brought his unique gifts to the service of
his adopted family. Unable to walk, he spends
his days in a Palanite precinct, strapped inside
the Panopticon Device. There he processes and
relays sensitive and potentially incriminating
data from an interconnected web of sources
- observation feeds and hidden audio devices
threaded throughout the hive– all providing
him with a constant feed of personal and
mundane information. This he documents and
catalogues, and when whispers of rebellions,
uprising, or unspeakable heresy reach his ears,
his Palanite brothers are quickly dispatched to
silence the corrupting voices. An ever-listening
ear. An ever-watchful eye. But his name is
really Roger.

02 Cawdor Stig Shambler –
‘Stilts’

Tunnel Vagrant
I stumbled across this guy in the conduit
tunnels outside NewTown. Not sure who he
is. He claimed to be on official business with
the Prometheum Guild, but I am pretty sure I
walked in on him hijacking the fuse boxes.

03 Niklas Chopper – Escher
slave
04 The Scarecrow
05 Palanite Surveillance Wimp
- The ‘Psyker of Oddz’
06 Tunnel Vagrant

The Scarecrow
I do not know much about this guy. I have
seen him occasionally in the trading posts
and in the wastes outside the lower hive,
but have never heard him speak. He works
alone as a junk dealer, selling scavenged tech
scrap in a sprawling, otherwise abandoned
warehouse a few miles from the hive edges.
While the inventory of his warehouse seldom
changes, and it is rarely open to the public,
most suspect that his junk dealing is a cover for
more lucrative, nefarious work. Others think he
is just a reclusive simpleton, another aimless
wanderer in the wastes.
Palanite Surveillance Wimp –
The ‘Psyker of Oddz’
When whispered conversations or secrets
told in confidence suddenly become public
knowledge, or when nefarious deeds hidden in
the darkest corners are exposed, the suspicious
and the superstitious will often point to the
Psyker of Oddz. An ever-listening ear. An everwatchful eye. He has become a mythical figure
whose name is often used to keep young hive
children in line. In truth, he is not a myth, but
a feeble young man of about 32 years of age.
06
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Wilcox Haberstache - Hive City Noble.
Haberstache is a relatively unimportant figure
in the circles of upper hive politics and is
mostly known by his contemporaries as the
one you do not invite over for dinner. He is a
tremendous bore and is far more interested
in how he looks in his fancy outfits than he is
with the important business of off-planet trade
deals and noble house power struggles.

were hooked. The Underhive became their
playground and their killing field.
The siblings are now one of the deadliest teams
of Spyrer hunters in the Underhive and, like
their braggadocious father, they will not keep
their mouths shut. Their violent reputation
has spread amongst the dregs of the lower
hive and the family name of Haberstache has
become respected and feared.

07 Eustax Wassage –
Guild Procurator and
Pursemaster of the
NewTown, Sump Toll.
08 Goliath Child - Vat-Born
09 Mercator Lux Com-link
repair in Sector 5G
10 The Transmitter
11 Wilcox Haberstache - Hive
City Noble.

However, his name is very well known in the
Underhive, mostly because of his three children,
Windred, Stupus and Montade Haberstache.
Several years ago, the young siblings took
a month-long Underhive excursion with a
noble house Brat gang. They returned with a
taste of freedom and a taste for blood. They
28MAG //
// 03
03
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JUNIPER BOUT

01

The Children of Hadopelagia is my genestealer
cult, and my favourite creation following
an eight year hobby hiatus. Originally, I had
planned to create them exclusively to play
Necromunda, but inspiration took hold and
resulted in a far more customised and fleshed
out group.
The cult was heavily inspired by The Shadow
Over Innsmouth by H.P. Lovecraft, a story
where a failing fishing town breed with horrific
fish people living deep in the ocean. In a similar
vein, I planned the cult as though they were a
fishing settlement that had dredged up a long
lost genestealer in one of their catches.
Creating narrative and cohesion with their
story in the models was extremely important
to me, and so I made sure to include references
to their roots as a coastal fishing community.
Fish and tackle were tied to their belts, and
their weapons are either low-tech small arms,
likely to be found in an isolated settlement, or
re-purposed tools such as harpoon guns, large
fishing hooks or heavy-duty saws used in their
slaughterhouses. I also sculpted gills on the
necks of every model, a remnant from their
aquatic Patriarch. All the components in the
group are either Games Workshop products
or sculpted details, as I enjoy this creative
restriction.
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For their paint scheme, I had two major
considerations when starting: I wanted
them to look pallid and creepy, and I wanted
to avoid black and red, as these were the
dominant colours in my two previous projects.
The skin was painted following a tutorial
by Martingsivertsen on Instagram for his
aberrants, as I felt it had a wonderful richness,
while being pale and disgusting.
I found the skin the most fun part of the models
to paint, as I was able to go to town using glazes
of cool red (Khorne Red) and sea green (Sotek
Green) to bring the flesh to life and suggest the
alien corruption within. The chitin was painted
a deep blue to convey the imagery of the sea
and the cloth was a stippled yellow, mimicking
the oiled canvas coats of seafarers from the
past. To complete the seaside look, all areas of
metal were painted to be heavily oxidised.

01 The cult amassed
02 Dagny the Chosen,their
psychic and spiritual leader.
She was the first model
created for the group and set
the tone. Unfortunately she
also has the roughest paint
job as she was the prototype.
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03 Aberrants are forced
into the roles of industrial
slaughterers, processing the
catches of fish
04 The first-born of the cult
reveal the aquatic origins of
their Patriarch
05 A selection of the
improvised weapons used by
the cult
06 A selection of detail
shots
07 As the generations
progress, the hybrids appear
more human

07
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A LIGHT IN
THE GRIMDARK

by Tom Riley
Mental health. It has become a hot topic over
the last few years. More and more people
are opening up and talking about it. Is it more
prevalent nowadays, as a result of the postmodernity world? Or are we just more at ease
with our insecurities? Whatever the reason,
it is important for everyone to take care of
themselves and be aware of their negative
thoughts and learn how to manage them. All
very sombre, but what has this got to do with
toy soldiers I hear you cry!
Allow me to elaborate.
Of my 33 years on Terra, I have resorted to my
hobby on many occasions to carry me off to
imaginary worlds and escape the often harsh
realities of the world. Growing up, I was the
only child in a single parent family, my mother
worked long hours to keep a roof over our
heads. So for a large portion of my childhood,
I found I had to entertain myself. Painting
miniatures became my distraction. I was
consumed by wonderful tales I would create
with the handful of models I had at the time (an
old Fiend Factory fish man and some Mordian
Iron Guard!). I strongly believe that having this
outlet, when I was young, prevented me from
getting caught up in a lot of the things my
peers would go on to do later.
Fast forward a couple of decades and I am
happily married with a young daughter. I have
a very demanding job, working all the hours the
Omnissiah sends, late nights, early mornings,
weekends, it never ends. Several years of this
and I crashed. Mentally wrecked, I no longer
recognised myself.
I want to be clear that what got me out of the
grim and indeed dark place I was in was my
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wife and her limitless patience and kindness.
When she pulled me from the abyss, I needed
time to recuperate. I turned once again to my
miniatures and ploughed as much energy as I
could into creating fantastic realms where my
mind could escape to and heal.
About this time, I first saw the initial images
for the upcoming 28 magazine. I had heard of
Inquisimunda some years before, but a whole
magazine, how wonderful! On its release, like
many, I devoured it. I got involved in the Ian
Miller challenge and again tried to push myself
further. For me, the 28mag challenge was
a labour of love. Ian’s artwork quite literally
formed my view of Warhammer and the Old
World. The twisted dark visions are embedded
in my head from childhood. Memories of first
seeing the Death on the Reik cover came
flooding back and I knew that I had to take part.
My plan was to go well beyond my comfort zone
and I decided on sculpting a bust from scratch,
loosely based on a figure in the foreground
from Ian’s painting ‘Thornberg’. I had sculpted
a handful of times in 28mm scale before, but
nothing of the size I had planned. I did not set
an exact scale, but at a guess it would probably
be around 200mm if it were full size. The whole
exercise was very calming. Starting with a
very loose wire frame and tinfoil, followed by
copious amounts of milliput, and eventually
finishing with a thin layer of greenstuff to add
the details. With every little step, the model
took shape and I felt better with myself the
more progress that I made. Painting it was
immensely fun and yet another new learning
curve working on a scale far larger than I was
comfortable with. Although I did not win the
challenge (the standard of entries was truly
phenomenal!), I had won a personal battle, that
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to me was far more important, and one I will
carry with me forever.
One of the strengths of the whole INQ28,
Blanchitsu scene is the ability to help you
mentally. There is no need to paint a swathe of
figures to complete a project (unless you want
to). That need can in itself be stressful and
quite often not enjoyable. Instead, you could
convert and paint up a small handful of models,
or even just one. Perhaps a little diorama or
display piece. To me, this is something that
allows my mind to drift off and unwind. And
this is something I cannot recommend enough.
After the 28mag challenge, I undertook
my first real attempt at kit-bashing some
miniatures, with the sole intention of using
them within an INQ28 setting. I wanted to
make a handful of veteran, war-weary Imperial
Guardsmen, the only survivors of a vicious
war against xenos forces, on a dust choked
desert world. Their regiment had been wiped

out and the fleet leaving the planet’s surface
condemned them to wander the wastes,
fighting all manner of horrors until they finally
succumbed to the brutal environment. Heavily
inspired by Ana Polanšćak´s use of historical
plastic miniatures, I based my guardsmen on
some Perry Miniatures Afrikacorps and used
citadel Catachan bits with a mix of other odds
and ends, to add 40k flavour. Initially, I kept
the project to three figures, to avoid hobby
burnout. As a result, it was another enjoyable
project to unwind with.
These figures were also the first time
I used oil paint. As my first dive into
‘Blanchitsu,’ oils seemed almost mandatory!
I wanted that over-the-top grime and
filth that is inseparable from a Grimdark
project. Further inspiration came from
@abellardlindsay and his INQ28 warband on
Instagram; the bases on his miniatures are
so effective with a heavy orange dust - I just
had to try and replicate it. This brings me on to

another real strength of the community. I have
found so much inspiration from others online
and so far, all have been very kind in sharing
their techniques and general tips. Even if you
do not have a local gaming or modelling group
near you, there are thousands out there in
the Warp who, in my experience, have always
been friendly and helpful.
‘Grimdark’ for me (and I hope for others who
are fans of the genre) is a form of therapy. For
anyone out there in the void who is struggling
right now - reach out. First and foremost to
your family and friends and then to the hobby
community, and also for your paint brush!
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Welcome to Shavigrad, a dilapidated port
town that is being held in the grasp of eternal
autumn. This imaginary setting serves as the
backdrop and playground for the characters I
like to create, the noble heroes and dastardly
villains, and especially everything in between.
The details and locales of Shavigrad are
vague on purpose, so that the setting might
stretch to whatever end I need it to, but the
gloomy vibe and the Priest-king’s Inquisition
are elements I aim to keep constant. The
Inquisition, named rather unimaginatively, is
my faction of Stormcast Eternals. They serve
as an amalgamation of peacekeeping force
and military police, with some more nefarious
motives bubbling under the surface. As such,
I feel like there are a plethora of ways to
give these Stormcast Eternals unique and
interesting characteristics, while also keeping
them feeling cohesive.
When Stormcast Eternals first hit the shelves of
local game stores, there was an outcry. Without
going into details of all that, it is safe to say the
Stormcast aesthetic was quite divisive; some
dislike the faction to this day, and I understand
it! These sigmarines are tanky, chunky, loud
and a bit cartoony - at least in the way the
powers that be choose to present them. On
the other hand, I somehow always liked what
the Stormcast Eternals could be - instead of
appearing as the stone faced automatons clad
in gold, they might be pushed into a direction
better suited for the heroic individuals the lore
sets them up to be. With a huge helping of
inspiration - one could almost make a case for
imitation - from Dark Souls 3 and the sublime
Ana Polanšćak, I started working on my take on
Stormcast Eternals.
Before going into detail, I want to quickly go
28
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over my design philosophy. My approach is
holistic: I think about what kind of character
I am about to make, their name, profession,
background, disposition, and how they came
to be in Shavigrad. This allows my feeling and
inspiration to guide the character creation and
modelling process.
The first aspect of my design was to tone down
the most in-your-face, loudest elements and
baroque frills and details. Do not get me wrong
- detail is not bad per se, nor is loudness, I
just want to be in control of them. That is why
most tabard embroideries, necklaces, side
arms and prayer beads needed to go. I also
wanted the armour, which is a huge part of
the Stormcast Eternals models, to reflect the
gloomy, gritty vibe of the setting, rather than
be this extravagant shimmering gold-plated
monstrosity. That is the reason most of the
ornamental furnishings are gone.
When I have torn down enough things, it is
time to start building up the models again. We
get right back to the loud elements and small
details. I know, I claimed to dislike them before,
but the difference is now I get to pick what
they are! For example, when building Serena,
the Marshall (1), I filed off her original necklace
and replaced it with a key to her jail. Instead of
a shield, she is carrying an arrest warrant in her
left hand. And instead of a puny magic mace,
Serena walks around with a huge bell-mace to
signify her status and importance, as well as
giving the Marshall a non-lethal way to deter
mischievous small timers, by loudly ringing the
bell as to announce the long arm of the law is
near! The weapon is literally loud and far from
understated, but I feel like it works both visually
and with her character rather well. Another
example would be Quintus, the Sharpshooter

01 Serena, the Marshall
02 Tritonus, the Orator
03 Salvius, the Preacher
04 Quintus, the Sharpshooter
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magical crossbow assault rifle hybrid, and in its
place a weapon that functions the same way,
but suits my aesthetic sensibilities better. The
big elephant rifle is, again, literally loud and
bombastic, but works within the context of the
character and the setting. It is more realistic,
yet more outrageous at the same time. My
goal is to make every model unique, so each
has gone through the conversion process,
even if it is just for a simple head or weapon
swap. I usually try to make more grounded and
gritty weapons, unless it is something like the
various gunpowder behemoths – then I crank
up the grimdarkness to 11.
Keeping in line with the grim vibe, I chose
a very limited palette for my Stormcast
Eternals. Apart from the few small dashes of
colour sprinkled here and there, I mainly used
the same four elements for each character:
dirty metal armour, ragged off-white cloth,
scratched chocolate brown leather and olive
green accents on trims, feathers and such.
This may sound somewhat repetitive and
boring, but I feel like the basic scheme works
well overall with enough opportunity to
individualize each character in tandem with
conversion work. I have posted tutorials on
social media about how to achieve some of
the effects I use, so I am not going to go deep
into it here, but my art style involves a lot of

stippling and mottling, with a heaping helping
of enamel and oil washes. My skills as a
painter are nothing special. I am not going to
paint the best gradients, transitions, shadows
or highlights - and that is OK! My art style
works in conjunction with character design and
conversion work to round out what I want the
model to represent and how I want their story
to come together in Shavigrad. There is that
holistic approach.

09
05 Marcellus, the Herald
06 Beata, the Flamer
07 Callixtus, the Engineer
& shield detail
08 Sixtus, the Striker
09 Ignatius, the Witchfinder

Shavigrad is populated by more characters and
factions than just the Priest-King’s Inquisition,
naturally, but I felt like giving insight into my
process with the Stormcast Eternals. The
Inquisition is the backbone of my setting and
offers so much to work with, both aesthetically
and story wise.
The Stormcast Eternals sometimes get a bad
rap, and I wanted to show they can be so
much more than the annoying poster boys and
unexciting golden statues if done correctly not that there is anything wrong with box art
colours and guide book assembly, if that is
your jam! I want to encourage you, the reader,
to try out the holistic approach to converting,
painting and telling the story you want to tell
through your miniatures. It is fantastical, fun
and you might find yourself eventually creating
your own narrative setting.
28MAG //
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THE WORLD
BETWEEN
THE CRACKS
by Stefan Berendes
I knew I was in trouble the moment Captain
Revas demanded a manservant. To be fair, the
demand seemed reasonable enough. Captain
Revas was and is, after all, a man of distinction.
A scion of Haaruthia’s nobility. Regimental
champion, or at least former regimental
champion of the Haaruthian Dragoons. A man,
in short, certainly deserving of a manservant.
The esteemed Captain Revas also was, and is,
a plastic model of about 28mm height, hence
my hesitation.
About a decade ago, the prospect of building
my own INQ28 models seemed wild and
dangerous to me. While I had seen the release
of the original 54mm Inquisitor first-hand (or
at least on the pages of White Dwarf) and had
been more than a little intrigued by its premise,
INQ28 and the entire concept of building
models for this particular corner of the 40k
universe was something I had come across
online (on Martin Tingle’s blog, invariably). It
fascinated and terrified me in equal measure.
I did not have the bitz box for this! I was
completely out of my depth! And yet, looking at
Captain Esteban Revas, cobbled together from
weird odds and ends, I could not help feeling
like I might be onto something.
And now that same Captain Revas demanded
a manservant. But these things happen. You
come up with a character for INQ28, and
before you know it, they seemingly take on a
life of their own. That is, in fact, one of the most
fascinating parts of this hobby. But anyway, we
will return to Cpt. Revas’ plight (and mine) in a
minute. If I had to explain to somebody what
Warhammer 40,000 was about, there are two
pieces of artwork I would point to, both by the
inimitable John Blanche.

The first is the artwork adorning the 3rd edition
Warhammer 40k rulebook. It shows Black
Templars Space Marines on a battlefield and
offers a glimpse of everything that is so iconic
about the Astartes. Massive sci fi soldiers, but
also with a weird, quasi-medieval, monastic
twist. Crusading knights, but turned up to
eleven (or should that be eleven-THOUSAND?!).
And all of it rendered in a painterly fashion
that would not have felt out of place in the
Renaissance.
That image is the embodiment of Warhammer
40,000 to me: The endless battlefields,
the madness. The weirdly (and pleasantly)
idiosyncratic mix of Science Fiction and the
Dark Ages (and the age is quite dark indeed –
grimdark, in fact). The other piece I would point
to is the cover artwork for the original Codex
Adepta Sororitas. Its iconic central figure was
later turned into a model (named ‘Canoness
Veridyan’) – and deservedly so. But just as
interesting are the dozens of characters behind
her. A congregation of flagellants, demented
priests, prophets of the apocalypse and
shadowy figures lurking in the background.
That image, to me, is Inquisitor/INQ28; it is a
game, a setting, an artistic approach that deals
with the characters in the background. In the
world between the cracks, as it were.
Do not get me wrong, building massively
powerful Inquisitor Lords, resplendent in their
golden power armour, is a delight in and of itself,
and I have converted more than one hulking
Monodominant. But what really moves INQ28
beyond 40k proper is the chance to focus on
the characters you would not necessarily see in
Warhammer 40,000.
This certainly also ties back into the notion

of what Dan Abnett has repeatedly dubbed
‘domestic 40k’, the world away from the
battlefield, if such a thing is even possible in
the 41st/42nd millennium. So allow me to
rephrase, the world so far removed from the
battlefield that its denizens wage a different
kind of war, with a different set of weapons,
such as espionage, subterfuge and politicking.
For me, the thrill of INQ28 is the chance to
meet the denizens of this shadow-world. The
kind of characters just outside the focus of
the sweeping battle scenes of 40k proper, but
arguably all the more fascinating for it. The
Imperial débutante, locked into strangeness by
her hidden psyker powers. The Xeno-arcanist,
believing he has finally found the secret to
an obscure Xenos race, with the Inquisition
already hot on his heels. A minor tech-priest
who has found his true calling caring for a gang
of escapee pit-fighters and malcontents, in the
bowels of a hive world. A metal man who has
discovered that he has, after all, a heart.
All the best stories are really about people.
And INQ28 gives us the chance to meet (or to
invent) some particularly fascinating people, to
explore their lives and flesh them out in more
detail. And to conceptualise them as characters,
rather than mere playing pieces, with the added
consequence that they sometimes demand
we build them a manservant. Or a research
assistant. Or what have you.

01 Captain Esteban Revas
02 Revas and his manservant,
Trooper Salvador ‘Sal’ Koltz
03 The retinue of Inquisitor
Gotthardt, Ordo Hereticus
Velsen
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Only then Trooper Koltz, too, suddenly turned
into an actual character in the back of my head,
and I ended up with an almost embarrassingly
large amount of back-story for what had
started out as mere plastic models.
By the same token, while the warband Cpt.
Revas and Trooper Koltz belong to, the
retinue of Inquisitor Erasmus Gotthardt of
the Ordo Hereticus Velsen, incidentally might
seem just a bit too beholden to the classic
character archetypes explored in the original
Inquisitor rulebook. I am still very fond of this
gang, because I already know what feels like
a thousand stories about these, dare I say it,
‘people’.
All of this is simply to say that to head off into
the dark alleys and side streets, the unexplored
places of the Warhammer 40,000 universe can
yield a rich harvest, indeed. One need look no
further than Isaac Tobin’s Navigator Houses
Merz-Itano, where Isaac chose to explore one
of the most mysterious and shadowy parts of
40k lore and ended up turning his findings into
one of the most triumphant hobby projects in
existence.
For the same reason my friend and fellow
hobbyist Dexter ‘DexterKong’ Klinefelter and
I maintain a shared 40k adventurescape, the
‘Velsen Sector’, as a world for our characters
to live in. We are from different ends of the
planet, and while we may never end up getting
to play an actual game of INQ28 together
(although I certainly hope otherwise), our
shared exploration of a slice of the 40k world
adds an extra layer of texture, of plausibility,
of narrative, to our hobby projects. Sometimes
things just fall into place. The voyage of
exploring this fictional space also often leads
us to the most fascinating places and people!
The elderly director of the sector’s pre-eminent
banking house, who looks an awful lot like a
grimdark version of Maggie Smith, for example.
Of course this way of exploring the world of
INQ28 and its denizens does not mean that you
will need to come up with reams of back-story
before you ever attempt to build a model. More
often than not it is still that first promising
conversion that starts it all off. In the case of
my Ordo Scriptorum retinue, it was my friend
and fellow hobbyist Peter Hudson who came
up with the challenge to match one particular
piece of art by the late, great Wayne England, in
model form. The project then quickly turned into
an attempt to build several models that served
as a tribute to Wayne England’s illustrations
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(as well as some additional characters, among
them a younger version of Peter’s own Ordo
Scriptorum Inquisitor).
With Wayne England’s fantastic character
concepts already making for a more than solid
stylistic backbone for the project, the fun was
to figure out how those quirky characters
might relate to one another and fit into the
overarching narrative already in place. And
there were more than enough narrative hooks
to explore, that led still deeper down the
proverbial rabbit hole.
Another, more recent hobby of mine began
as nothing more involved than wanting to
build the most Blanchian model I could from
the leftover parts of a female Age of Sigmar
vampire. I ended up with a skull-masked lady
(a veritable ‘grimdark femme’, so to speak) on
a floating throne. And that, in turn, made me
wonder what kind of retainers such a character
would employ. Some small, skull-faced
cherubim to prance around their mistress?
Certainly! And, of course, a major domo in
a powdered wig, keeping the supplicants in
check. And, to be sure, a massive gholam-like
bodyguard in stylised golden armour. Before I
knew it, the ideas began to flow and a number
of kit-bashes turned into the beginnings of the
‘Bloodbriar Syndicate’, a shadowy crime family

that I have no doubt will be a joy to flesh-out
further.
Exploring all these characters has been, and
continues to be, a fascinating part of the hobby.
Even if, in some cases, some of these models
might never see a game. And many of the backstories I have dreamed up may never leave my
notebook, or the back of my head. But all of
this plays a part in not only shaping a richer
narrative for any given game or setting, but
also a richer hobby experience.
Because, when all is said and done, that is what
INQ28 is to me, more than a tabletop game or a
role-playing game or even a stylistic movement.
It is a way to explore characters and the world
they live in. It is to discover, and maybe help
create, a part of the 40k background that I have
found so fascinating, ever since my eyes first
fell on those lavish paintings of yore. And on the
shadowy figures lurking in their background. In
the world between the cracks.

04 Countess Mandelholtz,
Work in Progress
05 Redactor Orlanth, of the
Ordo Scriptorum, and his
operatives
06 The Bloodbriar Syndicate,
Work in Progress
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KEVIN BROOME
by author

To say that Warhammer 40,000 was influenced
by medieval Europe is an understatement. The
Crusades and their figurehead, the Emperor
being deified as a golden god, all the while
his soldiers where fighting in foreign lands,
being slaughtered by unknown savages and
religious zealots, who worship their own gods
of Chaos. Games Workshop has taken the
concept of retro-futurism to another level.
When steampunk took the Victorian aesthetic
and created something set in the space-year
2000, Games Workshop looked further back,
to the Dark Ages, and sent them flying into the
impossible future of the year 40 000.
When I set about creating this warband, I
wanted to dwell more on this idea of medieval
Europe, as well as one of my favourite films in
this setting, was Ingmar Bergman’s seminal
movie, The Seventh Seal. When many think of
this film, the iconic image of the knight playing
chess with Death is one of the first things that
comes to mind, but it was the chilling depiction
of the flagellants parading through the streets
that stuck with me. I was both fascinated and
horrified, as this train of human misery moved
through the town, prostrating themselves in
the name of religion.
When I began building these models, I started
off with the serfs. These mutated peons were
36
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based on the Genestealer Acolyte Hybrid kit;
their hunched stature was ideal for repentant
mutants. As their models began to take shape,
I found that they seemed to be in the perfect
position to be providing an offering to someone
or something, their clawed hands stretched up
to the aether. This is when the narrative began
to take hold. I began working on their leader,
the focal point of this procession, the Lord of
Tributes. His face forever hidden by a great
cowl, he floats above the rabble on the streets
on a flaming vortex of skulls and psychic
energy. In his chaotic fervour, he mutters from
his great tome into the ear of the abased crier,
who calls the words over his amplifier held high
over his head.
The cortège was growing in numbers now
and I could imagine their cacophonous cries
being carried through the streets and high
up into the gothic spires, drawing the gaze of
the peasants and lords alike. With attention
of this size, they were bound to draw the ire
of some unbelievers, and therefore needed
protection. Using the Stormcast Eternals
Sequitors kit, I began to build the Inquisitor
crusaders. Imbued with the magic from their
Lord of Tributes, these Inquisitors towered
above regular citizens and wielded weapons
as immense as their stature. I can imagine a
peasant in medieval times looking at a Knight

‘The penitent
vagrants provide
offerings to their
Lord of Tributes,
but only the most
prized skulls are
accepted.’
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Templar, covered in armour with huge swords,
and cowering before them, armed with only
makeshift weapons and pitchforks, clad in
nothing more than burlap. This was the idea
behind these crusaders. The denizens of the
far future might wear something a bit tougher
than cloth, but compared to these behemoths,
with their pauldrons as big as a person and
their weapons twice their size, they would
show the same fear as their great ancestors.
Alongside this crew of bodyguards, I fashioned
an automaton, a creation from ancient times,
brought to life by the will of the sorcerer. This
was a lucky find from a junk drawer, where
I kept old batteries and various screws. The
large car bulb was asking to be turned into a
robot; images of the old Lost in Space series,
from the 60’s, came to mind as soon as I saw
it. Using the legs from the Ambot and the tail

from the Necron Wraiths, it seemed ideal to be
thundering alongside the warband.
At present, this is their total retinue, but as
they travel through foreign lands, spreading
the word of their Lord, they are bound to gain
new followers and adversaries, even as they
tread the thin line between orthodoxy and
heresy. Who knows, they may travel through
a city plagued by disease and come in contact
with a disillusioned Knight and his squire,
before moving on again. Touching so many, but
knowing so few, their procession of pain and
anguish trudges on, knowing no end.
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THE BLOODTIDE

by David Stafford
Don your archaic but serviceable diving helmet
and check the seals on your suit, for we are
going down deep, deep into the murky past,
to the age of Man O’War! Follow me now into
the gloomy depths, and watch that pressure
gauge.
Now, as we descend, some history.
Man O’War was released by Games Workshop
in 1993, and takes place in the Warhammer
setting. Many of the races were eventually
represented by their own fleets, and players
pitted these diminutive warships against
each other on the high seas. It was a popular
game, and two official supplements followed,
Plaguefleet, dealing with Chaos, Skaven and
Chaos Dwarf fleets, and Sea of Blood, which
added the Norse, as well as flyers and most
importantly, sea monsters! Other rules, most
notably the rules for the undead fleet, were
published in the Citadel Journal, though no
miniatures were ever released for them.
Man O’War has a relatively straightforward
rules system. The most entertaining part of
which is that players have to be extremely
mindful of wind direction, which is liable to
change each turn. Certain ships can mitigate
this by using oars, paddles, magic or flippers.
As with many games of that era, there is an
amount of management required to keep track
of damage, crew levels and fires on each ship
on the ship cards. I personally find it highly
entertaining to watch enemy ships slowly
engulfed in flames, as they continue to pour on
the cannon fire. I dare anyone to get through a
game without finding they have inadvertently
slipped into a pirate accent.
As with many of the old Games Workshop
games, good copies are still adrift out there on
hobby trade sites and such, but it takes a canny
captain to secure a complete copy.
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Am I taking this salty buccaneer theme too far?
Nope. Even more salty you say? Okay then.
There is more than a little comedy value in
the Man O’War ships. Throwing engineering,
physics and basic health and safety out the
window, there are such delights as the Chaos
Dwarf Great Leveller Battlebarge, with a
cannon so massive one shot would have
driven the ship violently into the sea floor, and
the Tzeentchian Winged Terror, which gives
up on the whole sea idea entirely and has
wings. Loving it yet? If so, read on, me trusty
shipmates.
A couple of years back, some pals of mine took
it on themselves to build some fleets. As is
often the case, I initially decided against getting
sucked in, but having long wanted a fleet of my
own, before I knew it, I was down at the docks
press ganging unlucky crew into service. By
which I mean surfing the net looking for parts,
ships and other arcane Man O’War necessities.
My chosen fleet was that of mighty Khorne,
praise His name. Most of Khorne’s ships lack
even the most ephemeral illusion that they
will sail/function/float. Take for example the
Ironshark, whose entire front section is that of a
giant metal shark head, with a mechanical jaw.
None of this cannon nonsense, just get in there
and bite that enemy ship in half! Equally superb
is the Bloodship, which features a giant metal
skull that enjoys vomiting molten iron and lead
over enemy ships, while firing flaming lead-filled
skulls at them. One gets the impression each
Bloodship has a resident metal band.
With my sights set on my chosen fleet, I began
the hunt.
The thing about acquiring miniatures and parts
for a game that has been out of print for decades,
is it can be a bit time consuming and expensive.
Man O’War especially commands pretty high
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prices for books, ships, game components and
parts. Luckily, I have an excellent network of
gaming buddies that, once I had put out the word,
came to my aid. In no time at all, I had a pile of
confusing parts that I had to convert into twelve
ships for my one-thousand-point force, the basic
size for a Man O’War fleet.
I decided early on that I would attempt to bring
some grit and straight up evil back to these pretty
cartoony sculpts. Most images I had seen of
Khorne fleets had RED! hulls and BRASS! skulls,
so I wanted to go another way and see how I
could please His Infernal Majesty with a new take.
However.
Sails.
Sails are the reason I had not tackled a fleet
earlier. This game is old school, and as such,
the only thing you get to make your sails is a
template and a sprue of masts and yardarms.
The first thing is to find the right combination
of mast or masts (Gods help those making
Bretonnian fleets) and yardarms for the ships
you are making. After some tearful conversations
with those more in the know, I finally managed
it. The ships were assembled. I decided on a
ruddy iron for the metalwork on the Khorne
ships, and black wood. Brass oars, gears and
such added a little warmth to the palette, as
well as, glowing eyes or cannons to add some
more visual interest. The masts can be fragile,
so extra care was required when painting
them. Most of the metalwork was dry-brushed
in between several thin glazes to accentuate
the red of the metal, to help add to the object
source lighting (OSL).
Once you have painted your ships, you have to
craft some sails. Using the templates that I had
gleaned for the Bloodship, Ironshark and Death
Galley, I picked up some thin, coloured card
sheets and set to work. I weathered the sails
by soaking sections with water and, when the
card had softened, tearing at it with a tweezers
to simulate ripped sails. I then painted these
tears to looks as if the sails were smouldering
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with daemonic magic. I brought out some
ancient chaos decals and massaged them
back to life with some decal softener. Before
attempting to place these relics on the sails,
I applied a couple of coats of gloss varnish, to
give me a surface I could move the decal over
before it set. Several of the decals were too
far gone and disintegrated during the process,
but enough survived to give me a selection of
Khornate sails for my ships. Less masochistic
hobbyists could design some sails digitally and
print them out instead.
Adding the sails is a delicate process. First, I
gave them a curve by rolling them on a can of
spray paint and matt varnishing them to stiffen
them a little. Then I applied a line of multipurpose viscous glue (evo-stik is ideal) to the
yardarm, and then gently stuck on the sail. The
thick glue means, though the two surfaces are
not flush, it will grab onto the sail and hold it
fast once dry.
One final note on sails. In each of your fleet’s
squadrons, there is a flagship, and it is prudent
to denote this ship when making the sails or
painting the ship, for ease of identification ingame. In my case, that ship has a red sail. My
flagship, The Guns of Anarchy, where my chaos
lord, Aesir Vortag, hangs out, also has red
banners for the same reason.
So, there you have it, a chaos-flavoured tour
into the lightless depths of the venerable
Man O’War. Take care now, and pray to your
weakling Gods that we ne’er cross swords
on the bloody, skull-filled waves of Khorne’s
oceans! YAAARRRR!!
As gaming is essentially storytelling for me,
each ship is named and the fleet has its own
back-story and cast of characters. I have
published this piece on my blog, but for those
interested, there is a little taste of an average
day in the Bloodtide in the sidebar.

Eluf Gorebeard, Bloodfated,
chosen of Khorne and Jarl
of the Hversing clan, strode
along the deck of the bloodship
World
Eater
with
mounting
impatience. He was not used
to answering the summons of
another, like some lackey,
not even for one such as Aesir
Vortag.
As Eluf approached the steps
leading up to the immense
black sterncastle, he could
hear the exhortations of a
slaughterpriest
addressing
the
faithful.
The
priest
stood atop a high gantry
which rose above one of the
gigantic
bronze vats
that
fed the bloodship’s colossal
great cannon. He was loudly
extolling
those
watching
below to fight well in the
coming battle. A captive lay
kneeling before the priest,
precariously balanced on the
edge of the walkway, his eyes
glazed with terror. As Eluf
watched, the priest raised his
axe high, paused to give one
final bellow to the crowd below
and then effortlessly struck
the head from the prisoner.
The corpse collapsed forward,
before disappearing into the
noxious gases rising from the
bubbling inferno beneath. Eluf
nodded curtly in approval at
the perfection of the priest’s
killing stroke.
Turning away, Eluf took the
steps in a measured fashion.
He would not be seen to
hurry, especially not with
Vortag’s personal guard gazing
impassively down at him from
either side of the huge iron
and oak doorway, that led to
his audience chambers. As he
reached the head of the stair,
he could have sworn the guards
took just a little too long
to open the door to him. A
measured insult he would take
pains to remember. Grinding
his teeth, he swept inside.
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Moritz Krebs is an illustrator from Germany. His
drawings, mostly made in black ink, depict the
more grotesque and bizarre side of medieval
and renaissance inspired worlds. Folklore,
fairy tales and renaissance artists like Albrecht
Dürer, Hieronymus Bosch and Pieter Brueghel
are the main inspirations for him, along with
the art of the infamous Mordheim, published
by Games Workshop in 1999.

‘I think the hunchbacked servant is always the
more interesting character than the knight in
shining armour, so the overall grimdark tone of the
28 movement really appeals to me.’
When not drawing, Moritz collects odd stuff
and drools over Art Nouveau illustrations.

‘I am not a fan of high Fantasy (oh well, with the
exception of the Lord of the Rings…) actually I
wouldn’t name my art ‘Fantasy’ at all. It is more
like a alternative version of history. If that makes
any sense…
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TOM PATEMAN

The Amberfall project began more out of
circumstance than anything fully planned. I had
been collecting Warhammer 40k for a short
while after having a long break from the hobby
for 10 years. I wanted to start a Warhammer:
Age of Sigmar force, I love the fantasy genre
in general and the range had heaps of great
models. Then I came across the Mortal Realms
magazines in the local shop and noticed
how good a deal it was, both a big range of
Nighthaunt and Stormcast Eternals alongside
the magazine. The Stormcast Eternals minis
really appealed to me, I am a fan of the idea
of ‘knights of old’ and the tales they could tell.
However, I was not a huge fan of the original
concept, the high fantasy narrative, the shiny
gold warrior of light aesthetic and the whole
epic battle-royale nature of the story.
This led me to consider the aspect of creating
my own narrative that felt more grounded
and grittier, in keeping with fantasy literature
I had read in the past. I still wanted to use the
models, I felt they had lots of potential and
all the key aspects were there in the form of
plate armour, draped robes, chain mail and
interesting dynamic poses. With these aspects
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as a starting point, and a few small changes,
I wanted to create a sense of realism about
the models, based with a more subtle fantasy
setting.
This led to the creation of my own narrative,
still based within the canon universe of AoS but
set in an age long after the stories of the gods
and epic warriors of light or darkness. Those
events had long fallen into myth and legend,
to be told as tales around the camp-fire on
dark nights. An example of this would be the
helms of my force, they are clearly Stormcast
Eternals to an onlooker but I envisioned that
this was because the city they were from still
kept some traditions and visual references to
the times long past and their helms were based
on depictions of what Sigmar’s warriors of light
would have looked like. I knew early on that I
wanted my force to be human, mortal, that the
perils of life were real for them and they felt the
struggles of the everyday. I then started asking
questions, such as where are they from? What
is life like for them? What history and events
have shaped them?
The city of Amberfall was created as a response
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to these questions, forming the foundations
of my overall aesthetic, narrative and vision
for my force. The city sits within a wild
landscape of vast forests, mountain ranges
and treacherous coastlines. A hard place to live
in, but it offers bounty in the natural resources
available. I wanted to represent these aspects
in my models and explore how I could achieve
this visually. The bases of the models were a
key way to show this setting, so I started by
exploring forest environments and was drawn
to autumnal scenes. The golden light at that
time of year, old fallen branches, the reds,
browns and yellows of the leaves all offered
up a rich colour pallet to work with. The yellow
that ended up being an accent colour to my
models was born out of this visual concept as
well as the bronze of the helmets and the deep
red of the weapon grips. I started exploring the
models’ sense of character, and their overall
image and personality. As mentioned before, I
was keen on a dark, gritty fantasy so I started
looking online for example models in this
style and building mood boards with various
imagery. This was when I came across the
‘grim dark’ aesthetic which went on to really
set the scene for what I would try to capture in
my own work.
I was drawn to the idea that the characters had
faced struggles or hardships of some sort, that
they had lived and that it had shaped them and
this should come across in the way they look.
This led me to explore a more weathered look
and war-torn appearance, with muddy robes,
dented, scratched and grubby armour. Then
arose the question of why? If I had created
the city they were from and this gave rise to
their initial look and feel, why now are they
so weathered and beaten? The answer came
quickly. The city had fallen in a horrific event.
The characters I would be creating would be
the survivors of this event and be on the run
in the wild country fending for their lives. They
would be the ones that had fought their way
out and managed to escape the catastrophe.
To summarize, I had the narrative, the context,
a grim dark aesthetic and the overall feel I
wanted to create in my work, I just needed
to realise that visually. My main drive was to
create a band of unique looking characters
that maintain the silhouette of the original
miniature but have their own identity. They
should all have a visual unity, working together
28MAG //
// 03
03
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as a band of brothers (and sisters) but still feel
unique in their own right. I started by selecting
a base model to work with, thinking about their
character, their story and what I could change
to bring it to life. This involved using blu-tack
to attach items from my bits box to the model
for ideas or doing quick sketches of potential
poses and weapon options. I had never
really converted models before this project
or done any sort of kit-bashing, so this was a
bit of a step into the unknown for me. I had
seen some examples of converting models in
the community and I really loved the unique
creative spin people were applying as a result
of this. I finally took the plunge and started
cutting and sticking things together, gaining
confidence in it as I went along.
Transferring the weapons was a key step and
most have been altered in some fashion, this
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was mainly to make them feel less like golden
power weapons and give them a medieval
look with links to games such as Mordheim in
their visual context. Small changes like altering
the crossbows to the traditional way around
or removing some of the fancy detailing on a
sword changed the feel straight away.
I have always been a fan of exposed heads on
models as I feel the face and expression can
really bring them to life. Forge World have a
great Stormcast Eternals set of heads which I
used to give mine some character. I liked the
original helmets on the models, but wanted
to change them up slightly by removing the
halo section on some and replacing with a tuft
that looked like a plume or hair coming out the
top. These were made from the bottom of the
chain swords from an old chaos space marine
set I had from years back. Shields were mostly
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sanded down, and the cities crest or more
simplistic heraldry added to make them look
more medieval or ‘the Old World’ in appearance.
The character of Vivian [picture - gun 1] was the
most heavily converted miniature. It involved
a lot of building from scratch, but she ended
up being one of my favourite models within
the force. Her rifle was from a pistol I had in
an old set, but extended to form the longer
barrel and stock. I liked the idea of firearms
being rare, that fact she have one referenced
her standing and connections before the city
fell. Her cane also represented this and was
simply a matchstick carved down. These really
added a sense of majesty to her appearance
and fitted her character perfectly. Some of the
more heavily converted larger models such as
the Stonehorn and the Gargant were added to
the force to give some variety to the scale and
to add interesting narrative elements.
The Stonehorn was also a great example of
how my creative process worked as the force
was developing - like a series of steppingstones with each model influencing the next. It
was created as a response to my own question,
‘how do these guys transport their supplies
and equipment?’. Thus, the Stonehorn and its
rider joined the exiles to answer this logistical
issue.
This has been such a fun force to create and
I am currently working on new members.
Once they are finished off, I will then turn my
attention to my next project, which will be
creating the unknown foe which led to the
destruction of the city of Amberfall.
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OLD SCHOOL
AND LEAD

by Jon Boyce
The way you look at a miniature is informed by
a whole host of different factors; the aesthetic,
the material, the setting it evokes, the way it
made you feel the very first time you saw it aged
nine. In 1987, when I was 9, Games Workshop
published Warhammer 40,000 Rogue Trader.
The book was like nothing I had seen before.
It was filled with scratchy, uncomfortable black
and white illustrations. Brutish Imperial Army
troopers drawn by Ian Miller. Bio-mechanical
Adeptus Mechanicus monstrosities by Stephen
Tappin. World-weary space pirates lounging
in cavernous hangars from the pen of Tony
Hough.

wearing Stetsons happily rub shoulders with
anthropomorphic Mesoamerican space frogs
and wildly bearded space marines. They
generate a buzz of excitement even now, over
30 years after the first time I saw them. In many
ways, some of the recent Games Workshop
products, such as Blackstone Fortress, are
tapping into that very same vibe.

The universe of the 41st Millennium, as
revealed in Rogue Trader, was a dangerous
and unsettling place, filled with dust-blown
settlements and rusting spaceports. Yes,
there were aliens to fight and armies to fight
with, but the focus was tight and small scale.
The Inquisitor whose investigations had led
them to a lawless fringe-world. A space pirate
captain looking for his next big pay cheque. The
isolated garrison troopers being overrun by
violent space orks.

Focussing on a single style of game means that
everything I want to paint is essentially a new
element in a single thematic collection. A group
of hive gangers and a pair of mercenary space
trolls can attempt to shoot up an Adeptus
Arbites patrol, whilst civilians run for cover. Or
perhaps a salvage crew can try and fight off a
pack of muties over a crashed shuttlecraft. Yes,
there is space for a small team of Eldar raiders,
or a squad or two of Imperial Guardsmen, but I
get more use out of individuals and oddballs! I
have also been steadily building up a collection
of complementary terrain, including adobe
buildings, rusted water towers and rocky
outcrops – all of which fit into a non-specific
fringe-world setting.

Over the next 6 years, Citadel Miniatures
produced a mind-blowingly varied range of
miniatures to support the first edition of the
game, right at the point where I was finding
my wargaming feet. The miniatures I love most
now are the miniatures from that era. They’re
solid slugs of metal, sculpted in a chunky, rustic
manner. They stand on their slotta bases with
legs spread wide, feet solidly planted and all
extremities on a single plane. They evoke a
fluid and anarchic setting where Inquisitors
50
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Over the last 6 or 7 years, I’ve refocused my
hobby to hit two core themes: playing narrative
skirmish level games and using the miniatures
that I had (or always wanted to have) from the
Rogue Trader era.

Around the same time I started afresh with
classic miniatures, a new community was
coalescing around a shared interest of Games
Workshop’s older miniatures, background and
games. This community eventually gained the
label of ‘Oldhammer’ to describe it (a search
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for Facebook Groups or Instagram tags reveals
how much traction the name has gained).
To me, it really means using miniatures with
an aesthetic I love, in narrative games I want
to play (be it Necromunda, Rogue Trader or
something else entirely).
The discovery of Inquisimunda (the community
modified rules system for inquisitorial
warbands using the Necromunda rules engine)
was a huge milestone for me. I had a trio of
motivating factors – a range of figures I loved;
a game I wanted to play; and a modelling
competency to try new things. My first
warband was made up of unmodified Rogue
Trader figures (Inquisitor Dirske, beast trooper
Gaxt, Astropath Korm) and newly converted
characters (Scrat the ratling, mutie Gron-Slom
and sinister daemonhost Wyrm). Pretty much
all of my hobby output since has been an
extension of the vibe from this first warband
– selecting characterful models and adapting
them where necessary.
So why not plastic?
Why, in the age of dynamic and finely sculpted
plastic and resin miniatures, do I continue to
paint and convert miniatures older than my
brother-in-law?
To the modern eye, Rogue Trader figures
look frankly bizarre. They have out-sized
heads and hands and are often distorted into

uncomfortable poses. They wear wacky outfits
and carry weird-looking weapons. Sometimes
you can’t even tell what a sculpted detail is
supposed to be! But the flip side of this is that
each and every figure is a unique character –
you can tell which Imperial Guardsman looks
after his gear and polishes his boots, and
which secretly smokes lho-sticks whilst on
guard duty. You can also look at a figure and
know which Citadel sculptor created it – crisp
lines and power stances from Jes Goodwin;
understated militariness from the Perrys;
gurning faces and impenetrable folds from Bob
Olley. Character is such an important factor in
narrative gaming – it allows you to immerse
yourself into the story and the motivations of
each individual. And Rogue Trader figures have
character in spades.
I also love bringing classic miniatures to the
tabletop to be used in games and fulfil their
purpose. People like seeing old models – either
something cool they’ve never seen before, or
figures they remember from their first hobby
experiences. But most importantly for me, I
find classic models much more interesting to
work with. In general terms, I find converting
metal miniatures more straightforward than
plastic or resin miniatures (although I do use
the odd plastic or resin component). Metal,
although harder to cut, I find more forgiving
and predictable. The very nature of the casting
process means that metal miniatures are
generally aligned along the same plane which

is incredibly useful when splicing parts to make
a coherent whole.
The availability of modular plastic kits is both
a benefit and drawback to creativity. It is
pretty straightforward and replicable to swap
a head or gun from one plastic kit to another,
but a good-looking popular kit-bash can end
up being copied over and over again. Using
metal models has the advantage that the vast
majority of the conversions I make are going to
be unique, either because the models are less
readily available, or because the components
are fiddly to generate.
The final piece of the jigsaw comes from the
relatively cruder sculpting of the late 1980s and
early 1990s. This is also an asset – I know I am
able to sculpt a new holster, shoulder pad or set
of boots that will be largely indistinguishable
from those sported by a Rogue Trader
miniature. This would definitely not be the
case with modern plastics – anything I added
to a plastic Escher ganger would (I suspect) be
immediately obvious and out of place!
In some respects, I now enjoy my hobby more
than I ever have. I can explore the edges of the
Rogue Trader setting with those wonderful
Adventurers and Space Pirates and enact
shoot-outs in dusty streets, criminal heists
and last-minute shuttle escapes to my heart’s
content!
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John Wigley started his career working as an
in house artist for Games Workshop, projects
from this time include Battlefleet Gothic,
various codexes and army books and the
seminal game, Mordheim. He then moved on
to work in the computer games industry as
concept artist for Rockstar Games.
For the last ten years he has been working
as a freelance artist on various projects and
properties. For the last year and a half Wigley
has been working closely with a company
developing a game based on his own IP.
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THE BIG GAME

by Andreas Uneby
Amongst all the Games Workshop systems,
there is one that sticks out like a sore thumb. It
breaks with the very essence of the company’s
other games, in a fundamental way - it’s not
about war. Warhammer Fantasy and 40k are
most definitely about war, Necromunda covers
gang warfare, Aeronautica Imperialis takes war
to the skies, and Adeptus Titanicus scales it up
(or down, as you see fit). Blood Bowl, which of
course is the game we’re going to talk about, is
about something altogether more violent and
visceral: The act of trying to score a touchdown.
To be completely honest, this is what kept
me away from the game for years. I was just
not interested in an alternative Warhammer
setting, where the very act of war, which while
horrible in real life is glorious, grim, gritty, epic
and just damn cool in 28mm scale, has been
replaced by the Old World version of American
football. I’ve never been a sports fan, so the
tagline ‘The game of fantasy football’ just did
not appeal to me, it actively kept me away. Oh
how I missed out.
This is not going to be about the gaming side
of Blood Bowl, so I will just quickly get this out
of the way: Blood Bowl is in my opinion by far
the most tactical, strategical, challenging and
competitive game that Games Workshop has
ever released. If you have not tried it already,
give it a shot. Now for what this *is* going to
be about: The unfettered creative, joy and
possibilities that arise when you cross-breed
Warhammer Fantasy with the world of sports.
Whenever you tackle a creative project, it
can be daunting to narrow down the endless
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possibilities to decide on the one you will
actually execute. In the Games Workshop
games, we already have some guidance and
ready-made options, like Blood Angels, Bad
Moon Orks, ‘Eavy Metal painting style, or
more recently, the Blanchitsu style and also
a wave of retro-inspired paint styles as well
as weathering techniques and styles based
on scale models. This soup of style choices
comprise everything from colour choices
(Blood Angels are red) to technique (oil paints
are great for achieving a Blanchitsu look) to
presentation (goblin green base rims) and even
conversion and building options (flagellants are
a go-to kit for the grimdark look).
I’d argue that we as a community are still just
scratching the surface of possible styles and
of what Warhammer models can be, and that
when searching for your next creative exercise,
Blood Bowl could be the answer. The reason
for why I think Blood Bowl can give you this
creative exercise in a way that no other GW
system can is simple: It encourages you to get
well and truly personal.
Some of you might have a sports team you root
for, a lot of you might not, but I believe every
single one of us has come into contact with the
absolutely feral love and support a true fan of a
team brings to their games. For one reason or
another, it has become *their* team. We do this
with our Warhammer armies and models as well,
but Blood Bowl lets us go above and beyond and
really bring our real life situations and geography
into the Warhammer world, providing countless
opportunities to make something truly unique
both with the build and the painting of your team.
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To go from theory to practice, I present to you the
Henningsvær Codblockers.
I live in northern Sweden, but for every summer
for a few years now I’ve gone to Henningsvær,
a small village on the very edge of northern
Norway’s Lofoten chain of islands. The fjords,
the midnight sun and the complete beauty and
calm of that place has me in love, and I don’t
exaggerate when I say that I will try to go there
every year for the rest of my life. It has, quite
simply, become my favourite place on earth. Now
let’s take this love for a real-world place, and
cross it with Warhammer, and let’s make a Blood
Bowl team.
Henningsvær is an old fishing village, and
all through summer they hang cod to dry
throughout the village. The smell is distinct,
to say the least. So from this we get the first
inspiration for my team, and lets me make my
first choice: The Nurgle team has some nautical
flavour to it, with the helmets reminiscent of
something from old divers’ suits, and it seems
likely that Nurgle’s followers could definitely
support a pungent stench of dead cod. Now it’s
time for colours, which is an area where I think
Blood Bowl really opens up new possibilities
and challenges the Warhammer norms for
colour choices. Everything is up for grabs, and
it’s time to momentarily lay aside the habit of
referencing military history, medieval dress
and art, and religious garb for a while. Go wild
with googling Nike’s or Adidas latest tracksuits,
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look at motorbike colour schemes or old sports
cars, go to your local sports teams’ jerseys.
Blood Bowl does away with a big part of what
makes Warhammer so great, the serious and
established fluff, but in its place there is just
pure creation without rules.
For my Henningsvær Codblockers, I went on to
look at the floating ship art of Ian McQue for
colour inspiration, along with images of old
boat hulls. While Blood Bowl is regularly played
on grass field, I decided to use Necromunda
bases for the Codblockers, to represent playing
on an old tanker ship or some other nautical
gargant. Ordinarily something I would consider
far too industrial or futuristic for Fantasy
miniatures, but in the end it all comes together
really well, and I can easily see it going full
circle, bringing the style and techniques I used
with the Codblockers into a regular Warcry or
Underworlds warband.
Of course, going back to a place you love is
only one way to approach Blood Bowl team
building. Have you just build a Black Legion
skirmish force that you love to death? Let’s
break down some creative barriers and find out
how Abaddon’s chosen would look like playing
Blood Bowl. The fluff? They were transported
from another realm by Nuffle, god of Blood
Bowl and ridiculous dice rolls. It’s much less
strict than most other systems in this sense,
even in informal settings, and even more so
than other Games Workshop games the rule
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of cool has complete precedent. Now, the rules
will force us to be a bit creative here, since
there are no Chaos Space Marine teams. There
are Chaos teams though, and they consist
of 0-4 Chaos Chosen, 0-16 Beastmen and
0-1 Minotaur. For our Black Legion team, this
could easily be four Marines, six Cultists (with
suitably horned helmets perhaps), and why
not have an Obliterator as a Minotaur? And
from here on out, the possibilities are, again
endless. The same could be done with any
faction from any system really, and I have seen
amazing Mechanicus teams, Slaanesh teams,
Stormcast Eternals teams and more made by
some great people in the community.
Finally, the reward is great. Once you have a
team together, which is quite doable at about
11 players per team, you can use it indefinitely.
Unlike in Necromunda, for example, there’s
no equipment changes, and unlike Kill Team,
there’s no real use expanding the roster much
beyond the starting amount, with a very few
exceptions. You will grow attached to your
team as they perform impossible touchdowns,
or when your star player eats mud, and you will
have created a little corner of the Warhammer
world, and of your miniatures cabinet, that is
unlike any other. I hope you will give it a try.
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ANDY
CHAMBERS

Interviewed by Team28
with art by Martin Trese
Hi, I’m Andy Chambers. I’ve now worked
professionally writing books and games for
thirty years, starting out at Games Workshop
back in 1990. While I was with GW, I co-wrote
Warhammer 40,000 second, third and fourth
editions, Necromunda, Gorkamorka, Titan
Legions and Battlefleet Gothic, as well as a
lot army books, codexes and White Dwarf
articles. After that, I freelanced for a time,
before working with Blizzard Entertainment
on Starcraft 2 and World of Warcraft, and
then I again went back to freelancing. While
freelancing, I’ve done games for Starship
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Troopers, Dust Warfare, Dropfleet Commander,
Strontium Dog, Judge Dredd, Blood Red Skies,
plus written five novels for Black Library, plus
other stuff.
Q. Nowadays there is a hobby shop in most
cities and the internet, of course, is the
easiest place to find out about the hobby,
but I believe things were a bit different when
you first started. How did you get into the
miniatures hobby?
A. My dad was a modeller when he was

INTERVIEW // ANDY CHAMBERS

younger and bought me copies of ‘Military
modeller’ when I was growing up. Tucked away
in the back pages, behind guides on how to
paint 54mm Napoleonics and make dioramas,
were adverts for the handful of hobby stores
that were dotted around the UK at the time.
As luck would have it, Nottingham was home
to a few stores and Games Workshop/Citadel
miniatures were a local business. What really
got me into things was going to the Asgard
store and associated gaming club. Asgard
had some truly great sculptors (Jes Goodwin
started there), so it was always exciting to see
what they had.

friend’s word processor to type it up) and they
gave me a couple of weeks-worth of work to
come in and ‘finish the article’ for publication,
actually rewriting the entire thing (Knights
y’see). I made myself useful enough that it took
them a long time to get rid of me. I never had
any plan to be a games designer; at school I
trained in art and English and I went to college
for Graphic Design. Looking back, my scores in
English were always better than my art, which
tells you something about my art if you’ve seen
my writing.

Q. How did you get started at Games
Workshop and did you always want to be a
game designer?

Q. Let’s talk a bit about Warhammer fantasy;
your Skaven army is famous among older
hobbyists and you wrote the first Skaven
army book. What is it about the Skaven that
makes them so popular?

A. I did some seasonal mail order work at GW’s
factory in Eastwood in 87 and 88 and some
of my friends worked in the then distant ivory
tower of the studio. I was super into Adeptus
Titanicus at the time and frustrated that no
rules had been written for the Knights (one
man Titans as they were called back then),
even though they had been released, so I
put together a White Dwarf style article with
background and little quotes and rules for
the things. In 1990, I sent the article in to the
Studio (snail mail of course, I had to borrow a

A. I’ve often wondered about this myself; they
were Jes Goodwin’s creation and he did a lot of
work to give them lore, world-building, as well,
as a distinctive look. I was attracted to them
because the miniatures were really great and
had a cohesive quality I hadn’t seen since Jes
did the orc and dwarves ranges for Asgard.
Doing the army for them simply felt like doing
Jes’ core concepts justice; the theme was so
strong, it just lent itself to creating something
very distinctive. My army also arrived at a
time when GW was going for very bright bold

colours, so something dark and dirty looking
stood out a lot.
Q. Since we mentioned the Skaven army
book, it seems to be the only book you did
for fantasy, was there a particular reason for
that?
A. It’s often forgotten, but I actually co-wrote
the first High Elves army book with Bill king
and Jes Goodwin before doing the Skaven. I
was primarily a 40K/Adeptus Titanicus guy
though, so most of the work I was handed
was for those games. As the business grew,
we made a formal division with me becoming
the ‘40K overfiend’ and Gav Thorpe being
the Warhammer Loremaster. Yes they let us
choose our own titles.
Q. Moving over to the sci-fi part of
Warhammer, you were a designer on
Necromunda and your facial hair from that
era is quite legendary. Is there something
you could share with us about the creation of
Necromunda, fond memories and thoughts?
A. A lot of the early games we did for
Confrontation/Necromunda were on singlepiece 6’x4’ tables built by Nigel Stillman, out
of all kinds of polystyrene with bits and pieces
stuck on, even finding places to stand models
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could be a challenge at times, let alone finding
lines of sight. This taught us that 1) Vertical
terrain was cool and we should do some in the
box game 2) it should be in separate pieces so
you could vary the configurations. All obvious
stuff now, but not so much at the time. As we
ramped up to do the Necromunda game, we
ran a studio league for about a year that was
tremendous fun, and a great test. I should say
‘we’ in these cases is me and Jervis Johnson.
Q. Necromunda has remained a fan favourite
among GW’s games, but you also worked on
smaller projects like Bomberz over Sulphur
River. Is there any of those little games that
you wished had been expanded into a proper
game?
A. No, if anything I wish GW had done more
small games via the main studio. Those
sort of jobs tended to get corralled as being
‘promotional’ by other departments though. To
be clear, I like expanding games just fine, but
there’s also something nice about producing
something...complete if that makes sense.
Q. Another skirmish game you worked on was
Gorkamorka, a fun game that still has a small
but dedicated following. Is it fair to say that
Orks are your favourite 40k faction? Is there
something about Gorkamorka that you are
particularly satisfied with?
A. Gorkamorka was a bit of a nightmare project
for me to be honest. It was decided very, very
late to do it, so I basically wrote the game by
taking Necromunda and filing the reference
numbers off it. It remains the fastest game I
have ever written, at about eight weeks for the
writing part. I do enjoy Orks though, so that
helped. I guess if I’m satisfied by anything, it’s
that it’s still a reasonably fun game despite, its
rather fevered inception and, more importantly,
players seem to like it.
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Q. While the second edition of 40k was much
darker than Rogue Trader, the third edition
is where the setting truly goes bleak and
grim. The codexes, and also rulebook, that
came out during that time was much slimmer
on the background of the factions. Can you
remember why the choice was made to slim
them down?
A. At the time, GW Retail felt that the 2nd
edition Codexes were too expensive and that
made it harder to sell them. We were also in
a situation where we needed to re-do ALL of
the Codexes for 3rd edition in a reasonably (no
laughing at the back) timely fashion. I like to
think we made the best of it by doing campaign
books, like Armageddon and plus newer stuff
Daemonhunters too, it wasn’t great overall
though. I suspect that is what made 40K
become more bleak and grim, though; in such
short books, no words could be wasted on the
sort of amusing and ultimately pointless asides
that had made 2nd edition more rounded.
Q. The 3rd edition of 40k was a time of
creativity at GW and it seems that the design
studio had quite a free hand. White Dwarf
regularly featured Chapter Approved, with
new units and sometimes complete new army
lists, like the Kroot and Feral Orks. Was there
any faction that you developed that you are
especially fond of? Or is there a faction you
wished had been further expanded?
A. We never got Eldar Exodites done in any
really useful fashion, and I regret that, but
at the time, getting models was next to
impossible and they needed dino riders to be
more than rustic Eldar Rangers. So I guess the
answer is that we had a free hand in utilising
what was already available in more creative
ways. Getting anything new into the ranges
was always a huge challenge though. I am
proud of the fact that we managed to get Tau
and Necrons into the 40K universe. The fact

‘It has become
readily apparent
that as human
monkeys, we like
to have physical
objects to touch
and interact with,
and we like to
meet other human
monkeys face-toface on occasion.’
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they have subsequently remained and have
been expanded on, is testimony to their worth.
I have always liked the Kroot though, I gotta
admit.
Q. You have written codexes, RPG books and
rule books, but also novels. How much does
the process vary for you depending on the
sort of book you are working on and would
you say that it is more fun to write novels or
rules?
A. Both are fun in different ways and they
are very different to work on. Writing a novel
is like plunging into a deep, dark ocean and
swimming for the distant shore. You know
where you’re headed and you know, in theory,
if you keep swimming you’ll get there, but
you have to maintain pace. Writing rules is
more like building a sand castle, and puttering
up and down the shore for shiny things you can
add to it. Periodically something knocks your
construction down and you have to rebuild, you
keep rebuilding until it can resist the incoming
tide.
Q. After leaving GW, you have worked on a
wide variety of projects, from the fantastical
like Fanticide, to the horrors of war like Bolt
Action and Blood Red Skies. Is there any
certain type of setting that you personally
prefer to play in?
A. When I was young, I started out playing
historical, WW2 mostly. Now I’m old I find that’s
what I play most often, although I still enjoy
sci fi and fantasy a lot. I wouldn’t say I have a
preferred setting though, I enjoy diversity. That
being said, I have been getting a huge kick out
of writing and playing games in the 2000AD
settings of Judge Dredd and Strontium Dog
(and soon Slaine!). Even before GW and 40K,
2000AD was the thing that got me into Sci-fi
and fantasy, and I have a subscription to the
galaxy’s greatest comic to this day.

Q. Games Workshop is immensely popular and
there are a ton of smaller gaming companies
as well. It feels that Kickstarter is always full
of new interesting board games. Why do you
think board games and miniatures games
seem to remain steadily popular?
A. As we’ve mastered digital gaming, it has
become readily apparent that as human
monkeys, we like to have physical objects
to touch and interact with, and we like to
meet other human monkeys face-to-face
on occasion. Ironically, hand skills and craft
skills have also become immeasurably more
valuable now that we can effectively show off
to an unlimited (or limited) number of people,
and get feedback and the praise we all crave.
I simply love seeing what other people have
made and it always inspires me to do my own
thing. I don’t think I’m alone in that.
Q. Do you still convert and paint miniatures?
Is there anything in particular that you like to
collect and do you have time to play (and if so
then what do you play?)
A. Much more rarely now, although I do still
paint, it’s not an entire army at a time. I
collected and painted a couple of Dropfleet
commander fleets because I have a terrible
weakness for good-looking star ships. Most
recently, I’ve painted WW2 fighters for Blood
Red Skies and some pieces for my 1/200 WW2
Soviets. I actually converted (well built from
parts) some 152mm howitzers for my Soviets
using old Epic bits no so long ago that was a
blast from the past.
Thirteen questions, a truly sacred number.
Thank you for asking, it means a lot to me that
folks still remember my work with GW fondly.
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What is it about this hobby that I like? It is not
really the epic war part, or the gaming side, it
is not, dare I say it, space marines. At the core
it is the visual storytelling. The characters, the
story told with brush and putty. This has always
been my creative drive, outside the hobby in
my job as a prop maker and in the occasional
‘art’ I make, visual storytelling is what keeps
me going.
In the Warhammer hobby, the stage is already
set in all its grimdark glory. I have done a lot
of sculpting from scratch in my days and I
have come to realise that, for me, converting
miniatures is just lazy sculpting. The parts are
already there, you just have to find the right
combinations for the particular character and
join them together as convincingly as possible.
I also find the process very exciting, starting
with a very loose idea and then seeing where
it goes. Sometimes a dead end, but most often
it is something completely different than the
initial idea.
With painting I also do my best to tell a story,
often everything is sun bleached or aged, my
favourite paint is a grey wash by Vallejo that
dulls everything down, conveying a faded glory
or the wear of time. I try to find colours that are
a little different, I use pink a lot, in my voodoo
forest gang it contrasts with the very grim
characters and creates an interesting friction. I
try to think two times about what colour to use,
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I used to just go for brown if it was wood, but
in reality wood is more often grey, or perhaps
the wood can be painted wood in a different
colour?
Mordheim
Led by visions of impending doom, Sister
Hildegard Von Gaarten leads the band of sordid
Reikland mercenaries towards an uncertain
fate within the City of the Damned...
Mordheim must be my favourite setting, it
is bizarre and dark but still very human. The
Reiklanders was inspired by two things, Kari
Hernesniemi’s Averlander gang [featured in
volume 2 - Volitare-28] and an old illustration
of a battle-worn Bretonnian knight by, you
guessed it, John Blanche. The illustration is
almost completely in dirty whites and some red,
the knight carries some captured orc banners,
the first soldier I made also has a little orc flag,
I wanted a female leader and nuns are a good
archetype, makes me think of Hieronymus
Bosch and other weird medieval things that
inspired Mordheim. The others are some over
the top characters that you can expect to find
in the City of the Damned. Some are based on
old miniatures and illustrations and some are
from my own twisted mind.
Warhammer 40 000
Duchess Wyronica Werdandii of the fallen
house of Krell, Last Inquisitrix of Ettila, and her
retinue was my first project when I got back in
the hobby after a ten year hiatus. I was inspired
by all that came out of the Pilgrym project Iron
Sleet organised and at the time I was also very
into female surrealist painters like Leonora

Carrington, Remedios Varo and Leonor Fini.
I think the paint scheme was inspired by a
Carrington painting of some odd white dressed
figures. With the colours, dirty white and beige,
combined with the aged metallic gold I wanted
to convey a fall from grace and a descent into
madness. There is also a couple of Blanche
characters in there.
One of my current, slow moving projects is The
mysterious Widows of Melmoth - a warband
that draws inspiration from the Femme Militant
range and illustrations by John Blanche. I want
them to balance between being medieval and
futuristic, it should also be unclear if they are
good or bad, even more so than is usual in 40k,
everything turned up to maximum Blanchitsu!
Voodoo Forest
Deep within the wyrmwood and the blood
thorns, beyond the skeletal gardens where
the veil of sanity grows thin, the lost king rides
again!
This, still incomplete, warband was inspired
by the Voodoo Forest book that John Blanche
published some years ago, I do not even know
what game system I would use them in. I
wanted to make a set of characters inspired
by the book, to try and capture the mood and
the tone. Coming from a forest the obvious
colour choice would be green, but to make it
interesting I did not use any green, I thought of
a forest of dried grey trees, sharp thorns and
bones. These were the remnants of a lost army
that had found some new dark fate in those
cursed woods.
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THE IMAGINARY
HOBBYIST

By Pierre Tolmer
A huge scenery table, covered in medieval
ruins, twisted beyond logic by the influence
of Chaos… A vast horde of greenskin warriors,
combining models from every era, unified by
the grotesque faces painted on their shields…
A gang of rebel mutants from a backwater
planet, wearing Imperial iconography, but
showing subtle signs of daemonic corruption
seeping in…
All these projects have something in common: I
never actually made them.
Most of my hobby is imaginary. Ever since I
discovered Warhammer as a kid, I have spent
an inordinate amount of time daydreaming
about hobby projects. Of course I sometimes
build, paint and even play the occasional
game. But this is dwarfed by the ages I spend
toying with ideas in my head. Conversions,
scenery projects, custom armies, homebrewed
rules, campaign settings… it is all in my head.
Online I see all these amazing hobbyists, like
the ones featured in this very magazine, and
am in awe of their endless output of beautiful
realisations. And I wonder what is wrong with
me? Why am I fantasizing about all these cool
ideas, but rarely doing anything? How can I
ignore the sacred saying of the wise men of
ancient Terra: Just Do It?
I need to get my act together. I will make
a detailed schedule, sort out my bits.
I will hunker down at my little hobby
desk whether I like it or not and I will…
Hey. Wait. This sounds like a job! I already
have one of those. I do not want to turn
my hobby into another thing I have to get
through. Being stressed out because you have
to finish your magical make-believe world
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by next Friday seems to defeat the point.
Well, why all these projects then? Is it not sad
to admit that I will probably never get around to
building that army of snail-riding goblins? Will I
ever stop asking rhetorical questions? What is
the value of thinking about something that you
will never do?
Maybe the value is simply that it feels good.
My head is filled with things that will never be,
and that is great. I get a lot of fun from picturing
them, and I have way too little time to do them
all. I would not want to do them all.
I remember as a kid looking through old issues
of White Dwarf, entranced by the pictures. A
bunch of plastic models sitting on a flock mat,
with miniature trees from a railroad set behind
them and an airbrushed sky in the background.
Pretty boring when you say it like that.
But the models were painted and vibrant, and
the trees seemed to be the entrance to a dark
wilderness. And the legend said something like:
A patrol of villagers is ambushed by Guthorn’s
beastmen near the Drakwald forest. I was
fascinated, thinking that I too could create my
own corner of this universe, with ambushes
and danger and mysteries.
I think what drew a lot of us to this hobby isn’t
just that we wanted to paint and push around
little plastic toys. It is that feeling of a vast
universe and its infinite possibilities that fires
up our imaginations. The thing with infinite
possibilities, by definition, is that you can not
do them all.
But isn’t it cool to imagine?

‘All these projects
have something in
common: I never
actually made
them.’
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Samuel Araya is an artist living in the poisonous
heart of South America. His work has appeared
in a variety of media, from video games, t-shirts
and posters to records and books, including
five editions of the prestigious Spectrum: The
Best In Contemporary Fantastic Art annual. He is
also currently dedicating time to his career as
a gallery artist, with a number of international
shows already gracing his curriculum.
Araya’s influences range from the films of
Kiyoshi Kurosawa, the paintings of Zdzisław
Beksinski, the lava barren soundscapes of
Morbid Angel, the sculptures of Yasushi
Nirasawa, the comics of Guy Davies, the
photography of Joel Peter Witkin and
everything in between.
He views the occult and the magical as a rich
and beautiful symbolic system to process
our experiences as human beings. If he could
choose a couple of words to describe his style it
would be decadent, nightmarish and symbolic.
Araya is also an avid hobbyist, after a long
hiatus he was deeply moved by the work of
the Iron Sleet collective and Ex Profundis blog,
as well as the work by John Blanche and Ana
Polanšćak. Hopefully he will be able to share
his conversions with us in a future volume.
Those influences has seeped into his artwork
as well, with potential sculptures of occult
inspired mechas looming on the horizon.

Opposite The mask
01 The basilisk
02 Baphomet solve
03 Paimon
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BORN TO BE WILD

Along came Gorkamorka and reinvented
them in many ways. It was not so drastic
a departure as to make old minis obsolete,
thankfully, but the new style was very clear.
Any technology, whether wheels or weapons
was bashed together from scrap metal and
rivets. Seriously, so many rivets. It took another
couple of years to fully cement the new style,
but the groundwork was done. Ultimately Brian
Nelson’s sculpting style became the official
one, but several other sculptors worked
on the miniature range for the
game resulting in a significant
variance in both physiology
and scale.

by Benjamin Fox
It is 1997 and Games Workshop are looking
to recreate the success of Necromunda, their
skirmish game from 1995. That game involved
human gangs fighting it out in a cramped
industrial wasteland, lots of vertical game
play and tough consequences for any fighters
unlucky enough to get injured.
What they eventually arrived at turned that
concept on its head. The claustrophobic
interiors were swapped out for empty
desert, the verticality was gone, and the
consequences... Well, Orks just are not that
squishy.
Hmm, I am probably not selling you on it like
that, am I?
What if I told you that it is Mad Max, with Orks?
That is Thunderdome-era Mad Max, mind you,
not Mad Max: Fury Road. Things are still very
ramshackle, but there is a certain undertone
of hopeful silliness. That goofiness is evident
in a lot of Gorkamorka’s DNA where turn order
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can be decided by shouting and an ‘iron lung’
is literal iron plates nailed to a warrior›s lungs.
In wargaming terms, it is a small-scale affair
with each player fielding a few vehicles and up
to about ten models on foot. It has experiencepoint driven progression, permanent injuries or
vehicle damage, and equipment customisation.
Games take place on a desert planet and
involve shooting, close combat, and vehicles
smashing into each other at high speed.
People familiar with Orks will not find any
of that particularly surprising, but they may
not know that Gorkamorka is where it all
began. Well, not all. Things like agriculture
and systems of government existed and I
think music had been around for a bit by then
too. Joking aside, Gorkamorka was when the
modern Ork aesthetic was established. Before
this point, Orks were a goofy mishmash of
football hooligans and World War 2 German
armed forces (in the Rogue Trader era days the
Ork symbol for ‘Orky’ was a swastika!).

According to the design notes
included with the game, it was the second in a
planned series of games exploring part of the
Warhammer 40,000 universe (Necromunda
being the first). This didn’t quite go according
to plan and ultimately Gorkamorka was the
last. I have read all sorts of reasons for this
from various people who were involved, but
whatever the specifics, Gorkamorka did not
meet the sales figures needed to make it worth
continuing the project.
Something that did come out was an expansion
pack (in 1998) in the form of the strangely
named Digganob. The main thing the expansion
introduced were new factions, supplementing
the Orks in the base game. Now players could
field Muties (mutants mounted on steeds
with high tech weapons), Rebel Grots (their
first appearance in Warhammer 40,000), and
Diggas (humans who emulate Ork Kultur). A
few special characters were also introduced notably Dregmek Blitzkart and his ‘Deth Kopta’,
a model that, at the time of writing is still
available from the Games Workshop website!

ESSAY // BORN TO BE WILD

‘What if I told you
that it is Mad Max,
with Orks?’

Indulge me for a moment as I go off on a slight
tangent. Diggas model their culture after Ork
culture. An inexperienced Digga is a DiggaYoof and the leader of a mob of Diggas is a
Digganob. Despite what internet memes might
have you thinking, the faction are just called
‘Diggas’, not ‘Digganobs’. Not unless you are
organising a The Warriors-style meeting. Can
yooooouuu dig it?

Andreas Uneby

Brendan Fleet

We’re this far in, how about we talk about
what a campaign of Gorkamorka involves? The
game is set on a desert world, Angelis, an oddly
dead world. Suspiciously so. The Imperium of
Man has an Adeptus Mechanicus explorator
fleet investigating it for its strange energy
readings and general weirdness. Out from the
warp pops a colossal space hulk full of Orks, it
cripples the Adeptus Mechanicus ship before
crashing onto the planet, and traps the human
ground team below the earth. Most of the Orks
on-board die, but enough survive to make a
go of it and before you know it, their mekboys
are trying to build something to get them back
to where they were going prior to the whole
fender-bender-with-a-planet thing occurred.
What they are building exactly is not clear
and also, given that it is being built by Orks, it
resembles a huge idol. In a certain light it looks
a bit like their god, does it not? Good old Gork…
or possibly Mork. Cue religious war over which
god it represents and general havoc. Eventually
the decision is made to call the bloody thing
‘Gorkamorka’ and figure out the details later.
A campaign of this game involves putting
together a mob of Orks (or one of the other
factions) and heading out into the desert in
search of scrap and glory. The scrap gets sold
to the mekboys and used to buy new gear,
repair damage, and (if you are especially daring)
medical care. It is entirely possible to end up
getting your brain swapped with that of a squig
in this game...
That’s basically it. It is not a particularly complex
premise, but the jovial brutality of the game has
a certain charm that is hard to deny. It also has
a rule that is surprisingly rare, WYSIWYG (what
you see is what you get) vehicle capacities.

Nicholas Evans
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01-05 by Sam Stableford

02

03

04

05

Gorkamorka eschews transport capacities in
favour of free-form kit-bashing. The amount
of models that fit on a vehicle are its in-game
vehicle capacity and players are free to build
whatever vehicles they want.

factions, I know of rules for at least nine more!

forums had areas dedicated to the game that
would get a few topics per year and that was
about it.

If it has got wheels, it is a trukk; if it has got
traks, it is a trak. Make your vehicle as big as
you want! Of course, a big vehicle is a bigger
target and savvy players tend to favour less
extravagant builds for their manoeuvrability.
It is probably worth mentioning at this
juncture that the gaming culture of the time
was very DIY-focussed. Players were actively
encouraged to write their own rules and send
them in to things like the Citadel Journal. Fan
rules were written for all sorts of things, from
Freebooters to roller blades and shared far
and wide. Whilst the base game has only five
80
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On a different note, Gorkamorka also differs
from games like Warhammer 40,000 in that
its campaigns have a finite length. The actual
end point of a campaign is defined at a certain
‘mob rating’ level (derived from a combination
of warrior experience points and cumulative
expenditure on gear) or when the end point of
a narrative campaign is reached. As a result, it
is a game that players get into, play for a while
and then put on the shelf for a few years. Of
course there are a few lunatics like myself who
maintain their interest permanently, but we are
a rare breed!
Speaking of which, that is why the community
is alive today. There was a dark time between
about 1999 and 2016, where the community
essentially did not exist. Various wargaming

There are a few notable events worth
mentioning between 1999 and now, so let us
dive into a bit of community history. I will keep
it brief, do not worry.
In 2008 GW released a new Ork codex and, for
whatever reason, decided to give away the core
rulebooks for Gorkamorka on their website as
PDFs. Oddly Digganob did not see a release
alongside them.
In 2010 the Unnamed Gorkamorka Site was
founded, tUGS to its friends. Incidentally, it
was going to have an Orky name originally,
but never got around to it. It provided a central
location to find Gorkamorka-related materials
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and provided sporadic news updates on things
that might be of interest to the slowly growing
community.
In 2016 a new Facebook group was founded.
There had been one prior to that, which hovered
around 400 members. Its administrator had
long since disappeared and a few, active users
decided to see if they could do better. At the
time of writing it has over 2800 members and
daily activity.
As a discussion platform Facebook is not
particularly good, but for all its failings, it seems
to work for the Gorkamorka community. There
has never been such an active community and
a surprisingly large number of people join the
group each month. It is also worth noting that it
is a Gorkamorka group, not a general Ork group
and its content reflects that.
In essence, the community that exists for
Gorkamorka is now bigger than it has ever
been and interest has never been higher.
Websites like MiniWarGaming have run
multiple campaigns centred around it; several
of the out of print models for it have been
recreated as 3D models, and a few of the
aforementioned lunatics have even taken to
creating a ‘Community Edition’ of the game

hopping online and grabbing a combination
of GW plastic and third party resin. Those
third parties are worth a mention in and of
themselves. Given the highly individual nature
of the warriors in players’ mobs, customisation
is embraced. Third parties provide a huge range
of compatible heads, torsos, weapons and,
of course, bionikz! If you are curious what is
available, I would recommend taking a look at
the community’s alternative models list.
To finish, how about we look to the future?
If you have been following Games Workshop’s
releases in recent years, you will no doubt
know that Necromunda received a new version
in 2017. Perhaps you are now wondering if the
same is likely for Gorkamorka. I would never
rule it out entirely, but on balance, it seems
fairly unlikely. 2018 saw a collection of new
Ork vehicles packaged as a board game in
the form of Speed Freeks, so there was that,
and bizarrely the Red Gobbo reappeared for
Christmas 2019 (he was a special character for
the Rebel Grots). That said, Necromunda was
always orders of magnitude more popular than
the ‘red-headed step-child’ that is Gorkamorka.

That is actually a quote from Andy Chambers,
one of the main authors of the game (‘I banged
that out in eight weeks basically by heavily rewriting Necromunda so I view it as a bit of a
red-headed step-child.’ - If you are curious!).
On a more positive note, content is still being
written for the game and efforts are ongoing to
preserve things written by the community over
the years. The community edition of the game
should hopefully reach its next milestone this
year and we are living in a golden age when it
comes to resources for miniature painting and
terrain building.
If it sounds like your sort of thing, take a look
online and see if the game might be for you.
Split a few boxes of models and encourage a few
friends to try it out with you. Perhaps the desert
will call out to you too and you will find yourself
equipping a mob and heading out to find your
fortune in Da Big Uz. It has been my home for a
long time and maybe it can be yours too.

On the subject of models, Gorkamorka does
have the advantage that sourcing almost any
model to play the game is just a matter of

‘VROOOMVROOOM!’
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DIGGANOB,
‘ERE WE GO AGAIN!
by Fabio Veronelli

01

Gorkamorka knows ‘ow, but da Diggas live under
da Pyramids. Da Diggas is weirdos too, but dat’s
cos dey’re Diggas. Dey got lotsa ded goo tekky
stuff woy dey give to da Meks, and dey get gunz
and buggies from da Meks. Dey’s stooped cos dey
wanna be Orks, but dey’re Diggas so ‘ow could dey
ever be Orks? But dat ain’t da worst, not by a long
way…
Gorkamorka is a fantastic old specialist
game, taking place in a world named Angelis,
featuring ORKS as the main star! Being a big
fan of greenskins (my first love in the Games
Workshop universe), an entire game focusing
on orks is like heaven, but what is magic for
me is the setting. It is quite deep, despite only
a few (rule)books released. The concept behind
the game is wonderful. Here is a brief summary
of the background:
An enormous Space Hulk crashed into the
desertic and empty world of Angelis. Although
the surviving orks set about building a new ship
for leaving the planet, centuries go by and we
82
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find a world deeply changed and full of life. The
orks found a huge city, Mektown, built around
the endless construction site of GorkaMorka,
the dreamed vessel, and they swarm all around
‘Da Skid’, a gigantic canyon created by the space
hulk crash, hundreds of kilometres long.
The calamity does not only involve orks; at the
time there were also some humans in Angelis,
including the Imperial vessel Eternal Vigilance,
which followed the space hulk crashing on the
planet surface (this served as the Muties’ origin,
another playable faction in the game) and the
base station of the Imperial survey team who
had been investigating the planet’s complex of
pyramid structures (Necron alert), our Diggas!
The Diggas are the poor ‘umies who remained
trapped under the collapse of the exploration
tunnel, who took centuries to again reach the
surface. Once there, the sight of countless
speeding greenskins raiding around on their
ramshackle vehicles enthralled them! They
started to emulate and mimic greenskin

‘Da Pyramids is
ded old, even
before dere was
Orks dere was
Pyramids. Da
Pyramids is ded
nasty, so don’t
ever go near ‘em,
yoo ‘ear. Never!’
- Old Nazzgit
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02

culture. Often painting themselves green,
Diggas have divided themselves into warring
mobs, much like the Greenskins they emulate.
After some time, they also established a level
of coexistence with the orks, including trade
access in Mektown!

01 The complete warband, for
now!
02 Diggas; the first
from left was made with
a Genestealer cult head
and legs, with an Empire
flagellant’s chest and
arms, the second one is a

The idea to modernize the Digganob range
came to me just before the release of the 8th
edition of Warhammer 40k, in the spring of
2017. I was really hyped for the new edition
and I immediately thought about making a new
ork army for the nth time, but various

poxwalker, and the last two
are made with Chaos cultists.
03 Digga’s pole bearer;
one of the funniest model
I have done and one of my
favourites, full of various
bits; the legs are from a
pair found in the old Empire
militia kit, chipping away
most of the mass with a hobby
knife, without touching the
groin area, this way when
painting it was easy to
simulate the effect of big
underpants!

03
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04

factors prevented me from doing this. And
then, looking around, with all the new human
miniatures GW was releasing, the inspiration
hit me! Why don’t I use all those new minis for
bringing the Diggas back to life?
The first models I have converted were
Bloodreavers from Age of Sigmar range,
perfect for a big and bulky Digganob!
I liked the result and slowly, in the following
months, I added some crew. This time I used
miniatures that were thinner, to better achieve
the concept I had in mind for violent and shabby
savages. I used a lot of bits and miniatures
for them: Empire flagellants, Empire militia,
Genestealer cult, Ironjawz, Chaos cultist,
poxwalkers and surely some other disparate
pieces I am missing. Oh the joy of kit-bashing
and green stuff (and magic sculpt, I love magic
sculpt!).
For the last of my Diggas, I used a very bulky
model, the wonderful Slaughterpriest, one of
the best miniatures done by GW in the last
years for me. It is just fantastic for a lot of
conversion! The idea for this behemoth was
born with the background in mind: a Digga
community lead by two giant twin brothers,
Snork and Korg.
Snork, being brutally cunning, carries some
huge dakka, while Korg, being cunningly brutal,
bears some…. big and heavy melee weapon? I
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cannot be more specific about Korg because I
have not created him yet!
Although my initial focus was on creating
Diggas, my actual goal is a total revival of the
awesome setting of Gorkamorka! Indeed, I
have noticed some other conversions including
muties (the other factions of surviving
humans… not much human left in them in truth,
however) and a greenskin special character
featured in the Digganob supplement.
For the future, I have a lot of ideas. Speaking
only about Diggas, I am working on a trukk (I am
not good working on vehicles, but I am trying!). I
want to create the Korg model using the other
slaughterpriest (obviously) and then, with
all the new GW humans miniatures released
(Necromunda, Warcry, new Genestealer
cultists, just to name a few) create some
additional Diggas!
My dream is to recreate a playable mob for
every faction in the game, so I have lot of work
to do! I only beg GW to release some new ork
miniatures; I love the old boyz, but I need some
fresh air to start some orks gangs! Or I could
use the Blood Bowl orcs which are wonderful
in my opinion... mumble mumble.
Final plea: Do not let Gorkamorka die; spread
the word. It is a fabulous setting with huge
potential for everyone!
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05

06
04 The first three Digganobs
are made with Bloodreavers
miniatures; fun fact, the
two guns they are holding
are actually metal ork guns
made for original gorkamorka
models!
05 Snork pictures; I had to
remove all the Khorne symbols
and replace them with orkish
stuff, both bits and putty
work. The big gun came from
the old Forge World grot
sponsons kit that I ordered
something like eight years
ago - finally found and
employed!
06 Snork’s scowl; the iron
jaw and the Mohawk were done
with magic sculpt.
07 This is another Digga
created from another
poxwalker; they are great
miniatures, I love them.

07
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THE FIFTH
CHAOS GOD

by Johan Egerkrans
Fellow chaoticans, deviants and mutants. The
time has finally come to single out the winners
of 28’s Chaos God Challenge 2020, and having
been pegged as the all-powerful, all-knowing
arbitrator of the challenge, the honour of
casting judgement falls upon my shoulders.
As is customary in these situations, I want to
begin by shouting out at the top of my voice a
big THANK YOU! to everyone who participated.
There was a staggering number of entries,
each one more abominable and gruesome than
the last. You are all really weird - and that’s the
finest accolade a Chaos converter can receive.
MHORRIGOT THE HEARTLESS
In a vast and uncaring universe mortals do what
they must to survive. Many somehow manage
to cling onto what humanity and compassion
this grim age allows, yet many succumb to
disillusionment, cynicism and nihilism. This age of
constant warfare breeds hordes of mercenaries
and paid killers to whom a life is no more than the
promise of coin.
Such emotions are mirrored and echoed in the
Warp, and those who claim to know of such things
whisper of a new shadow growing amidst its
tides. A new god-in-waiting. A god of callousness,
cynicism, ruthlessness and indifference.
Mhorrigot is the fate and the essence of the
stone-cold killer, the cut-throat, the gun-for-hire
and the mercenary - the callous soul of every
man or woman who kills others only for the sake
of worldly gain belongs to it in the end. As reaper
of reapers, the sickle or scythe is its symbol, along
with the image of an iron heart.
Mhorrigot offers the only way to survive in a
universe teeming with horror and suffering.
Survival becomes all the easier when you have
86
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no qualms about dispatching those who stand
in your way. Forget about compassion, adopt the
nihilist’s creed and care only for yourself.
From this world-view also follows a bleak and
uncaring sense of humour - the universe is a joke,
and human suffering the punchline.
While Khorne´s adepts revel in blood-lust and
warfare, and the followers of Slaanesh take
pleasure in unspeakable acts of brutality and
incredible mastery of arms alike, Mhorrigot’s
scions kill not for joy, nor power, nor martial
honour nor excellence.
They find not pleasure or triumph in the taking of
lives, but nor do they think twice about committing
the most heinous atrocity, if it will bring them even
the slightest worldly gain. There is a fine balance
between this utter ruthlessness and the end
always justifies the means; the driving philosophy
of many inquisitors and other Imperial servants.
Who can say how many seemingly devout
servants of the Emperor slide closer and closer to
becoming unknowing servants to the Heartless
One by their every action?
Mhorrigot itself quite literally has a heart of
iron - supposedly its real heart is locked away
in an iron chest in a vast citadel somewhere in
the Warp. To attain the gift of daemonhood, its
champions must quest for this citadel, fight the
horrors that guard the casket, and tear their own
hearts from their bodies in sacrifice to their bleak
master. Mhorrigot’s followers will often have their
biological hearts replaced with augmetic implants
as a symbol of devotion to their patron.

‘You are all really
weird – and that’s
the finest accolade
a Chaos converter
can recieve.’
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But in every challenge there must be victors. I
say victors, plural, as it soon became apparent
that there could not be just one winner. The
challenge has been split into three categories,
which are:
1.
2.
3.

BEST PANTHEON
BEST DAEMON
BEST MHORRIGOTII ENTRY

I was looking for originality, great design and,
of course, excellent painting and converting.
But above all, I was looking for entries that
felt true to the spirit of the Realms of Chaos
books - a certain indisputable Chaos-ness;
entries that felt like they could have been part
of the Warhammer canon. The ‘Best Daemon’
category was by far the hardest category
to judge, because of the stellar quality,
inventiveness and sheer number of entries.
The third category was a little different,
because it sprang from an idea of my own - the
creation of a new Chaos god from the endless,

glorious tables in Realm of Chaos: The Lost and
the Damned. If you are familiar with these, then
the thought of me clutching a handful of manysided dice, feverishly rolling and re-rolling, and
scribbling notes will no doubt also echo your
own experiences.
To cut a long dice montage short, Mhorrigot (I
didn’t roll for a name - of course there’s a table
for names - but combined Morrigan the Celtic
deity with Morgoth the Tolkien deity) took
shape from an assassin bedecked with icons
of soul-consumption - a belt-pouch wriggling
with tiny champions; a cauldron filled with
tiny soul-figures to feed upon; a mouth that
imprisons yet another diminutive champion;
a sickle that quickly became both rune and
signature weapon.

are quadruped ghouls with skewers for hands
and the skulls of cockatrices, and daemonic
beasts that are an awful hybrid of werewolf,
boar, and ant. I really had fun with this - the
myriad tables and charts provide combinations
that I would never otherwise have considered,
and I definitely recommend using them as a
tool when creating concepts for your games.
You will find my febrile imaginings rendered
in sketch form elsewhere in this article - but
now, without further ado, here are the (Chaos)
champions.

Logically, any Chaos god must also have its
daemonic courts; greater demons that are
smaller reproductions of the god itself, lesser
demons taking the form of ravaged corpses
with insectile mutations, daemonic steeds that
28MAG //
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Pantheon 1st Place
Pantheon of Urumet by Isaac Tobin

Isaac, aka Wierdingway, has put all
his signature skills into creating
a fully realised pantheon of his
own. Insane, eclectic, chaotic yet
surprisingly coherent; Isaac’s
void demons were the indisputable
winners in this category. Every
model works as a standalone piece,
but combined they’re even greater
than the sum of their parts.
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Pantheon 2nd Place
The Host of Saint Tīīgorva, by Cody Taylor
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Pantheon 3rd Place
Cogh’dash the Under-O’er, by Evan Webber
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Daemon 1st Place
Traustiar, Chaos God of Grief, by Prokop
Štěpánek
Prokop’s delightfully creepy Traustiar won
out as it simply oozes old school Realm of
Chaos vibes, while still being something
completely new.
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Daemon 2nd Place
Janus, the Fifth God of Chaos,
by Helge Wilhelm Dahl
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Daemon 3rd Place
Voidsail, Greater Daemon of Inuun,
by Dave Smith
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Mhorrigotii 1st Place
The Mourning Twins, by Hussaini
Abdul Rashid
As if the wonderful flow and sense
of movement of the two models
wasn’t enough to win me over, one
of the twins’ bases has got a
little duck on it.
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Mhorrigotii 2bd Place
Agriath, Queen of Torture,
by Giuseppe Del Buono
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Mhorrigotii 3rd Place
Herald of Mhorrigot,
by Chris Beckhusen
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Colt Johnson

Tom Box

Filip Petersson
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Thomas Pedley

Toby Leadley

Martin Dahl

Dan Palfrey
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TOOLS OF
THE TRADE

by Adam, Eric and Gregory
Wier
The miniature hobby is continually defined by
the release of new, exciting miniatures, and
most of our budget goes towards purchasing
new plastic models to fuel our obsession for
converting tiny warriors. An often overlooked,
but incredibly important, aspect of this hobby is
the tools used to build, convert and paint these
models. Over the years, we have discovered
that purposely investing in quality tools can
dramatically aid in the creative process and
remove a lot of frustration and headaches. In
this article, we wanted to talk about some of
the most helpful tools we use and why they
are important. The article will be split into two
parts, the first talking about the tools used to
build and convert models and the second part
talking about painting.
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CONVERTING AND ASSEMBLING
Hobby knife:
The most important tool for this hobby is,
without a doubt, a good knife with disposable
blades. It is essential for removing mould-lines
and excess plastic from pieces after they are
removed from the sprue. While there are many
types and brands, we have come to prefer the
X-acto #1 Precision Knife, equipped with the
#11 Classic Fine Point Blade. The #11 blade
has a fine point that is excellent for delicate
detail work and the spine has a flat surface that
is good for removing mould-lines, eschewing
the need for buying a separate mould-line
removal tool. There are many types and styles
of blades, so it is worth experimenting with

THE FORGE // TOOLS OF THE TRADE
different blades to find one that works well for
you.

01

02

It is very important that the blades of the hobby
knife are removable. The blades get noticeably
duller with continued use (particularly with
metal models, but also with plastic and resin),
making it wise to change them frequently,
often between individual models. You would
be amazed at the difference a new blade can
make when trimming models, drastically
lessening the amount of force and effort
needed to cut off mould-lines. Although it
might not seem critical, you want the tip of the
blade to be intact and straight. After continued
use, the tip can break off or bend slightly.
This imperfection often causes unintentional
scratches on the models you are working on.
As mentioned earlier, the back of the blade
can be used to scrape mould-lines off models,
rather than cutting them off. To do this, just
make smooth, broad strokes with the back of
the blade across the piece you are working on,
applying constant pressure across the entire
surface. Since the back of the blade is dull, it
slowly removes material in a uniform fashion,
which can be very difficult to achieve using the
sharp side of the blade.
GLUE:

03

01 An X-acto Precision Knife
with size #11 blade.
02 A Primaris Space Marine
next to Cyanoacrylate super
glue and Tamiya Extra Thin
Cement.
03 A Tamiya Sharp Pointed
Side Cutter (top) and a
Craftsman Diagonal Cutting
Pliers (bottom).

Plastic glue/Cement
The second most important element for
building and converting miniatures is having
good glue. Since most Games Workshop
models are plastic, it is essential to have plastic
glue. Our favourite, by a large margin, is Tamiya
Extra Thin Cement. While most glues require
you to apply the adhesive to the individual
parts before fitting them together, this plastic
cement has a water-like consistency and relies
on capillary action to be applied. You simply
touch the brush (contained in the lid of the glue
bottle) to the seam you want to bond and the
cement is sucked in. This is fantastic because
it allows you to dry-fit models together and
apply the glue without ever ‘disassembling’
the model. This dramatically reduces assembly
errors, like the glue setting before you push
two pieces together fully.
Additionally, you can use the glue in a more
traditional fashion by brushing it on each piece
and then fitting them together. The glue is thin
enough that it does not ooze out when fitting
the pieces together, but it becomes tacky in
seconds, allowing you to reposition the part as
needed. After you get the parts in their proper

place, you can always apply more by touching
the brush to the seam, and more will be wicked
up like mentioned earlier. Because the glue
melts the plastic, it creates a strong bond.
Furthermore, by applying extra force, you can
get some of the liquefied plastic to ooze out,
which, with a little scraping and sanding, can
reduce or fill noticeable seams.
Cyanoacrylate super glue
Not every model is made of plastic, so it is
good to have a cyanoacrylate glue (super
glue) in your collection. There are many good
brands and options available, so it would
behoove you to try a few and see what you
like best. Ultimately, we have found most are
quite similar and get the job done, but we
would suggest you prioritize finding one that
has a convenient bottle that holds its shape
and is not easily clogged. If we would have to
recommend a brand, the one we tend to use is
Krazy glue (a North American brand). It creates
a strong bond and quickly sets on plastic, metal
and resin. The glue is contained in a small
plastic bottle with a long snout for applying the
glue. It makes it easy to apply small amounts
and, being that the bottle is plastic, it always
maintains its shape (making it easier to always
add glue consistently). It has a small thumbtack to close the bottle, and the entire bottle
then fits inside a hard plastic sheath. This
keeps the bottle upright and prevents it from
being crushed or otherwise damaged.
Sprue Clippers/Nippers:
Since most plastic models are found
unassembled on plastic sprues or runners, it is
essential to have good clippers to remove each
piece. Without one, you need to cut the pieces
off directly with a blade, which can easily
lead to damaging them, typically by tearing
the plastic. While you can get cheap clippers
from any hardware store, spending a little
extra money to get one designed specifically
for miniatures is worth the investment. We
primarily use Tamiya 74035 Sharp Pointed
Side Cutter. The blades are very thin, allowing
you to easily access even tightly packed plastic
sprues and clip extremely closely to the plastic
piece in question, without tearing the plastic.
This substantially reduces the clean-up time
on plastic models because you have less of the
connecting sprue to trim away.
It is important to note that the Tamiya Sharp
Pointed Side Cutter, and many similar clippers
designed for the miniature hobbyist, are strictly
for plastic (and resin). If you attempt to cut metal
(for pinning or cleaning up a metal model), it will
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likely deform the blades of the clipper. Because
of this, it is a good idea to have cheaper, hardware
clippers for dealing with metal. Currently we use
a simple Craftsman Diagonal Cutting Pliers.
We primarily use it for cutting straight pins for
pinning models together (See the section on pin
vices below to learn more about pinning).
Sandpaper:
Another important tool for preparing models is
sand paper. While not always required for plastic,
it is essential for metal models. After removing
mould lines, or any other excess piece of metal/
plastic from a model, sanding the area ensures
that the surface is smooth and consistent
(something that is very difficult to achieve with
a knife alone, particularly with metal). This sort
of touch-up requires sandpaper with a high grit
number (and therefore very fine/small abrading
particles), preferably 600 or higher. While sheets
of sandpaper are very useful because you can
fold them in various shapes to access different
parts of a model, recently we have started to
use Tamiya Sanding Sponges for more routine
sanding. They are a very simple product, just
different grit sandpaper (going up to 1500 grit)
attached to a thin sponge. The sponge provides
additional support when sanding and prevents
it from quickly deteriorating and tearing. They
come in large squares, which can be cut down
into small pieces for ease of use. It is worth
noting that files can often be used for a similar
effect, though we prefer to use a combination
of a hobby knife and sandpaper, because of the
added level of control and subtlety.
Pin vice:
As we have become more and more experienced
modellers, we have come to make extensive use
of pinning in our models. The process of pinning
entails drilling a hole into two parts that are
to be joined and inserting a ‘pin’ to strengthen
the connection. This imparts extra stability that
glue alone could not provide. Without pinning,
many models’ joints are too fragile and break
off during even careful gaming. It can also be
very useful to repair the hafts or pommels of
weapons. We commonly use stainless steel
dress pins with a diameter of 1/16’’. Pins of
this diameter work well for most applications
on models, whether it is pinning on an arm or
replacing the shaft of a spear. We prefer using
pins over paper clips because they are more
uniform in shape and diameter and tend to not
be electroplated (which can flake off after being
cut and create a less sturdy connection).
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05
04 Tamiya sanding sponges.

After selecting a pin, you need to find a drill bit
that matches the diameter (or is close). The pins
we use are quite small and therefore require
quite tiny drill bits. This can pose a problem for
some cheap hardware store pin vices, because
the collet (and the chuck that tightens it) on them
cannot accommodate bits smaller than 1mm, in
most cases. Due to this, we have come to favour
the Tamiya Fine Pin Vice D, which is designed to
hold bits ranging from 0.1 to 3.2mm. After using
a generic pin vice for years (which we needed
to use a wrench to tighten the chuck to hold
smaller bits), transitioning to the Tamiya pin vice
was practically a revelation. It is easy to switch
between bits of different sizes and it securely
holds each bit with minimal tightening.
Razor saw:
Although a hobby knife allows you to cut and
splice pieces together, if you want to produce
fine, straight cuts and remove and reuse
miniscule pieces of plastic from a part, a fine
razor saw is essential. Razor saws like JLC Libor
Kopeček Universal Razor blade saw or Tamiya
fine craft saws are incredibly useful because
the saw blades are only around 0.15mm thick,

05 A Tamiya Fine Pin Vice
drill with a selection of
drill bits.
06 A JLC Libor Kopeček
Universal Razor blade.
07 Nivea creme is great
for preventing putty from
sticking to your tools.
08 Royal Sovereign Colour
Shapers.
Top: Angle chisel point;
Bottom: Taper point.
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07
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resulting in an incredibly fine cut that removes
very little plastic material from the piece
that is being cut. This is extremely helpful for
doing delicate conversions, like down-sizing
Games Workshop firearms or removing details
without damaging any of the pieces. We cannot
stress how useful it is to be able to cut things
precisely and consistently.

taken us many years to get even somewhat
proficient with the material. While there is no
substitute for practicing with the material,
various tools can make the process a lot easier.
The most important of them are Colour/clay
shapers. These tools are essentially paint
brushes with the bristles replaced with a
silicone head of various sizes and shapes. They
are tremendously helpful for creating smooth
surfaces and seamless transitions between
the putty and actual model.

Sculpting tools:
Due to space limitations, this section is
relatively brief. If you are interested in reading
more about sculpting, we would encourage you
to read the article we wrote in volume 2 of 28:
An Introduction to Sculpting.
Lubricants
When sculpting, lubricating your hands and
sculpting tools is very important because
all two-part modelling putties have a sticky
characteristic when mixed. While this is helpful,
making the putty stick better to what you are
sculpting on, it also causes problems because
it sticks to your fingers, sculpting tools and
almost anything it touches. Thankfully, you
can solve this issue by applying a lubricant to
both your hands and tools, creating a barrier
between your tools/hands and the putty itself.
While water works nicely for this in many cases
(like with green stuff), it is not suitable for some
putties, because they begin to dissolve and
lose rigidity (Milliput and Apoxie Sculpt). Hand
lotion (Nivea creme, vaseline, petroleum jelly
etc.) works very well as a lubricant, because it
is slow to dry and affords a long working time.
Colour Shapers
Green stuff is a two part modelling putty that
can be used for all manner of tasks, from
simple things like filling gaps, to sculpting entire
models. Using it can be very intimidating; it has

After applying an excess amount of greenstuff
to the area you want to fill/reshape, you can
simply use the colour shapers to flatten out the
putty in one uniform motion, easily creating a
smooth surface and transition with the model.
The greenstuff is much less prone to sticking
to the material of the shapers than an X-acto
knife or your fingers. Despite this, I always
make sure to wet the tip of the shapers before
touching greenstuff. The colour shapers come
in various shapes and sizes, but I have found
that taper points, angle chisels and flat chisels
work the best for my purposes (sizes ranging
from from 0-6).
Lighting:
Another element that can go a long way towards
improving your modelling potential and results
is working in an area with sufficient lighting.
Although it may seem like an extravagance,
good lighting makes a tremendous difference.
Once you invest in a high quality, natural light,
you will never want to go back and it is difficult
to work effectively on models without it.
For years, we used a Daylight Triple Bright
Lamp, but recently switched to an updated
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model that replaces the tube bulbs with LEDs
(Lumi Task Lamp). Both produce a soft, natural
white light that does not distort colour or cast
strong shadows. It easily illuminates even the
largest hobby desk, and is mounted on a highly
poseable retractable arm, which allows it to
be adjusted to best suit any task. The upgrade
from traditional bulbs to LEDs does not make
a huge difference in day-to-day use, but they
have a much longer lifespan, removing the
need to change burnt out bulbs (something that
happens quite frequently on the Triple Bright
Lamp). A good light also helps substantially
when taking photos of your models.

A note on Games Workshop tools
We

would

Games

suggest

Workshop’s

avoiding
tools,

as

they are generally inferior to
those of other companies that
specialise

in

scale

models,

like Tamiya. Games Workshop’s
mould line remover, while well
made, is cumbersome and does
not allow you to reach small
areas, something that the back
of a hobby knife will have no
problem with. Their pin vice
is also, in our minds, somewhat
out of touch with the scale of
the miniature hobby. This is
admittedly foreshadowed by the

MISCELLANEOUS:
Brass tubing
We spend a lot of time converting more realistic
firearms, often scaling down 40k weapons
substantially. Doing this is difficult, but made
easier by having brass tubing of various sizes.
This tubing is rigid and uniform, perfect for
creating gun barrels and other elements of
a firearm. Albion Alloys sells excellent sets
of ‘slide fit’ tubing, that consists of tubing of
decreasing diameters that interlock with one
another. Interlocking tubing gives you a lot
more options when using the brass because
each works in conjunction with one another.
The tubing can be a little challenging to work
with, but we have found that putting a pin
or drill bit inside the tubing before cutting it
prevents the tubing from being crushed.

tool’s name, the Citadel Drill.
Instead of being equipped to
drill fine holes, its smallest
bit size is 1.0mm (far larger
than what we typically work
with). Furthermore, it cannot
hold

anything

larger

than

2.0mm, making a device like
Tamyia’s Fine Pin Vice, which
can range from 0.1-3.2mm, a
better investment.

PAINTING
The art of painting miniatures is a huge
topic, and one we cannot even scratch the
surface in this article. Like with the previous
section, looking at the tools for assembling
and converting models, in this section we will
touch briefly on most of the major types of
paints used in the miniature hobby and how
their properties affect their use. Before talking
about the different types of paint, I think it is
worthwhile to define the basic ingredients
within a paint: Pigment, Binder, Solvent, and
Additives.

09

Pigments are the solid substance that is
dispersed throughout the paint that provides
the colour and opacity.
Binders are resin polymers that hold the
pigment particles in place and allow them to
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be evenly distributed throughout the mixture.
They are the primary component of paints and
aid in the paint adhering to whatever surface
it is applied to. They also contribute to the
flexibility, durability, and finish (matte, satin,
gloss) of the paint.
Solvents are the medium where all of the other
components are dispersed (pigment,binder,
additives). The solvent is usually water or
an organic solvent, whichever the other
ingredients are able to dissolve into. The
evaporation rate of the solvent is an important
attribute of the paint, since evaporation of
the solvent has to occur to allow the paint to
solidify.
Additives are additional substances that are
added in small amounts to affect the properties
of the paint. There are many kinds, and they
are rarely openly disclosed by miniature paint
manufacturers; they can be things like flow
control agents (improve flow), de-foamers,
emulsifiers and texturisers (impart texture).

11
09 Various sizes of brass
tubing, many far thinner than
the barrels of Games Workshop
firearms.
10 A selection of waterbased acrylic paints. From
left to right: Vallejo Model
Air, Vallejo Model Colour,

Water-based Acrylics:
As the name suggests, water-based acrylics
use water as a solvent, while the pigment is
suspended in an acrylic polymer emulsion.
They can be thinned with water, although many
brands have proprietary thinners that improve
their properties and prevent the pigment from
separating when thinned too much (Lahmian
medium- Citadel; Airbrush thinner or Flow
improver- Vallejo). Acrylic paints are quite
versatile, being good for both a brush and
the airbrush, while also being non-toxic and
essentially odourless. Water-based acrylic
paints dry quite quickly. This can be nice, since
you do not need to wait long between coats,
but it can make blending and creating gradients
difficult, when compared to other paints. All of
these properties make water-based acrylics
excellent for the miniature hobby. They are
safe and easy to use, and have a huge diversity
of quality brands and wide colour ranges. All
of Games Workhop’s Citadel paints are waterbased acrylics. Vallejo, Scale 75 and AMMO by
Mig Jimenez are also other good options, each
with their own strengths and weaknesses.

and military colours, and Scale75 paints, due to
their incredibly matte finish.
Alcohol-based Acrylics:
While not very common in the miniature
gaming community, alcohol-based acrylic, such
as Tamiya Acrylics, are very common in the
scale modelling community. Instead of using
water, they use alcohol as a solvent, which
changes their properties significantly. Notably,
their drying time is shorter than water-based
acrylics (the solvent, alcohol, evaporates more
rapidly than water), making them more difficult
to use for brush painting. They are excellent for
airbrushing, provided they are diluted with an
appropriate thinner. While this can be water,
it reduces their performance considerably,
so I would recommend using the thinner
design specifically for the paint in question.
Importantly, due to the alcohol, they are not
as safe as their water-based counterpart and
have a strong smell. Due to this, it is important
to work with them in a well-ventilated area,
as well as using a respirator and gloves. As
mentioned earlier, Tamiya Acrylics fall into this
category, along with Mr Hobby Aqueous Hobby
Colour paints.
Oils:
Oil paints have been used for hundreds of years,
and are often associated with canvas painting,
but are also very useful in miniature painting.
Unlike acrylics, which use a resin binder, oil
paints typically use linseed oil, which results
in a long drying time. If using artist grade oil
paints, it is helpful to put the paint on a piece
of cardboard to drain the excess oil, speeding

Scale75,and Citadel Layer
paint.
11 A selection of Abteilung
502 oil paints.
12 Daler Rowney ink, next to
a Games Workshop Shade and
Contrast paint.

We use water-based acrylics almost exclusively
for miniature painting, only using oils and
enamels for weathering. We primarily use
Vallejo acrylics, due to their convenient dropper
bottles and their extensive range of historical
28MAG // 03
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up the drying time. Recently, companies such
as Abteilung 502 and AMMO by Mig Jimenez,
have designed paints with the miniature
hobbyist in mind, which contain less linseed oil
and dry more rapidly. Because of their oil base,
they need to be thinned in a spirit solvent, such
as turpentine or white spirits. While the oil
paints themselves are odourless and safe, the
thinners are toxic and require caution. Some
of this can be prevented by purchasing more
expensive odourless thinners, which each
paint line has. It is worth noting that oil paints
are not suitable for the airbrush, and need to be
thinned considerably to be used (which makes
a single tube often last for years). After being
applied, you can use a brush dipped in thinner
to manipulate the paint, removing excess or
blending the paint. This makes them excellent
for creating gradients. Oil paints are used
extensively in scale modelling, primarily for
weathering techniques like creating washes,
filters, and creating streaking effects. The
aforementioned Abteilung 502 and AMMO
by Mig Jimenez (Oilbrushers) are excellent oil
paints, but more traditional artist oil paints, like
Winsor & Newton and Daler Rowney, are also
suitable.
Enamels:
Enamel paints typically use an alkyd binder and
a petroleum-based solvent, and can therefore
be classified as an oil paint. Therefore, like oil
paints, they need to be thinned with white
spirits or odourless thinner. It is worth noting
that many enamel thinners can damage
certain plastics if too much is applied, making
the plastic become brittle. Unlike oil paints,
enamels are inherently thin and can be
airbrushed. Enamels have a long drying time
because they need to cure (chemical process
where the binder polymerises, forming a
durable, hard shell). This property makes them
ideal for weathering, since they can easily be
reactivated, even after they have dried, with
the application of a little odourless thinner or
white spirits, allowing you to blend the paint
and remove mistakes. Enamels are toxic and
have a strong odour, making good ventilation,
and a respirator when airbrushing, a necessity.
Companies like Humbrol and Tamiya have
an extensive line of enamel paints. AMMO
by Mig Jimenez specialises in enamel-based
weathering products, which can be used much
like oil paints.
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A note on Citadel Shades and Contrast
paints:
Although not advertised as ‘inks,’ Citadel
shades have a lot of the same properties,
including the low viscosity (thinness) and
transparency. They are not as pigmented
as traditional inks and have a number of
additional additives to make them easy to
use directly from the pot (provided they are
well mixed). Being acrylic washes, they dry
quickly and if you are not careful, can result
in pooling and tide marks. Additionally, if
diluted too much with water, Citadel shades
have a tendency to break down and result
in uneven coats and spotting. Therefore, we
would recommend you dilute shades with
a dedicated medium like Lahmian Medium.
Contrast paints are even more similar to
traditional inks than Shades. Like Shades, they
are thin and transparent, but unlike shades,
they are extremely colour saturated. This gives
them most of the beneficial properties of inks:
they can be diluted and maintain intensity,
they work well for creating glazes, and can
be airbrushed. Like the Shades, when heavily
diluting Contrast paints, it is beneficial to use
Contrast Medium (or Lahmian Medium), since
it helps them maintain their base properties.

Inks:
Inks are a little different from the other
paints we have described earlier, since
there is not a definitive definition of an ‘ink,’
different companies make products that vary
substantially. Furthermore, many inks use
liquid dyes rather than pigments to produce
the colour, making them not really qualify as a
paint. Ultimately, an ink is a liquid medium that
has high colour saturation (or pigment density)
and is thinner than traditional paints. This high
pigment content allows you to dilute the ink
substantially, without losing its intensity. This
is useful for creating washes or mixing with
other paints, thinning them without the need
for water and thereby retaining the properties
of the paint while increasing its saturation.
For the same reason, they are also good for
creating glazes, simply adding water until
they are transparent. Many inks are also good
for airbrushing because they are already thin
enough to be used directly. Daler Rowney or
Liquitex acrylic inks are great for this purpose.
Due to their fine pigment size, they are really

12

Bristles

Ferrule

Handle

13

12 Daler Rowney ink, next to
a Games Workshop Shade and
Contrast paint.
13 The anatomy of a brush.
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nice for achieving smooth zenithal highlights.
Many are also transparent, which allows you to
achieve interesting effects, since the underlying
colour will still be visible. It is worth noting that
many inks dry with a glossy finish, which can
be eliminated with a matte varnish or light coat
of matte medium before continuing to paint.
Scale75 Inktensity, Vallejo, Privateer Press P3,
Daler Rowney and Liquitex all make good inks.
Primer:
Before beginning to paint, it is wise to coat the
model in a layer of primer. The primer coats
the unpainted surface of the model, creating a
unified surface for subsequent paint to adhere
to. It is important that the primer coat is thin,
so that it does not obscure detail, since you
will be layering additional paint on the model.
This makes an airbrush ideal for applying
primer, since you can easily apply thin layers.
If an airbrush is not available, rattle can or
spray primers (aerosol-based) are also a good
choice, since you can also achieve thin layers.
It is important to spray models in short bursts,
never getting too far from the model, lest the
paint partially dry before reaching the model,
resulting in grainy texture. We also recommend
not using cheap automotive primers that were
not designed with scale models in mind. These
are typically formulated to be applied in a single
coat, and will often obscure details. Citadel
Model Primer is a good rattle can option that
works well on both metal and plastic models
and is available in a variety of colours that
match their other paints. Tamiya Surface Primer
Spray is legendary in the scale and Gundam
model communities for its ability to produce
incredibly thin coats of primer, preserving fine
details like panel lines. The primer is lacquerbased, and is therefore incredibly durable,
making it ideal for metal and plastic miniatures.
Our favourite primer is Vallejo Surface primer. It
is ideal for airbrushing if thinned slightly (with
water or Vallejo’s airbrush thinner), creating
durable thin coats of primer. The primer is
also good for brush painting, but should be
applied in a few layers. The bottles are large
and relatively cheap, lasting for hundreds of
models, particularly since it is not in an aerosol
can, which often wastes paint.
Brushes:
Paint is nothing if you do not have a good
brush to apply it to your miniatures. There are
a huge number of different kinds of artist paint
brushes, from Flat, to Fan, to Pointed Round.

There are a few basic components of a brush:
bristles, ferrule, and handle.
The Bristles are the hairs or filaments bundled
up to make the brush to hold paint.
The Ferrule is the metal band that connects
the bristles to the handle of the brush.
The Handle is the wooden or plastic rod
allowing you to easily hold the brush.
Ultimately, the best brush for miniature
painting will be a personal decision, and varies
based on the task at hand (painting a piece of
terrain is different from a goblin). However, for
most 28mm scale miniature painting, a Pointed
Round brush size #1 or #2 is perfect. These
brushes typically have a large belly (~1.52mm) that tapers to a fine point. The length of
the bristles can vary, but often you want ones
around 6-12mm. Such a brush is large enough
to retain enough paint in its belly for several
applications and the bristles are short enough
that they will easily snap back and reform its
point. Good examples include the Winsor &
Newton Series 7 #1 and the Raphael 8404 #1.
Both of these brushes have natural bristles
made from Kolinsky Sable, hair taken from the
tail of mink. Brushes made with natural hair
tend to retain their shape longer than those
with synthetic bristles.

A note on buying quality tools:
We have stated often throughout this article
that spending a little additional money on
high quality tools can make the hobby process
far easier and more enjoyable. You will have
noticed by now that many of the tools on
this list are made by Tamiya. This is not an
accident, although it is worth noting that we
are not sponsored by Tamiya in any way. They
make excellent tools that were specifically
created with the miniature hobbyist in mind.
Importantly, they are also readily available at
hobby shops and online vendors.
We hope this article has been a helpful one,
giving you some new tools to try or paints to
consider. We want to stress that we covered a
wide array of topics and tools, and as a result
were only able to touch briefly on each. There
is a lot more to learn and would encourage you
to try them yourselves, as it is a great way to
learn and push your craft further! Ultimately,
we think that investing in quality tools is never
a mistake, and that it will save you time and
frustration with your hobby projects. Finally, if
you would like to learn more about tools, paint,
and hobby techniques, I would encourage you
to visit the blogs Damaged by Design and
Tangible Day , which were invaluable for writing
the painting section of this article.

Brush care and maintenance
With proper care and handling, paint brushes
can last for years. It might sound obvious,
but you never let paint dry on a brush. Dried
paint can damage the bristles and reduce
their flexibility. Dried paint may also cause
the bristles of a brush to split, ruining its point
and drastically reducing the functionality.
Additionally you should avoid getting paint on
the ferrule of your paint brushes. Since the
ferrule holds the bristles on the brush in place,
any paint that gets trapped in the ferrule will
eventually disrupt the bristles. Because of this,
it is often a good idea to have a separate brush
for mixing paint or removing it from a container.
In addition to rinsing the paint off of a brush,
there are a variety of brush soaps available
that can be used to clean your brushes that can
extend the life of your brushes substantially,
Masters Brush Cleaner and Preserver being a
favourite of ours.
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BUILDING SILENCE
by Dave Taylor
Rain lashed the windows of the observation
blister on the mist-wreathed custodial spire.
Prefect Dorox nudged his grav-chair closer to
the armourglass, peering out through the gloom.
Today was the day. After submitting his survey
of the Southern Sector, Callus Island, it had only
taken 764 standard days for the Officio Mortis to
begin the work – a task attempted each decade.
The climate of the cemetery world of Regior had
been slowly changing over the millennia, and
over the last few centuries the volume of rain
that fell on the vast mausoleums and plazas was
only matched by the rising groundwater. This
combination had begun to crack the rockcrete
slabs that formed the plazas and, on occasion,
the skulls of the countless bodies buried beneath
them would rise to the surface. At some point
this occurrence had become too common, so
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the Officio Mortis had implemented a plan to
survey all sectors of the planet and deal with the
situation.
Every ten years, Prefects are required to survey
their Sectors and submit their report and
recommendations on the number of slabs that
need to be covered. Large bulklifters are tasked
with hoisting the various noble, regimental, and
guild mausoleums into the air, whilst more lifters
bring in new rockcrete slabs to cover the old. The
mausoleums are then lowered back into place and
the custodial staff are left to ensure the sanctity
of the funereal vaults and perform other tasks
such as realigning staircases.
Mausoleums and shrines are not always returned
to the same position, and new slabs raise the
height of their ‘stack’. The result of such activity

is that the topography of Regior is constantly
changing. Some Prefects have noted that it gives
the feeling of the Labyrinthe of Old Earth, where
the unaugmented could wander for weeks without
recognizing any landmark, or being constantly
turned in circles. It is probably a good thing that
visitors to Silence are rare, and a second visit is
typically their final one.
Prefect Dorox tapped several times on his flickering
vid-screen, scanned the information, and returned
his gaze to the miserable environment. Through
the gloom he could see the searching stablights
of the incoming bulklifters. An unfamiliar smile
twitched at the corner of his mouth, as he called
all of his servitors back to their habs.
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SILENCE, THE CEMETERY WORLD OF REGIOR
After reading The Wicked and The Damned from
the Warhammer Horror range, I had a strong
image in my mind of tall mausoleums and large
stone slabs, of stairs and twisting paths, of moss
and a damp chill. I wanted anyone playing on the
table to have a sense of the grand scope of the
Imperium, even when it comes to burying their
dead. I wanted there to be plenty of broken lines
of sight, vantage points and edifices of carved
rockcrete. I wanted a grimdark labyrinth feel.
My planning started with the table surface
itself. I knew that while a custom gaming mat
that looked like a vast plaza would be fun
to design and relatively easy to transport to
AdeptiCon, I also knew it would lack both the
texture and varying elevation I envisioned. So
I turned to my friend Alex Landing of Ironheart
Artisans and we began discussions for the
custom, laser-cut MDF gaming table.
We decided on 12”x12” tiles of varying height
(1”, 2” and 3”) and we came up with a fun way
to create the different tile surfaces. Alex sent
me one tile with a 1” flagstone pattern, echoing
the look of the Necrose XIII resin bases from
Dragon Forge Design, a dozen or so memorial
plaques, and some grating that also matched
the design of the resin bases. My daughters
and I sat down one evening and created eight
different patterns that we really loved. These
eight would each be cut four times to create
the 32 square feet of table surface.
For the next step, the mausoleums, we
turned to some terrain pieces that Alex had
already designed, the Necron Tombs that have
featured on the AdeptiCon 40K tables for the
last five years or so. These tombs come in four
different sizes and can be stacked in pairs for
a taller look. Additionally, the paired sizes can
nest inside each other, which dramatically
reduces the volume for storage and shipping.
We talked about some general ideas to reduce
their original complexity and give them a strong
Imperial feel. To be honest, after that I just let
Alex go to town on the re-skin, because he has
a fantastic eye for detail. In the end, I ended up
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with about 10-12 of each size of building.
As AdeptiCon 2020 approached, I got stuck
into the assembly. I started with the tiles for
the table itself, built all 32 (to create an 8’x4’
table), and picked up a couple of packs of the
GW Skulls. Over 300 human skulls were glued
into the various irregular shapes on the tiles, to
represent the skulls of the dead rising to the
surface, thanks to the environment on Regior.
This, unsurprisingly, took quite a while and I
had to ration them out to be able to have some
in each hole. In fact, I had to cut a lot of them in
half to extend the look across the table.
The painting was definitely the most daunting
aspect of the whole project, even more so than
the idea of running two games on the table,
using a system I was only passingly familiar
with, but a deadline is a wonderful motivator.
To speed up the painting process, I used a lot of
spray cans from my local hardware store. Black
was first, to seal the MDF and give a consistent
base across the table. After that I worked on
groups of eight tiles at a time so that I could
keep things as consistent as possible.
The first spray (after the black) was a
desaturated grey/brown, followed by a lighter
desaturated olive green, applied in random
patches. Then I finished it off with a mid/light
grey spray and a light dry-brush of VMC Light
Grey, to catch the edges of the flagstones and
skull pits.
The many, many memorial plaques were
base-coated with VGC Tinny Tin, washed with
a 80:20 mix of P3 Coal Black and VPA USMC
Tank Crew Green, and recesses hit with straight
VPA USMC Tank Crew Green. The raised edges
of the plaques were then highlighted with VGC
Brassy Brass.
The even larger number of skulls were basecoated with VMC Beige Brown, and highlighted
with a 50:50 mix of VMC Beige Brown and VMC
Ivory. They were then given a final highlight
of VMC Ivory. The ground visible around the
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skulls was given a wash of varying amounts of
GW Contrast Wyldwood and GW Contrast Ork
Flesh.
Finally, the drainage grates were given a base
coat of VGC Tinny Tin and then sponged with
layers of VMC Red Leather, VGC Orange Fire
and AP Gun Metal.
As AdeptiCon drew even nearer, Alex delivered
the mausoleums (most of them already
constructed) and I set my mind to the task of
finalizing the colour scheme. I contemplated a
number of different approaches, but in the end
I went back to my original idea of the dreary,
grim feel of constant grey tinged with green.
The painting process for these was much the
same as the tiles, although I removed the
second spray can step (desaturated grey/
brown) for additional speed.
It was during this frenzy of painting that the
news came through that AdeptiCon 2020
had been cancelled due to concerns over the
Covid-19 global pandemic. I do not think I am
too different from anyone when I say that it
was incredibly disappointing to miss out on
AdeptiCon this year, but it was an absolutely
necessary thing to do. I have the table built and
painted now, the story ready to go, and (should
the players who signed up for it return) some
great things planned for when we are able to
game together as a community again!
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MARCO PINAMONTI

01

01 Bisham Banabai
02 Enkidu
03 Ruttolomeo
04 Enkidu
05 Edmundo
06 Zodiac
07 Stinkor

02

03

04

05

06

07
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MATTHEW LEAHY
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NATHAN PASS
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OLLI VÄRE
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STEFAN
RAŽNATOVIC
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STEPAN
SAMOSEVICH

01

02

03

05
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04

06

01-02 Dark Mechanicum
03-04 Death Guard
05-06 Wolf Mechanicum
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VASILIY ERMOLAEV
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MATTIAS PERSSON

The underhive of Arcothia Prime hides a very
cruel secret. The lowest sector of the hive
is home to a whole society of mutants. The
entrance to the sector is guarded by a garrison
of Scions from Arcothias special forces. Deep
inside the mutant dwelling, there is another
door, an exit. The exit, just as the entrance, is
heavily guarded and great metal gates stop any
unwelcome visitors.
The final test for an Arcothian Scion is to
pass through the mutant infested sector, still
breathing. The only issued armament is a
lasgun that is synced to the wielder’s heartbeat
and rigged to explode if the aspirant is captured
or killed. The mutants are physically small and
weak, but they come in great numbers. This
deadly ‘obstacle course’ has ended many
Scions and mutants alike. The codename for
the operation and site is ‘The Sifter’.
For hundreds of years, this has been a wellfunctioning arrangement that breeds one of
the toughest Scion regiments in the galaxy, but
what the Arcothian authorities do not know
is that the mutants have evolved. With a little
help from those who want to see Arcothia and
the whole Imperium on its knees, the mutants
are plotting to escape. And the only way is up.
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The Tinkerer
As one of the engineers constructing the safety
protocols and entrance points to the obstacle
course, he was secretly designated to be made
into a servitor. The reasoning behind this was
to ensure that no information about the Sifter
was to be made public. The project was, after
all, top secret. Instead, he managed to flee
into the underhive, thanks to careful planning
and knowledge of the structures and general
area. Deep down in the underhive, he built a
combined workshop and clinic where he plots
his revenge.

The ‘King’
He is former Commissar that made a training
run through the Sifter and got captured. He
was presumed dead, killed by the mutants. The
‘King’ was brought back to life by The Tinkerer
and suffers from heavy mutation. Even
though he lost his sanity during The Tinkerers
experiments, he is still a grand strategist,
relatively speaking, and is now leading the
uprising in the hive-city depths.

The Duelist
The Duelist is another officer that was captured
by the Tinkerers contraptions. After some
‘improvements’ to his body, he became the
enforcer that keeps the lesser mutants in line.
Even in the harsh and terrible environment of
The Sifter, he is considered sadistic and cruel.
Challenging upstarts to duels is his modus
operandi when keeping order amongst the
lowlife.
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INQUISITOR ON
AN EPIC SCALE

by Colin Foot
Playing Inquisitor in a different scale is certainly
not a new concept - indeed, the game lives
on due in part to the INQ28 pages, blogs and
players that have adapted the original 54mm
scale to the more common 28/32mm scale of
other Warhammer 40,000-set games.
For a quite a while now, I have been dabbling
with playing Inquisitor at Epic scale - and
the most popular question I am asked about
playing Inquisitor at 6mm is always ‘why?’
‘Why not?’ is not the most constructive answer
to that question, but it is about as close to a
good one as I can give. I simply enjoy it. It is a
different beast to building & painting models
at larger scales. The more I have painted at
6mm scale, the better my painting at larger
scales has become. I am certainly no expert
at painting 6mm; I help administer the ‘6mm
Wargaming and Terrain’ group on Facebook and
the quality of painting you can find at this scale
is incredible. The French Epic community has
a wealth of talent when it comes to painting,
and the Golden Demon articles in old copies of
White Dwarf are incredible - they did not have
half the resources we have now! But I enjoy
painting the scale and painting skirmish figures
for it is a nice break from painting masses of
infantry for Epic 40,000 or Warmaster. It is
even a nice break from painting larger scale
INQ28!
With 6mm, sculpting and converting can just
be about getting the approximate shape right,
because it will still look good 2 feet away on
the tabletop. It paints up fast. Everything from
scrap plastic to pipe cleaners becomes usable
material for creating and building. It will not
replace the highly detailed models of INQ28 for
me, but it goes hand in hand as another way to
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experience life in the 41st millennium.

For those that are unfamiliar,

But not wanting to get too side-tracked on the
advantages of small scale 40k gaming, the idea
of trying Inquisitor at 6mm scale was born from
my love of 6mm and wanting to push what was
expected from the scale.

encompasses all the smaller-

Epic is the common term that
scale Warhammer 40k games that
Games

Workshop

has

put

out

since the late 1980’s. Epic
scale is more often known as
6mm scale (or more correctly,
1:285 scale). The most recent

Not ever having been one for competitive or
tournament gaming, Inquisitor appeals to me
for its ‘theatre of the mind’ style gaming. I love
the details that are put into each model and the
relative mundanity of the settings compared
to the wider universe. I have been painting
INQ28 warbands with the huge range of bits
from the 40k range for years, but I found that
sometimes I had ideas, characters or campaign
stories that I just needed to get out of my head.
Playing small-scale games of Inquisitor can
also be done at my desk (a great distraction for
someone that works in front of a screen far too
much).
The challenge of trying to recreate something
from the larger 40k range at 6mm and have it
recognisable on the tabletop had me converting
all sorts of weird abominations over the years.
Thankfully, professional quality miniatures for
6mm sci-fi have expanded over the years and
there is now a plethora of conversion material
available. Inspiration for the setting comes to
me from all sorts of places. I find a lot of ideas
for characters or encounters come from music
rather than movies, though horror movies have
played a big part, and like many I am most
heavily influenced by artists Ian Miller, Paolo
Girardi, Simon Bisley and Luciana Nedelea.
The size of the models means I can often
literally have an idea for a game during the
day and have the needed components made,

examples of Epic scale gaming
to come from Games Workshop
has been Adeptus Titanicus and
Aeronautica Imperialis. These
have
of

brought

new

a

plastic

whole

host

kits,

which

has also finally seen these
god-machines on the table as
they were meant to be seen –
towering over the landscapes.
Their counterpart models from
the late 1980s were massively
under-scaled,

more

in

line

with 3mm scale, and this trend
continued

into

Forge

World

Epic’s

eventual

the

game’s

products,

and

cancellation

in 2012.
I have been playing skirmish
games at 6mm scale for long
time now. For me, Epic 40,000
(the third edition of Epic,
released in 1997) always felt
like

the

mass

best

battles

way

to

in

Warhammer

enjoy

40k universe. The far smaller
miniatures allowed you to play
games set in the 40k universe
as they were described in the
lore

and

scale.
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sprayed and ready to play by that evening. I
certainly do not paint fast enough to do that
with larger-scale models!
I’ve had to adapt my painting style to
accommodate the small scale of the models.
Whilst using grimdark painting schemes
can and do work well at this scale (check out
@Necaros on Instagram, his Epic 40k work is
amazing), I have never quite got the technique
to work well on the tabletop. I have opted to go
for a much brighter style of painting with the
miniatures and more neutral and grimy colours

on the terrain, a wargaming cross between
cyberpunk and witchpunk. The resulting high
contrast against the terrain really helps make
the miniatures stand out.
GORGADES
I have been setting games in the same narrative
space for over 20 years now – the forge world
of Gorgades. Carving my own corner of the 40k
universe out allowed me to make changes to
the narrative, without stepping on the toes of
any of the official lore and background.

01
01 A scale shot of my
inquisitor, along with the
mandatory INQ6 tiny dice!
02 Wastelands Adeptus
Mechanicus Tech Hunter.
Painting hazard stripes at
this scale is not fun!
03 Daemon Prince & Cultist.

02

03
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The biggest change I have brought to my
campaigns was the inclusion of space vermin
– Chaos Space Skaven. I have been slowly
putting together a small warband of them for
INQ6 as I have wanted to play some pulpy
gumshoe-style investigative games, but with a
villainous twist.
One of the major locations used in our games
has been Gelles City, the capital of Gorgades.
Gelles City once stretched across an entire
continent but is now in ruins after the vermin
came tunnelling up from their underground
lairs. The city is now Gelles Ruins, city of vermin.
The vermin brought with them a strange,
fungus-like substance, which spreads at an
alarming rate. Known as warpstone, wyrdrock
and wychglass, this bizarre substance pulsates
with an eerie green glow and is used for almost
everything in vermin society. Ground into
powder, it makes a powerful explosive. Forging
it into the very fabric of their weapons and
vehicles changes the softest of materials to
be as hard as steel. It is used in the creation of
poisons and it brings life to their abominations
– the flesh constructs of the warlocks, from
their lowly rat ogres to their terrifying flesh136
136
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knights.
Chaos warbands also have minor footholds on
Gorgades. The forge-city of Necrophagia was,
for the most part, one giant manufactory; so
large an operation that most of the populace
were unaware of events that happened on
the same level as them, let alone the war
that raged on outside their walls. An outbreak
of Pox-plague had spread throughout the
underhive and was slowly climbing its way
up, level by level. Damage to the great walls
had seen the plague creatures start to creep
outside and spread into the wider world.
Slaanesh pleasure cults have found their way
into the high society of the upper levels. Gang
warfare has spread through the hive. One of the
several ice moons that orbit the planet is home
to renegade Chaos Astartes, who often travel
down to plunder the hive for fresh materials.
Feral orks scrap with Adeptus Mechanicus tech
hunters out in the barren wastelands beyond
the hives. And a decent bounty hunter can
make a good living, if they are brave enough.
I chose to squeeze many different elements
from the 40k universe together into a smaller
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04+05 Chaos Minotaur Boss.
06 My Inquisitor hires the
mutant bounty hunter ‘Cow’
Jericho to deal with chaos
cultists. The Escher ganger
has just found herself in
the wrong place, at the wrong
time.
07 I like to make player
narrative handouts or
pictures that capture a
moment that leads into a
new campaign. Here is the
‘final vid capture’ from a
patrol group, which sited the
vermin’s first flesh-knight

06

marching on the ruins of
Gelles City.
08 A Space Vermin rat ogre
attacks a lone tech hunter
servitor.
09 Space Vermin warlock & his
cyber-rat mount.
10 A Tzeentch sorcerer
attacks an Adeptus Mechanicus
tech hunter by a wasteland
chaos shrine.

07

04

08

05

09

10
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11

area, so that I could pull ideas and characters
from all aspects of the setting, without having
to play all the other games! I love a lot of the
designs from Necromunda, but we did not
want to play a dedicated campaign. By adding
one or two elements from these other games
into our Inquisitor campaigns, I still get to use
them without having to add more games to the
painting & gaming backlog!
Sadly, the current world pandemic put a stop
to this current campaign. As the main terrain
builder and painter for my gaming group, I have
been waiting on a lot of parts for this current
project to arrive. So much was planned, only
to remain as works in progress. The campaign
was intended to culminate with an inquisitor
and a bunch of rebels fighting off both a Chaos
knight and a part-built Vermin flesh-knight.
The current storyline has been put on hold
until later in the year, but I had hoped to have
my vermin flesh-knight factory table finished.
I have tried to use the 6mm scale to my
advantage, with huge towers and walkways
to fight over and a partially built chaos shrine
(complete with tiny, 6mm scale candles and
skulls!), but I’m awaiting various compliments
138
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including an order of 6mm zombies to really
bring that section of the story to (un)life.
INQ6 is a term that started out as a bit of a
tongue-in-cheek reference, a nod to the INQ28
sites and blogs that already dabbled in the
grimdark side of the 40k universe. But Epicscale gaming has gained a lot of popularity
in the past couple of years and we are seeing
more and more 6mm 40k games being put
together. The much wider range of miniatures
suitable for 6mm gaming in the 40k universe
has played a big part in this expansion of the
scale.

11 Some of the mid-tier
bosses & encounter creatures
our warbands have faced since
Gelles City was left in
ruins.
12 Escher leader.
13 Inquisitor Rex.
14 Bounty Hunter ‘Cow’
Jericho.
15 Ork Weirdboy with peg
leg. Making his way through
the corrupted Hive of
Necrophagia, this old fool
of an ork tells tales to the
snots of Gork (or maybe Mork)
and of the great piles of
scrap out in the wastelands.

I suspect that we will be seeing a lot more
#INQ6 in the future.

16 The renegade chaos knight
was the first of several
end-of-campaign bosses our
warbands would have faced
after making their way
through the ruined knight
manufactory. But thanks
to our own real-world
apocalypse, it is still
awaiting its day of glory
(and a coat of paint).
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GETTING
INVOLVED WITH
THE COMMUNITY
By Jimmy Henriksson
Community Events
Many hobbyists out there have come into contact
with community events in one way or another.
You might have read about them on Facebook,
various hobby blogs, or seen photos from them
on Instagram. These mesmerising stories and
images of warbands and thematic terrain are
really something to behold. Who does not
dream about attending one of these events?
Rhossom Secundus, Gelida, Tor-Megiddo
and the Pilgrym are but a few of the myriad
of names that come up when community
events are spoken of. Some you might
have heard of, others not, but they all have
one thing in common; a shared canvas.
This canvas consists of the worlds and settings
that these events are built around. Everyone
brings their contribution to breathe life into
these events, in the form of writing lore,
painting warbands and creating terrain.
Mordheim 2019
During the start of 2019, I had been following
the preparations of a community event in the
making because it was very close to my heart:
Mordheim 2019 - MMXIX or M19 for short.
This event would be a celebration of Mordheim
turning 20 years old. The event itself was
going to be set in the Imperial year of 2019,
in the world of Warhammer Fantasy, 20 years
after the comet struck the city of Mordheim.
Those attending would step into this
post-apocalyptic city, now even more
twisted than when the comet first struck.
I had been in contact with Alexander Winberg,
as he was planning the event and showed
him the gaming table that my gaming group
had, which was littered with fish everywhere,
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hoping to help him out with inspiration for his
own gaming tables. I ended up offering to sculpt
some fish, cast them in resin and send them to
him to use for bases and gaming tables alike.
We also shared pictures of other projects back
and forth, and in the process, he pushed me to
continue on one of my early ideas of building
Sir Swine from the Mordheim rulebook. This,
in turn, pushed me into planning to build some
more models based on Mordheim artwork,
as I thought this would be my own way of
celebrating my favourite game.
To my delight, in late April I got an invitation to
the event and accepted it gladly!
Preparations
Having been invited, I had to prepare a
warband and a theme around it, preferably one
that would fit the whole concept of 'Mordheim
20 years after'. Luckily, since Alexander gave
me that push to continue building Sir Swine, I
had already built some more models based on
Mordheim artwork as a little pet project and,
in my eyes, they fit the bill perfectly for this
endeavour. I called them the Parade of Parody.
At first, I was worried that the models would
not be grimdark enough for the setting, but I
quickly realised that I had to build 'my' vision of
the warband, not someone else's. Now all I had
to do was continue down this road of building
and painting the rest of the miniatures. I drew
a lot of inspiration from the rulebook, as it is
full of crazy pieces of artwork to choose from.
This kind of journey, building and painting
these miniatures, was one I really had not
done before, so it was thrilling and scary at
the same time. I used green stuff in ways
I never had and started to paint an awful
lot of red and beige, inspired by the many
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Blanchitsu projects out there. It felt very
experimental for me and I grew to love it.
Meet and greet
The time to travel to Finland and join my
fellow hobbyists had finally come. The event
weekend was closing in and a couple of us
decided to travel to Finland on Thursday, two
days before the event took place, to meet up,
have a game of INQ28 at the local GW store
and get to know each other. Everyone present
were people that I have been looking up to in
the hobby. These were all people that I have
been following on various blogs, Facebook
groups and on Instagram, inspiring me and
leaving me in awe, time after time. If anything,
I was a bit scared and quite starstruck.
I am not very 'forward' myself, but I quickly felt
at ease around everyone, as we spent time
together and got to know each other more.
About half of us who were participating in
the event were present. Being able to meet
everyone face to face like this was great, just
hanging out and having dinner and a beer.
Countdown
On Friday many of us gathered at the venue
to help set up tables and terrain. I had some
spare time once we were done and decided
to host a small game of Mordheim, so a
couple of others could get a bit more familiar
with the game rules, since many had not
played it before or had not played in a very
long time. Everyone caught up quickly, since
all GW games are quite similar in terms of
movement, shooting and attacking and when
in doubt, just roll 4+ and hope for the best.
More people dropped in who had not been
present the previous day, so we took a short
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break from the game to meet up with everyone.
When we continued to play, they watched and
asked questions and such. We also got some
time to check out all the gaming tables more
closely, each completely unique and oozing
with character.
Eventually Tuomas Pirinen, the creator of
Mordheim, arrived and greeted everyone.
We all had the opportunity to ask him some
questions about Mordheim. Afterwards we
headed out for dinner and Tuomas gave us a
quick tour of some historical places on the way
to the restaurant, where we had a great ending
to our evening. Food and beverage really does
bring people together!
Game day
Saturday finally came. We all met up at the
venue. Cheers and greetings could be heard
throughout the venue, as everyone walked
around and looked at all the amazing warbands,
NPC models and breathtaking gaming tables.
It felt almost unreal to walk around there and
look at everything, be it gaming tables, NPC
models or attending warbands. It was truly
heaven for someone who loves Mordheim.
Our host Alexander Winberg gathered us all to
say welcome, thank us for coming to Finland
and to enjoy our stay and have fun together
in this event of Mordheim 2019. For our first
game, we drew names for matchups. After that,
it was a free-for-all-go-and-ask-anyone for a
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game, or just hang out and watch others bash
the brains of their enemies in on the streets,
or hunt the nefarious mystical 'moonchild'
or other NPCs who roamed the streets.
My first game was against the talented painter
Kristian Simonsen and his ghostly Skaven led
by Scurvy, a cursed Assassin Adept who had
stayed within the city for so long that he and
his motley crew had become spectral forms.
The Parade of Parody was taking the scenic
route through the outskirts of a ruined part
of the city where the cursed Skaven lurked.
Once we knew about each other's presence,
we drew our weapons and closed in to fight
over the precious shards of wyrdstone.
The game itself was deadly and short, but
an awful lot of fun! In the end, Scurvy's
warband managed to assassinate my leader,
'the Wanderer', so I struck out his name
permanently from the roster. I was allowed to
ignore this injury if I wanted, but I chose not
to, thinking that it fit the narrative that I had in
mind for the warband and thus the juggler took
the front position of the parade. Lucky me!
Later on, we decided to have a game on Kari
Hernesniemi's amazing table, the Gates of
Mordheim. Kari's human mercenaries decided
to join up with my Parade of Parody and
Kristian decided he was not done with the
Parade. Thus, his Skaven teamed up with
Alexander Alcazar Jönsson and his undead,
both of them trying to break through the
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walls and gates, as Kari and I defended the
city gate. Or, what was left of it at least.
The vile Skaven used the sewers to find their
way up into the cellars and basements of the
buildings of the board, emerging from them
while the undead relentlessly assaulted the
bridge leading to the gate. 'The Unwilling
Knight' defended the bridge in panic, being
tied onto his damned wooden contraption
and having been pushed out towards the
enemy. Meanwhile, the Vampire was leading a
group of Ghouls through a crack in the walls,
only to stumble upon an Ogre mercenary. It
was a big butcher, but he was struck down
quickly by the Vampire in close quarters.
Ultimately, this was more of a photo session
than a game. There were a lot of small events
going on everywhere on the table, very much
like the thematic images set up in a rulebook
or armybook. We even brought in a small
smoke machine for added effects to some of
the photos. To me, this is an important part of
the hobby, capturing the moments of battle. A
picture can say more than a thousand words,
and in wargaming on any level, that is quite
true.
During the evening, Tuomas Pirinen held a
seminar about Mordheim, its origins and how
it became such a cult classic. He also revealed
a secret regarding the twin tailed comet that
struck the city. One tail contained the presence
of the vile Shadowlord, who rests in the crater
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and leads the Cult of the Possessed. The
other contained a being of light, captured by
the Sisters of Sigmar and whom is locked up
within the basement of their citadel called 'The
Rock'. Once purified by feeding it warpstone,
the champion of light would emerge.

and warbands to satisfy my hobby needs.

After the seminar and a day of gaming, we
all headed out once again for dinner and
something to drink, enjoying each other’s
company.

1: Do not worry too much about being
starstruck
If this is your first community event and you
are meeting some of your hobby heroes,
there is a possibility that you might get a bit
starstruck and feel out of place, but trust
me, it will turn out great. Everyone attending
will be like you, a hobby enthusiast. You
are not only there to play games, you are
there to build stories. Have fun together!

Farewell and Aftermath
The weekend eventually came to an end.
Some had already left, as they had flights
to catch early in the morning, but the rest of
us stayed a bit longer to help Alexander pack
up all the terrain and clean up the venue.
Finally, the time came for me to go home.
It was an overwhelming weekend, but
that did not stop me from having fun and
enjoying the moment. If anything, I am
looking forward to the next community event
I can attend, to meet old and new friends
alike. In the meantime, I am going to keep
hobbying, building and painting new gangs
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I also had time to reflect on the weekend and
how to share my first time experiences with
others, to hopefully help calm some of the
worries that might surface within the mind.

2: Do not compare your work with others
Bring what makes you and your hobby 'you,'
be it how you paint or how you build your
models. Instead of comparing your work to
others, you can be inspired by their work and
learn new things, maybe by asking them how
they did a certain conversion or about painting
techniques. Learn from each other!
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3: It is all for the hobby
You are attending to have a fun time with
others who have also built and painted their
warbands. It is not a competition. If you
want to push yourself, this is the perfect
moment to hone your hobby skills and
try something new. Reach new heights!
4: Do not worry about the gaming system or
rules
If you are going to play a game system that
you are not familiar with or have not played
in a long time, do not worry, you are probably
not alone. Everyone is going to help you out
as much as they can. If possible, at least read
through the rules once or twice. Make rules up
on the go together if needed. If you are ever in
doubt, roll 4+!
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A DARKER REALM

by Curtis Fell
Introduction
Mark Evans coined the phrase ‘Middlehammer’
and unsurprisingly has a decent collection
of models from the Red Period of Games
Workshop. I had painted a few things for Mark
in the past and he asked me to do a couple of
test schemes on some of his Bretonnians. He
said ‘Just do whatever you want to them,’ so of
course I went with a scheme heavy with splatter,
grime, dirt, decay and texture. Mark liked the
test models, so I got on with the rest of the army.
The army is slightly odd from a ‘historical’
perspective, in that it is primarily knights, with
very few low life rabble scum, who usually
make up the bulk of the ranks. I imagined that
it was once a huge army, crusading north into
the Chaos Badlands. They intended to rescue
the Grail of Grimdark and defeat the foul threat
of Chaos, making the land safe for decent
people to oppress the working class in more
traditional ways. The Chaos gods had different
ideas, however!
The brave knights survived because they can
run away faster and have shiny metal clothes
to protect them. They wandered about, harried
by the taint of Chaos. Their armour rusted,
their bodies decayed, and their souls fell to
corruption. The mighty were brought low by
the dark powers. With this theme in mind,
I decided that the army was on the brink of
falling to Chaos, after being in the wastes for
too long. Several of the models are painted
with Chaos runes. Maybe you can spot them?
Prepping the models
The models needed a little repairing, but
nothing too difficult. After completing this, I
moved onto the basing. Interestingly, I like to
use breakfast cereal as a basing material. It
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is cheap and you can get some great effects
out of it. For this army, I used chocolate rice. I
mixed it with PVA and splashed it on the bases.
It takes a long time to dry and shrinks, so I had
to do a few applications. When it is painted,
it looks like mud trodden up by cavalry. I also
used some tiny model bricks to make ruins
throughout the army. This was mainly for
hiding base edges and structural support, like
on the pegasi.
Painting
I usually paint armies in units, so for this army,
batches of twelve riders. Some of the army
was undercoated and a lot already had heraldry
painted on them; not many were bare plastic. I
undercoated some with grey and went directly
into painting the base colours. I also did the
heraldry, which is a bit messy in places. I do not
mind mess, especially when it is a large army
like this. I tend to hide mess later in the process,
rather than obsessing about smooth shading at
this stage. I painted all the metal rust coloured,
because nothing says Grimdark like some
lovely rust! I have a big pot of cheap brown
that I use for this kind of thing, mixed from
craft acrylics. Lumps and inconsistency help to

achieve the sort of messy rusted look I wanted.
After the base colours, I washed the models
with a black/brown mix. I tended to wipe off a
lot of this wash, especially on the brighter parts
like the heraldry. After this was dry, I used the
same dark colour to carefully line around all
the creases, folds and joints. I use a feathering
technique where I apply wet paint over dry and
blend the dark out to light, using water. This
allowed me to correct any areas that looked
messy due to the wash. This is the most time
consuming part of the whole process.
Once this was done, I applied silver scratches
on the armour and metal. You can be very
messy with this stage. I tend to use the flat
edge of my brush bristles, rather than using the
tip. This is essentially a careful and controlled
dry-brush technique. It is fun, looks good and is
very quick to get great results. The next stage
was to add mud splatter. To achieve this, I used
a stiff toothbrush to flick on paint. Although
messy, it is quick to do and gives a good result.
At this point, the models could be considered
finished, but I continued doing some detail
work to make the models look even better. I
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applied PVA to the back, then stuck them
onto the model and pasted them down with
more PVA. When the glue was almost dry,
I worried the edges with a scalpel to give
them a distressed look. After they dried, I
finalized them with a little more paint splatter.
The characters were done in the same way
described above, although I was a little more
careful. The Grail Knights are from the Order of
the Blood Chalice and mark their heraldry with
fresh blood before battle. I thought this was a
fun twist on the St. George’s Cross. I used the
Games Workshop blood effect paint for this.
The pegasi were a challenge. I do not really like
flying stands; I think they can break the illusion
of flying models. I also do not like models that
look like they are tripping over their modelled
supports. These are cool sculpts and it was
easy to make them look like they were leaping

from ruined brick perches. I used real birds as
painting guides, an eagle, a gull and a magpie.
This gives them a really natural colour scheme,
which match the horses and the wings, and is
a nice contrast to just painting them in white.
Conclusion
I think fantasy armies are great to paint, as
the painter can let their imagination run free.
When it is something like this Bretonnian army,
the models are quite mundane, so picking a
paint scheme gives you a unique opportunity
to add interest to the army. I wanted the
army to appear quite realistic. I have been
to some re-enactment shows and it is quite
hard to keep clean! Most re-enactors tend to
have brown armour, as they do not polish it.
Therefore, keeping a muted tonal range, but
having flourishes of bright heraldry showing
through really makes for a compelling scheme.

The highly detailed decals complement the fine
sculpts and contrast with the messy paint job.
The fine level of splatter on the paint gives the
surfaces a pleasing overall texture. The eye can
pick out interesting details at every level of
the models, from the broad matched themed
army, down to the tiny details on the shields.
The fantasy part of this army, like the pegasi,
are painted to have realistic wings. This gives
them a layer of reality over something that is
magical and other-worldly. Overall, it was great
fun painting these models. I would recommend
experimenting with a similar way of painting an
army, as it was quick and looks great in the end.
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TURNING LIGHT
INTO DARK

by Brendan Fleet
When I was initially approached about creating
a tutorial for the magazine, I was absolutely
elated. Nothing brings me more joy than
writing and being able to combine that with
my hobby; I was naturally grateful to have
been asked. My name is Brendan and I am an
Australian hobbyist. For 28 I have developed a
tutorial article, which will hopefully showcase
some of the skills I have gathered over the last
few years that I have been painting.
For most of you who know me, you will
already know that I am a massive fan of the
Stormcast Eternals. For the last few months I
have been eyeballing the Evocators on Celestial
Dracolines and thought one of these models
would be perfect for the tutorial, as I could
demonstrate how I achieve certain desired
effects with minimal effort.
When preparing for any new projects, I normally
ponder over the model for a few nights before
I dive in and execute a paint scheme, often to
the point where it may affect my sleep. Before
the paint has even hit the model, I have a fairly
solid idea of what I ‘hope’ the model will end up
looking like. I tend to use a very muted and dark
palette, not intentionally, it is just what I enjoy
working with. My theory for any model that I
will be painting is ‘what would this model/
creature/hero potentially look like if it was in
OUR world?’. I also follow the mantra of ‘don’t
sweat the small stuff’, if it does not look like a
top tier painter did it, who cares, just develop
your own style and make sure you enjoy the
process. I try to paint to what I consider to be a
‘high tabletop standard’, a very modest painting
level, nothing too fancy. The good thing about
this is that anyone can achieve these results,
so hopefully I can break this paint project down
enough for you all to be able to take some tips
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and cheats from this article.
I normally approach model builds in sections,
so I do not overwhelm myself. I find if I have
a large unit of troops or a fully assembled
monster, I struggle to envision the end result
and get slightly overwhelmed. It will make me
rush certain aspects of a model and generally
not do the project justice. So, for this tutorial,
I have broken the guide and model down into
three easy parts; Base, Beast and Hero. I will
build the base, paint it, build the beast paint it
and finally build the hero and paint it. This gives
me enough time to ponder any changes I would
like to make, before I move onto the next part
of the project. I also like to paint and complete
models in sections; I paint to reward myself,
small victories will motivate me to continue on
with a project. For example, if I am painting a
face on the beast, I would normally paint the
face from start to finish in one sitting, then go
back to it a day or two later and execute any
touch-ups if required.
Finally, for this tutorial I will also be using
exclusively Citadel paints; I know lots of
hobbyists like mixing it up using a variety of
brands, but I have found Citadel paints do
everything I require, and I feel comfortable and
confident using them.
The Base
I foolishly selected an easy to build kit, which
unfortunately left a lot of mould and join lines
that needed to be prepared before painting.
As I was attacking the base first, I clipped it
from its sprue, glued and tended to any joins
that needed filling with green stuff. Once this
was dry, the base was ready to commence.
The standard base that comes with this model
offers a fantastic opportunity for hobbyists
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to experiment with various stone and organic
elements. Recently, I have been experimenting
with simple techniques to achieve marble
bases, consolidating several tutorials to come
up with my own end result. For this model, I
thought I would showcase this method I have
developed, as the base looks perfectly suited
to a marble finish. I would also attempt to age
it slightly, as it appears there was a statue
that once stood on this base, but it has since
collapsed, and nature has now taken over.

01

Before attempting this method, ensure you
have several sheets of baby wipes that have
been dried out for a few days; you do not want
any moisture in these wipes, otherwise the end
result could be undesirable.
First I coat the base in Chaos Black Spray, this
step does not need to dry, as it is merely a
layer for what is to come shortly. Now spray
Mechanicus Standard Grey randomly on the
base and a quick mist of Retributor Armour, to
give a slight sheen. This result can be seen in
image number 01.

02

Now using a dry baby wipe, as mentioned
earlier, begin teasing the wipe so it begins
to slightly tear and create various random
patterns. Once you have teased the baby wipe
into a desirable pattern, place this over the base
tightly and hold it down with an elastic band or
sticky tape. For this particular base, I did find it
difficult to place the wipe appropriately, due to
the shape and various crevices, but with some
patience this could be achieved effectively. I
have much better examples of cleaner marble
bases I created on my Instagram page, utilising
the same method, but this time on flat surfaces.
This result can be seen in image number 02.

Once the baby wipe is secured appropriately
and any adjustments have been made, coat the
entire base in Corax White. It is important to let
this stage dry completely before removing the
wipe. In Australia this is no problem, as the spray
is drying even before it is reaching the model.
The Corax White will lay in the areas not covered
with baby wipes and create an easily achievable
marble look for any novice, all with just using
citadel spray cans. This very same effect could
be achieved using an air brush and a variety of
different colours; the variations are limitless.
This end result can be seen in image 03.
Now it is time to give the base some contrast
and character. The entire base was washed
in Agrax Earthshade, to basically age the
‘marble’ and tie in the other base elements
into a common palette. The tree roots were
painted in Dryad Bark, the leaves in Death
Korps Drab, the amulet’s chain Leadbelcher
and the amulet in Retributor armour and finally
the skull in Ushabti Bone. These were all then
washed with Nuln Oil, including the ‘sandy’
base sections, to further darken these down
again. The marble spray created a nice pattern
on the sand, so I decided to leave it as is. Like
mentioned before, this was a ‘don’t sweat the
small stuff’ moment.
Whilst these components were drying, no
time was spared, I started applying Coelia
Greenshade and then Biel-Tan Green to any
crevices in the stone that may have started
to have an algae or moss build up. I also
placed these greens in places on the skull,
as this would definitely be susceptible to
decomposition. Adding vibrant colours, such
as green, is very subtle and not much skill is
required; I just find it adds a little bit of depth to
the model and furthermore, contrast.

03
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I then quickly highlighted the other elements
once they were dry. The roots received Gothor
Brown and Baneblade Brown highlights,
leaves were highlighted in Castellan Green and
Deathworld Forest, the amulet was highlighted
in Ironbreaker and finally the skull was given
a Pallid Wych Flesh highlight. These elements
were all once again washed with Agrax
Earthshade to bring them back to a common
palette with the rest of the base.

though this should be mandatory and it really
completes a model. For this base I went with a
classic Abaddon Black rim. The completed base
can be viewed in images 04, 05 and 06.

Finally, and most importantly, paint the
rim base. Nothing brings me to tears more
than leaving a base rim incomplete, I feel as

The Beast
With the base complete, it was time to move
onto the dracoline. Now this build was a slight
battle, mainly because I can get a little obsessed
over unsightly gaps on models and mould lines.
The head of the dracoline had three joins and
no matter how much pressure I applied; I could
not get the head to join properly. I spent a few
hours fixing gaps all over the model, including
the chest before spraying it entirely in Chaos
Black. Most of the time, like I mentioned earlier
I have a pretty solid idea of how I am going to
attack a project. The dracoline I will admit, I
struggled with quite a lot. I knew I wanted to do
something unique and different, but I was not
sure what that was. I turned to the internet for
inspiration and started sifting through images
of the Thanator from the movie Avatar and
images of black panthers. Often I refer back to
our own natural marvels to use as inspiration
for projects. With the concept starting to take
shape, it was time to apply paint and see what

04

05

07

08

I then washed the entire base in thinned down
Lahmian Medium. I absolutely swear by this.
Sometimes when citadel shades dry they leave
unsightly milky pools in crevices. The Lahmian
Medium coats these areas and brings them
back to their original colourful glory. I treat
Lahmian Medium slightly like a varnish and I
always use it on every model I complete, even
though the end result can sometimes appear
satin. It is a very amateur tip, but I genuinely
feel it has changed the overall completed look
of my models.
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the outcome would be.

06

09

I dry-brushed very lightly over the whole
model with Corvus Black. I have found this to
be perfect to highlight black as it is a shade
lighter than Abaddon Black and can be applied
to produce depth. I then dry-brushed lightly
over the scales of the beast using Mechanicus
Standard Grey, to add further contrast. Within
these scales and any further recesses, I
washed watered down Rhinox Hide, to add a
further element. I did not want to think about
it too much more than that for the actual body
of the beast, as I knew all the other elements
would eventually tie in all together.
The face is what I consider to be the most
important part of a beast or a monster; I
tend to spend a lot of time on this area as it
is definitely the focal point of any model. Using
the Thanator and black panthers as inspiration,
I painted and stippled the mouth, gums and
nose region in Skrag Brown, teeth in Baneblade
Brown and the eyes Death Guard Green. I then
washed these same areas in Nuln Oil. This is
where things get complicated, my eyes glazed
over and rolled into the back of my head and
I went pretty ‘freestyle’ from here on out.
Although, I will do my best to try recollect.
The mouth, gums and nose received further
washes of watered down Abaddon Black and
a Bloodletter glaze in the gums, to separate
this area from the muzzle. Stippling techniques
were used on the muzzle applying Deathclaw
Brown and Rakarth Flesh to tone down the
previous colour. These were then washed
with Agrax Earthshade to once again mute the
palette. The teeth were simply highlighted with
Pallid Wych Flesh and then also washed with
Agrax Earthshade.
Finally, the eyes, which can be quite daunting
for most painters were precisely highlighted
with Ogryn Camo and Krieg Khaki, with a quick
Abaddon Black line scribed down the middle.
The eyes were directly inspired from the
Thanator, which boasted a set of light green
eyes with dark cat like pupils. Various washes
of watered down Rhinox Hide were placed
around the eyes, ears and fur tufts to create
further depth. This end result can be viewed in
image 07.
The dracoline’s leather straps, saddle,
inventory and iconography were all painted

with muted colours, using a similar approach
to the prior steps. All colours were washed
initially with Nuln Oil, highlighted then shaded
again with Agrax Earthshade. Finally, the whole
model was again coated with Lahmian Medium
to acknowledge completion of the beast. The
completed dracoline and base can be viewed
in images 08,09. These images are beginning
to provide examples of how my painting style
develops. My vision of this project was to have
the dracoline emerging out of the darkness as
well as being completely camouflaged in the
night. Something intended for good, shrouded
and protected in darkness.
The Hero
With the base and the beast completed it was
time to move onto the hero. Whilst the other
pieces were important in their own right, I
feel as though the hero is what will truly tie
this whole project together. There are three
noticeable features that I have focussed on
with the Stormcast Eternals hero, due this I
will be focussing my energy in this section to
explain them a bit more in depth.
I decided to freehand a subtle skull onto the
helm of the hero. I have done this many times
before and they were featured all throughout
my own personal Stormcast Eternals army
from 2019. I find it adds more character to
a potentially muted colour palette and also,
skulls just truly look grim. To achieve this look I
simply painted the shape of the skull onto the
helm using heavily diluted Baneblade Brown,
allowing me to fix any mistakes. I will note,
when tackling the teeth area, I painted a long
block of Baneblade Brown, which I will tidy up
in the final stages. Once you have the general
skull shape, I layered Baneblade Brown until it
was of high opacity; I then washed the skull in
Nuln Oil. I highlighted the freehand like I would
any other skull, using Ushabti Bone, Pallid
Wych Flesh and then a final wash of Agrax
Earthshade to mute the palette again.
The next part is where it gets tricky, cleaning the
skull up and accentuating the teeth. This can be
achieved by using Abaddon Black and cutting 3
lines into the teeth block under the nose and
2 horizontally either side of the nose. One line
will go directly under the nose and the other
two evenly on either side of the centre line. I
then use my camera phone to take a photo and
zoom in to ensure whether or not the freehand
was successful, as sometimes it is incredibly
28MAG // 03
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hard to paint something at that level of detail.
I do this quite often when completing a model,
I will take a series of photos and examine each
photo to ensure washes have sat in crevices
properly, no colours have crossed over onto
places they should not, and freehand is as close
to perfect as I can manage. I feel this trick is key
for freehand and also for miniature painting.
The next area is the hero’s black metal
armour. This is quite easily achieved using
some very simple corner cutting techniques
I have developed. Using a base coat of Chaos
Black, I dry-brush the entire area of armour
in Leadbelcher. To bring the brightness down,
I wash the Leadbelcher in Nuln Oil. Once this
is dry, edge highlight with Leadbelcher then
dry-brush all armour areas in Ironbreaker. Not
very interesting I know, but here is where I
get a little bit fancy. I water down Mournfang
Brown and wash it into most recesses where
rust or corrosion would form on old metal. I
sometimes even stipple mournfang on the
flat areas of armour to give it a mottled look.
Finally, water down Ryza Rust and go over
these same areas again to further add contrast
to the rust and corrosion. I basically use these
two paints in any metal I paint that I want to
age, quickly and easily. This can be done with
a variety of browns, from Doombull to Rhinox;
the possibilities are endless.
The final area of this model I want to focus on
is the hero’s spirit flask. This might be hard
to explain through writing but basically the
flask was base coated in Xereus Purple, then
followed by a wash of Druchii Violet. Leaving the
recesses, I repainted all areas in Genestealer
Purple and then wet blended White Scar to
the tips of the flask for final highlighting. It
sounds easy in theory but I did spend a lot of
time tidying these steps up. Blending more
Genestealer Purple to dull the brightness down.
To give the ‘OSL’ affect I merely watered down
Xereus Purple and washed it over areas the
flask would potentially illuminate. It is a very
basic method but I feel it is effective in its own
right. Finally, I added Nuln Oil to any recesses
that would be darkened by lack of illumination.
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I would also like to add that the whole
model was finally coated with a thin layer of
Lahmian medium, as mentioned several times
previously. This step for me marks the end
of the painting process for this model. The
finished model can be viewed in images 10, 11
and 12.
Finale
With the model completed, it was now time for
it to find its special place in the display cabinet.
I have been painting for only a few years now
but I do definitely feel I have discovered my own
painting style, which I stubbornly find hard to
shift. Hopefully this article has given hobbyists
some insight in how to paint certain effects
with minimal effort and how to apply even
basic paints like Citadel into various methods.
I would like to once again thank Alexander and
the 28 Mag team for this opportunity, I have
thoroughly enjoyed the project from start to
finish, including its challenges and victories.
I look forward to the day where we can work
together again soon. Finally, I would like to add:
Experiment and develop your own painting
style, there is no right or wrong. Enjoy the
process and grow from it.
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JEAN-BAPTISTE
GARIDEL

01

If one was to consider when the best period for
the hobby is, it is tempting to say it is right now.
The ability we have to learn and share, added to
the variety and quality of sources is a blessing
for creativity that does not seem to be about to
end. There is a special place in most people’s
hearts though that is somewhere around
where they began their journey and discovered
the doors it can open for one’s mind.
Past and present are perfectly compatible
stones to build the future from. I consider
myself quite lucky to have caught the bug (or
plague, a real lead plague) in a time where the
worlds that had been set were explored and
expanded. Roughly speaking, we are talking
about White Dwarf issues from #130 and
onwards.

in cheek collage of excellent cultural and
historical reference towards a much broader
and more granular world. The hive itself has its
roots in the Ash Wastes and its Spire pointing
to the stars, the perfect link between the
insignificant and the sublime, the dust grain to
the galaxy.
I have only built a few gangs from the original
Confrontation, but I have tried to keep a
distinctive look for each and find a balance
between a modern look, while echoing the
sources. The Brat gang is made of spoiled

The massive founding stone for all this was
the publication of the rules for Confrontation,
along with in-depth descriptions of the society
on Necromunda. This game, only published
in White Dwarf, is the foundation on which
Necromunda was built and you can still find
plenty of elements of Confrontation in the
current version of Necromunda. Having a
strong and powerfully evocative background
for the game was a tremendous influence for
anyone who jumped into those waters. The
universe was moving from an exquisite tongue
02
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03

youngsters from the upper hive’s nobility, it
had to have echoes in the colours (though that
is probably just an excuse to paint red, I love
painting red).
Now, the Dustfarers are my take on Ash
Waste nomads. The original lore tells us they
use vivid colours like the ones from their toxic
environment, but there is a distinct native vibe
about them which I wanted to channel with
designs. The exercise here was to have bright
striking colours mixing with weathered earthly
colours, finding that balance between gaudy

and desaturated is a very interesting challenge.
Both gangs also prove how mixing old and new
parts makes the best of both worlds.
The Scavvies are fun in that they are the perfect
chain link between Confrontation and what
would become Necromunda. There is nothing
like a Jes Goodwin sculpt, they are a happy
place of mine like that pair of shoes you just
put for concerts or that great album you have
listened to so many times, but still discover
over and over. I have to say I have always been
puzzled by how painter friendly Goodwin’s

01 Janus Draik investigating
02 On the fringes of the
world, HIS light is not
always welcome
03 Bratt Band
04 The dustfarers, Ash waste
nomad band

04
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05 Scavvy band.
06 The Six Sinners, Slaanesh
band
07 Space hulk Close
encounter.
08 Imperial Space fleet.
09 Smierc’s retinue –
Inquisitor band.
10 Mordheim mercenary band.

05

06

I have to say I have always been puzzled by
how painter friendly Goodwin’s work is despite
never seeing any paint job of his. The Six
Sinners are precisely just that, a homage to his
work and how relevant it is, now more than ever.
Space Fleet came along a few issues later
(#139) with the same approach; it later gave
birth to Battlefleet Gothic (which was actually
its original name) and gave us a new dimension
to play with. More importantly, the illustrations
for it opened a window to more than just war,
but also to life around it, and that is precisely
what good stories are made of. Those frames
and background information had enough blind
spots and secret places for us to explore. Like
in most thrilling stories, the excitement and
interest comes from what is left untold, what
lies between the lines, rather what is waved in
front of us.
05
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Having all those places left to explore with
modern means, technique and experience is a
great opportunity. I happen to find that both
the old and the new materials have merits
to achieve our goal. I love old models; they
are what I learned with and there is a sort of
muscle memory painting them which lets me
focus on what and why rather than how. I know
cutting metal models is not an evenly shared
fondness, but it does come with a form of
satisfaction, while new models are an amazing
source material, twisting them into whatever
you need or wish is so easy. Like for music and
many art forms, there is a very interesting place
where the potential of old and new collide and
this is precisely where I find the most pleasure.
Some projects made of exclusively modern
material like my inquisitorial retinue can
easily fit with older ones because they share a
common grammar and roots. These are what is
important to me.

05

One of the latest projects I did for Mordheim
was a sort of challenge to tie as many different
models from different eras into one visually
coherent band, I find using a restricted palette
and following the sculpts rather than forcing
them, will eventually work any time for you
Now there are so many niches, hidden places,
little stories that are left to unveil, narrate and
create… what better time to do them than
now?
05

06
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THE COLOURS
OF THE XENOFORM

by Michael Rose
I got back into the hobby about four years ago,
and the first army I gravitated toward was
the Tyranids. I ended up buying way too many
termagants and big monsters and shelved the
army, as it became too intimidating to work
on. I painted other models and armies, and
eventually began to look back at the unpainted
and previously painted models, and I wanted
to start picking them up again. After being
inspired by so many artists in this community,
I decided to try to repaint and start working
through these models, and finding an efficient
and visceral way to do it.
This palette uses a relatively small set of
colours and simple techniques. It scales up and
down pretty well without changing too much of
anything. I start with a zenithal base coat, black
from the bottom, and white from the top angle.
I use Rustoleum primers for both (01).
Next, I dry-brush the undersides with pink.
I use Citadel Pink Horror and apply it pretty
heavily to the underside and a little onto the
sides of the model (02).
The next step is to base coat the claws, talons
and spikes with an orange paint. I just mix red and
yellow paints. I do not think it matters too much
what the specific colours are, as it will change
tones quite a bit once it is layered up later on (03).
Then I paint the carapace by base-coating it
with Mournfang Brown (04). After this, I drybrush everything with an off white. I use Pallid
Wych Flesh, but I think the overall wash will
minimise the importance of using a specific
colour. I try to go heavy on the upper flesh
and try to clip a good amount of the pink and
orange. Furthermore, I hit the brown carapace
very lightly (05).
01
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Then I apply a layer of varnish before the next
step. I cover the model with an all over wash of
Streaking Grime. This is an enamel wash, so I
always put a protective coat before using it, to
make sure it does not harm any of the acrylics
or primers below (06).
I give the enamels a minute to dry before wiping
off the excess. Then I take a cotton swab, and
dip it in enamel thinner. It is important to gently
run it over the model and try to take off some
of the excess wash. Leave the enamel in the
crevices and if the cotton gets overloaded with
paint, just switch to a new one (07).

03

04

05

06

07

08

Now you have to play the waiting game. Give it
an evening to dry, and pick the models back up
tomorrow, when the enamels have had some
time to cure. Then use Citadel Celestra Grey
to highlight the skin on the model. I apply it
pretty thin, so that the colour below still shines
through. Focus on the areas toward the top of
the model (08).
The next thing I do is to take a bit of Black
Templar contrast paint (but any thin black ink
or paint will do), and stipple it into the crevices
of the brown carapace, to give it a bit of depth.
On larger models, I get a bit more creative and
follow the edges of the carapace. At this point,
I also highlight the orange areas with Bugman’s
Glow, followed by a thinner highlight of the
same colour mixed with white (09).
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Finally, I need to use pure white and stipple
it along the highest and brightest points of
the model. This part really brings the model
together. Stippling is a great technique, as it
does not require as steady of a hand like an
edge highlight, and it still adds a lot of texture
and depth to a model. This will give the skin a
more organic, but still very alien, look that an
edge highlight would not be able to achieve (10).
When scaling the scheme up and down to
different size models, the grey and white are
where you have to begin to pay attention. For
smaller models, basic highlights with the grey
and just a few dots of white can be enough. On
large areas, I found myself stippling the grey
and building up a few layers as glazes to give a
variation of tones. Then I would use the white
as something closer to an edge highlight, just
with small dots (11).
I ended up falling in love with how these models
turned out and how quick they can be done. I
painted massive models like the Diemachaeron
and Hierodule using this process, and they
were incredibly fast to paint. Smaller models
do not feel too time consuming either, as the
highlighting is significantly less stressful than
edge highlighting painting is. In spots where
sometimes the grey would end up a little too
heavy, when I moved onto the white, I was able
to counter the mistakes by turning the focus to
the stippled areas (12).

09

10
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JOSH REYNOLDS

Interviewed by Stuart Cresswell
with art by Martin Trese
The following interrogation was conducted
for this heretical publication during the global
lockdown period. While initially conceived
as a periodical update to accompany the
interviewer’s articles and player aids on the
Warhammer Fantasy blog Liber Malefic –
it became a specialist assignment when
Alexander invited his fellow Mordheimer,
known among the ruins as the Werekin, to
contribute.
Playwright, street performer and suspected
were-creature Stuart Cresswell presents this
exclusive Old World inquest, with prolific author
of profane tomes, Black Library storyteller and
veteran Marienburger mercenary captain Josh
Reynolds.
Q. How long have you been working on
storytelling
assignments
for
Games
Workshop? How did that come about?
A. I wrote for Black Library for ten years, give or
take a few months, from late 2009, into early
2020, which is the longest I’ve ever held a job,
if you can believe it. As to how it came about,
well – I submitted a pitch and it got accepted.
All very simple and boring. I’d been writing
professionally for a few years prior, and had
a pretty solid portfolio of published material,
which helped immensely. I wanted to break into
tie-in writing (for the money, natch), and Black
Library were the only ones open to un-agented
submissions at the time. So I put together a
pitch, sent it off and the rest is history.
Q. What has been your experience of meeting
Warhammer fans at book events?
On the whole, extremely positive. We’ve all got
our stories about that one fan who showed up
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specifically to confront us about something,
but mine isn’t very entertaining – he thought
I was Gav Thorpe, poor fellow. When I pointed
out his error, he felt so bad he bought me a
beer. Which, hey – free beer.
But other than that, Warhammer fans are some
of the coolest cats around. They’re a friendly
bunch, and welcoming, and I always enjoyed
meeting them when Black Library allowed me
off my leash.
Q. Why did you cite Buckaroo Banzai in your
biographic text ‘About the Author’ and have
you done road crew work for any bands who
actually tour? If not, who would you be willing
to carry amplifiers for?
A. The Adventures of Buckaroo Banzai Across
the Eighth Dimension is one of my favourite
films – perhaps even top of the list. I can’t
resist slipping in a nod to it where and when
I can. Those end credits, man… get me every
time.
And I have, yes. Though they were all college
bands and not a blessed one of them is still
together. Toting amplifiers was one of my
many, many side-gigs in college. I also worked
for a private detective, cleaned toilets, trained
attack dogs, worked backstage at a theatre,
dug graves and spent one unpleasant summer
working in a slaughterhouse.
As to who I’d be willing to carry equipment for
now? Doomtree, maybe.
Q. What methods do you use for approaching
research and maintaining continuity, and how
do you prepare adequate source material to
tie all of the loose ends together?

A. I have one rule – I use only what I’m given.
If I’m not provided a particular bit of reference
material, I do not acknowledge it. I read what
I’m given thoroughly, making notes on anything
that applies to whatever I’m writing. If it’s part
of a series, I try to read any books that might
have come before, or feature the same setting
or characters – but again, only if I’m provided
them.
That said, I break this rule all the time. I try to
include as many ties to the source material
as possible, and if I have to go digging for
something interesting or appropriate, I almost
always do.
Q. What have been some of the most useful
sources of Warhammer lore to you?
A. Old army books (the older the better, frankly),
and the old sourcebooks for Warhammer
Fantasy Roleplay. Older Black Library books as
well – Jack Yeovil (Kim Newman) books were
my go-tos.
Q. How do you approach combining classic
characters with your new ones?
A. Very carefully. In my opinion, the key is to
not let your pet characters overshadow the
classics. Give them good reasons to interact,
and let things go where they will. But always
bear in mind that the classics are classics for
a reason. They’re somebody’s favourite, and
your characters aren’t anything yet.
Q. Which characters or settings are the
biggest struggle to write?
A. Oh God, Warhammer 40,000 all the way.
Warhammer Fantasy is my preferred setting of
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the two, and writing about Space Marines was
always varying flavours of tedious. And trying
to remember all the nomenclature for 40K
never failed to induce a migraine. I’m grateful
for the books I got to write (because money),
but it’s a pleasant feeling to not have to worry
about that stuff anymore.
Q. How do you decide what original concepts
can be introduced to an existing setting? For
example the sangzye in Neferata, one I’d
never heard of before.
A. Mostly I just come up with things and let the
IP overseers figure out whether it stays in or
not. I don’t tend to make up stuff willy-nilly, so
if I invent it for a story, it’s serving a purpose,
even if it’s just a small one. If they decide to
throw it out, I either come up with something
different, or work around it.
Q. How does writing tie-in fiction compare to
writing original stories?
A. It is simultaneously easier and more difficult.
Easier because the world-building is done,
and you’re mostly adding to something that’s
already got a solid foundation – plus, that
built-in audience is nice. But it’s more difficult
because there are definite limits on your
creativity – you have to colour within the lines,
if that makes sense. You have to rein in your
impulse to create and embellish, somewhat.
Q. What other written works have you taken
most pride in seeing be published that sit
outside of the Warhammer realms?
A. Oh definitely my Royal Occultist stories.
They’re a blast to write, and they’ve proven to
be among the most popular stories I’ve written

outside of Warhammer stuff. There’s even a
new collection of them available, should folks
want to check them out.
Q. Which story books by other Warhammer
authors have you enjoyed reading the most?
A. Jack Yeovil/Kim Newman’s Beasts in Velvet
and Bill King’s Skavenslayer are my favourites.
I reread them every few years, and the pair of
them epitomize Warhammer Fantasy for me
– they’ve both got that great blend of humour
and nastiness that I like in my Warhammer
fiction.
Q. If one of the books or characters from the
Black Library was going to be serialised for
TV like Game of Thrones or the Witcher has,
then which one do you think works the best
and why?
A. Gotrek and Felix. It has the best set-up to
introduce people to the world and the strongest
story-engine of the lot. That said, it’s the easy
answer. Something like Brunner the Bounty
Hunter would work as well, for similar reasons.
Q. Have there been big group meet ups with
the Black Library team or are there any other
authors besides editors who you like to confer
with on a regular basis?
A. There have been in the past, but I never
attended many of them. I’m a ‘this meeting
could have been an email’ sort of guy, for
better or worse. I also tend to rub the other
authors the wrong way a lot of the time –
they’re a quiet, professional bunch and I’m sort
of loud and I make too many jokes. A few of
them tolerate me though, and I talk to them
fairly regularly – folks like CL Werner, David

Annandale, David Guymer and Sarah Cawkwell.
Q. You had a hand in destroying the
Warhammer world by authoring the opening
and closing End Times novels released to
accompany the global campaign. How did
you feel about co-ordinating events under
apocalypse conditions?
A. I’m going to be blunt – it was a pretty
mediocre experience all the way around. We
were doing what we could with the hand we
were dealt and nobody really knew what was
going on from one day to the next – especially
the writers. For my part, I was a late addition
to the team – I got the first slot because I was
fast and I got the last slot because another
writer turned it down. So I didn’t do much
co-ordinating, as such. I just followed the inprogress game books as best I could, and then
endured the storm of opprobrium that resulted
with my patented blend of ill-timed sarcasm
and general surliness.
Q. In the grim world of perilous adventure,
cities rise and fall only to be rebuilt and
death does not always signal the end but the
beginning of bodiless eternity. There was one
such peculiar moment during the altercation
between the Everqueen’s daughter and Arkhan
the Black, occurring just prior to her being
sacrificed. Was this an intentional instance of
‘anchoring’ her essence to the immortal Liche
King? Can you explain what happened?
A. I wish that I could! The fact is, that little
moment was in the first game book and
then never explained. I asked for clarification
a number of times, but never received any.
Arkhan’s final scene in Lord of the End Times
was my attempt to give some closure on that
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Q. You recently tweeted about unused pitches.
Would you describe a couple of favourites,
how you could justify them or how you might
rework them when the Old World returns?
A. Oh, Gotrek and Felix in Tilea was easily my
favourite. It would have had cameos from
several of the Dogs of War characters, and the
antagonist would have been Count Mordrek
the Damned – a character who really deserved
more page time than he got. As to restyling
them…well, given that I’m no longer writing for
Black Library, that’s not really an option, sadly.
Q. Bill King spent time in Kislev with his
original characters (and has actually lived
in our version of Prague). Where in the
Warhammer World would you most like and
least like to be living?
A. I might like to live in Tilea. Sun, wine and
plenty of financial opportunities. As far as
least… the Moot. Too many Halflings in the
Moot, with their sticky little fingers.
Q. Hunting Monsters is your blog’s name.
Which are your favourite creatures and
fantastic beasts from fantasy folklore, myths
and legends?
A. I have always been partial to the Lizard Man
of Scape Ore Swamp, though that might be
my hometown bias showing. I grew up not far
from where he (it?) supposedly took a bite out
of someone’s car, and I remember the cheerful
hysteria that gripped the county the week it
happened. I even had a t-shirt commemorating
the event!
Q. You worked on Gotrek & Felix stories and
dealt with other big names for The Return
of Nagash, The Lord of the End Times and
Neferata in Time of Legends. Which other
famous characters from the lore would you
be most interested in assuming control of on
future projects?
A. Not that there’s going to be any future
projects, but the aforementioned Count
Mordrek, definitely. Korhil Lionmane, captain of
the White Lions. Khazrak the One-Eye. Gorbad
Ironclaw. Magnus the Pious. Any and all, really.
I’m game for most anything.
Q. Time of Legends - Blood Dragon was
advertised for release in 2014. The Blood of
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Nagash series hasn’t been completed due
to extenuating circumstances (explained on
your blog). Perhaps if I have to ask I wouldn’t
understand, but what is the untold story
of Neferata’s former champion? What of
Abhorash’s debts? What he’d wanted out of
immortality?
A. Abhorash always struck me as a man in
search of a good place to die. That’s what his
whole life was about, to some extent, and his
un-life was (is?) no different. His debts were a
way of ensuring that he remained true to this –
every promise, every oath, was a link in a chain
that kept Abhorash on the path he’d set out for
himself.
Abhorash didn’t want immortality – he wanted
a just war, a cause to believe in, and a good
death. A hero’s death. But finding those things
might take an eternity…
Q. You spent some time in Marienburg,
consistently a prominent setting. Previews of
forthcoming MMO mobile game Warhammer
Odyssey feature Edvard van der Kraal of
the Manann’s Blades with a Landship, and
with WFRP now cycling through its 4th
edition, Cubicle 7 cited interest in revisiting
the Wasteland. What attracts all of these
content creators to the Greatest Port of the
Old World?
A. Potential, I think. Marienburg is a place
where cultures, both human and otherwise,
collide in a fascinating melange. The city makes
an obvious jumping off point for adventures in
far-flung locales. At least that’s how it’s always
seemed to me.
Q. Five stories featuring your Knights of
Manann were recently published together
for the first time in Warhammer Chronicle
omnibus Knights of the Empire. Did you have
any more adventures reserved in mind for
these original characters?
A. Oh definitely. I had a handful of stories in
mind, dealing with the increasing tensions
between Marienburg and the Empire, as well
as weird one-offs (for instance, skink assassins
hunting a greedy treasure hunter through
the streets of Marienburg; strange mists
inundating the city, as cyclopean creatures
seek one who has transgressed their ancient
territories; a giant goes on a rampage, and only

masses of ale can bring it to heel; the carnival
of Chaos comes to town, etc…)
Q. Have you read A Murder in Marienburg or
A Massacre in Marienburg by David Bishop or
listened to the audio book Slayer of the Storm
God by Nathan Long? Both authors’ works
contain events featuring the watchmen of
Three-Penny Bridge. Where is their patrol’s
Watch-captain Kurt Schnell now?
A. I have, yes! Though it’s been several years –
almost a decade, in fact. That depends entirely
on whether you consider the events of the End
Times canon or not! For myself, I think he’s still
where he was, investigating the odd crime and
hoping for a quiet night for once.
Q. Are you a modeller or painter? If so, what
do you collect and what are the crown jewels
of your collection? What were your recent
acquisitions? What miniatures have you
painted most recently?
A. Off and on, when time and inclination allows.
I’m a haphazard hobbyist at best… I enjoy
having painted more than I enjoy painting.
I’m very much a hurry up and play sort of
guy. I don’t mind unpainted models and I’m
not in any great rush to spruce up my pile of
plastic shame. I picked up the Soul Wars boxed
set when it came out, and recently painted
most of it, albeit as simply and efficiently as
possible. Mostly I stick to small stuff, like the
Warhammer Underworlds warbands and
Necromunda. Though I have recently been
hoping to get into Warcry – it seems like it
might scratch that Mordheim itch for me.
Q. Which one of your original characters most
deserves to be released by Games Workshop
as a miniature?
A. Oh Erkhart Dubnitz, definitely. The Knights of
Manann were the best bit of IP I ever invented
for Black Library, and I’m still annoyed I didn’t
get to write more about them.
Q. In Master of Death from the Blood of
Nagash series, vampire sorcerer W’Soran
experiments with shards in Crookback
Mountain, -325 IC being the earliest seen
reference made to wyrdstone by name! Have
you ever played Mordheim?
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A. Hey, somebody read Master of Death!
And yeah, I played it constantly in college. I
bought every issue of Town Cryer, built tons
of scenery and played in several campaigns. It
was possibly my favourite GW game, next to
Necromunda, and there was a time we played
every weekend for like two years straight.

A. There was one we experimented with that
involved protecting a merchant as he haggled
with some seedy group on the outskirts of the
city. It was a multi-player thing; one warband
is defending the merchant (and his goods), one
is the seedy group and the rest are in it for the
loot.

Q. What would be your ideal faction for a
Mordheim warband?

We also experimented a lot with secret agendas
– just little extra mission objectives that we
wrote up on index cards, shuffled and drew
blind for certain missions. Stuff like ‘acquire the
most loot counters’ or ‘claim a bounty’.

A. Oh man. I started off with Marienburgers
(natch), but graduated to Orcs towards the end.
Something about having my warband break
down into squabbling knots of greenskins
regardless of the scenario really amused me. I
also experimented with a Tilean warband for a
bit, using some Dogs of War models… for the
life of me, I cannot recall whether those were
homebrewed or I got the rules from Town
Cryer, though.
Q. Do you have a good game idea (theme/
title/mechanic) for a Mordheim scenario?

A. Tough call. I go with Heinrich Kemmler,
because he was the original. The Lichemaster
was old school, and I respect that.
Q. Which character would you want on hand
to defend you from that individual?
A. Given how that match-up ended in the
books, Arkhan the Black.

Oh, and the exploding donkey special
encounter. A maddened donkey stuffed full of
wyrdstone that runs across the battlefield in
a random direction. If you kill it – or it strikes
a model or piece of terrain – it explodes in a
ball of wyrdflame that has the potential to
consume or mutate everything in range.
Q. Who do you rank as the best villain of the
Warhammer World and why?
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INDUSTRIAL
ARCHITECTURE:
FROM 2D TO 3D
by Leonard Dime
Necromunda is a skirmish game I have been
looking at since the original edition, many years
back in my youth. The one thing that really kept
me from starting it was the lack of terrain and
of course, as a young student, lack of income.
When Necromunda was released again in
2017, it came with 2D tiles instead of a
sprawling cityscape. Due to this, I did not really
show much interest in the game. But with each
installation of their rules, they included more
and more advanced game play and 3D terrain.
Finally in November 2019 Dark Uprising
released, and with it the Zone Mortalis terrain. I
did not rush into it though, as I was in the middle
of building up a Warhammer 40,000 gaming
table. But at the end of it all, I rewarded myself
with the Dark Uprising box in January 2020.
As I have been building terrain for some years
now, I have collected a fair amount of terrain
kits. And with the new Zone Mortalis kits, I
could see a clear interaction between all the
new terrain kits Games Workshop have been
making the past few years. So I started my
attempt to build Necromunda terrain.
First step to start this project was to gather
information about the game and its scenarios,
watching many battle reports, and reading
various articles. Once I had collected the
information I needed, I concluded that I wanted
to stick to the 2D tiles setup with fixed walls,
decorating the walls with various themes. As
this was a new way to build terrain for me, I
made many mistakes on my first tiles, and still
make some now. There is always something
new to learn. But over time, I have developed a
procedure of steps that I take when I build my
terrain. These helped me to get my tiles up and
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running quickly.
In this article, I will explain my process of
making Necromunda tiles, and some general
advice I have noticed during my working
experience with the Zone Mortalis and Sector
Mechanicus terrain kits.
For this tile I will be making an illegal medical
clinic in the Underhive. For this we need Games
Workshop Zone Mortalis terrain kits. How
many of each kit is needed all depends on how
high you want your levels. I will explain this
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more in detail later on.
For this tile, I will be using a Dark Uprising box
and one tile from the Floor Tile set.
Another good thing, and something most of us
have, is to use bits that you have laying around.
If you have been building terrain for some time,
you might have a solid collection. If you are just
starting out, this might be a minor setback.
But remember that other kits can be used
on terrain too, not just dedicated terrain kits.
Vehicle kits are a perfect example of this.
I have a lot of terrain kits, and I usually cut each
piece off their sprue, and then place them in
a large bits box with separate containers for
different kinds of bits.

This step is a tedious one, and while it takes
some time to do, I urge you to not be sloppy on
the cleaning of the mould lines.
Once all the pieces are cut and cleaned, it is time
to glue them together and lay out the pieces
and construct what I call the ‘Basic Shape’. The
Basic Shape is very important, as it gives me a
real visual aid on how many objects, and how
many large pieces I can place on the tile.
Now let us talk about height. A normal Zone
Mortalis tile is one level high. It represents the
tight and cramped corridors well. But I have
chosen to do two wall sections on top of each
other.

How you categorise your bits box is up to each
one of us. I personally have them in a work
order that I use. Wall items, floor items, roof
items, machinery etc.
Now to the actual process of how I make my
tiles. The first step I take is finding a 2D tile
I want to make into a 3D version of. Once I
have chosen the tile I want to use, I check my
current tiles and evaluate if I need to alter the
tile in some way.
For this tile, I will be adding two extra small wall
sections. These will be placed so they connect
with the edge of the tile. The reason for this
is that I have decided that my second levels
should connect easily with other tiles.
Once I have decided on the layout I want to
use, I cut out all the pieces at once. At the same
time, I also clean the pieces from mould lines
and other obstructions.
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I have done this for two reasons. First of all, I
like the visual of it better. Secondly, and most
importantly, is that many Sector Mechanicus
(and Sector Imperialis for that matter) terrain
pieces are 5’ high. By placing the two walls
on top of each other I now have 5’ high walls,
which will, in turn, fit will with objects taken
from other terrain kits.
One could do a workaround for this by keeping
one level of walls for most sections and only
having two levels where these other terrain kit
5’ objects are placed. This strategy can save a
lot of wall sections.
After the Basic Shape, the next step is ‘Setting
the Theme’. This step could easily be merged
with the details step. I, however, separate them
because if I do not, I tend to overdo the amount
of objects on each tile.
For this tile, I chose to create an illegal clinic, and
therefore I looked through my bits boxes to find
objects to set the general theme. An operating
table was an obvious one. A large computer
with several screens, a stasis chamber of sorts.
And finally I wanted a sickbed, so I made one
from railings and plasticard.
I placed some machinery on the walls, to make
the room more interesting and to make it feel
like something is happening in the room. I then
added some ‘see-through’ walls and steps to
reach the raised platform.
If you want to save some wall sections, instead
of making a raised platform, you could just
skip the platform and build the walls around
the clinic area. Ultimately, I liked the idea of a
raised platform, as it gives the tile some life
and a story to tell.
After finishing the ‘Setting the Theme’ stage,
you can move to adding details. Adding details
is important, as this step really brings the
whole piece to life. The first thing I add are
items that enhance the theme I have chosen.
These details I call ‘Theme Details’. This is
crucial to do first, because adding the details
to enhance the theme can sometimes take a
lot of space. So first work from the theme and
then move into other details not related to the
theme.
For my clinic, I needed some additional screens
on the walls. A ‘doctor’ that is leaning over
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the operating table. An ‘operation in progress’
lamp, and another lamp over the sick bed. And
finally a plaque on the wall, perhaps certificate
or some holy scriptures.
When I am done with the theme details, I add
what I call the ‘Access Details’. Necromunda is a
skirmish game, and there are a vast assortment
of scenarios to be played. So another factor to
think about is playability. You need to think
about how to ‘access’ this tile on the different
levels.

As this tile is pretty isolated with large walls,
it is important that it is possible to access the
main room of the tile in one way or another. I
added a ladder behind the longest wall. On the
right hand side I added a fixed ventilation duct,
and finally I added a lift inside.
With these Access details added, I can now
go on to the next detail step, which I call the
‘Standard Details’. I call them this because I
have them on all my tiles, and follow the exact
same pattern each time.
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Railings, barrels and boxes are some common
ones. I start off with the railings, and it is no
secret that Games Workshop provides far too
few railings to cover the whole upper ramp, if
you try to build tiles like mine.
When I place mine, I make sure not to place
any railings where Access Details are located.
Secondly I add at least one intact railing on
each connecting platform (those connecting
to another tile). After this I try to place them
evenly.
At this point I begin adding barrels and boxes. To
give an illusion of railings not being interrupted,
I break it up with barrels and boxes where there
railing should have been. This also gives cover
as a secondary effect during game play.
Lastly I will add ‘Final Details’. These are small
vents, generators, lamps and whatever you can
find lying around your bits box. I advise you not to
add these details on the outside of the columns,
as they are used for player placed doors.
When all the details are added, I add mud around
all the objects, such as barrels and boxes. The

mud I use is a pre-made one which you can buy
from various retailers. You can easily make your
own by mixing PVA glue and sand and gravel.

tiles would be adding the Sector Mechanicus
Furnace. This object is a large piece, and can be
easily separated.

With the mud around the barrels and boxes,
I have ‘protected’ myself from mistakes I will
inevitably make during the painting process.
As I am using an airbrush, I will often get some
paint that is intended for the boxes and barrels
onto the platform. This is not a problem,
however, since I have mud around all these
objects. In the end, I can just spray brown over
it; over-spray onto the barrels does not matter,
as it just adds to the weathering.

Once the whole tile is painted and glued
together, I place mine on XPS foam. This is due
to the fact that I have some tiles with sewers
and pitfalls. It also adds stability to the tile, as
the floor tile itself is fairly thin.

Now that you have built your tile, it is important
to plan ahead. Do not glue all the parts together,
as this will make it really hard for you to paint.
I divide mine into three sections usually. Tiles,
walls (the basic shape) and objects.
In this case, I have the Tile with a raised
platform attached which is a bit out of the
norm. Secondly we have the wall section,
usually the Basic Shape as one piece. Lastly
are objects. In this piece it is the sick bed.
An example of another object on previous

So, to summarise, the steps I take:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.

Choosing a layout
Cutting and cleaning the pieces needed
Constructing the Basic Shape
Setting the Theme and main details
Adding Enhancement details
Adding Access details
Adding Standard details
Adding Final details
Adding Mud/dirt
Painting
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MASTERING GAMING
NARRATIVES
by Karl Bergström
with art by Martin Trese
While it is too early to fully define Inq28 game
play, it is evident that many games are overseen
by a Gamemaster (GM) who helps guide one or
more players fielding ‘warbands’ of 2+ models,
either PvP (Player vs Player) or PvE (Player vs
Environment). This is reminiscent of tabletop
role-playing games (TRPGs), but often with
slightly more game and a little less role-play,
and with fixed surroundings. These are games
where telling a compelling narrative is of
paramount importance. This article looks at the
role of GM in Inq28-style games, highlighting
some ‘best practices’ that might not be obvious
from the start.
First off: no one will care about your GM skills
if they do not get to play. The most daunting
task for any GM is the socio-logistics of play
– actually getting people together at the right
time and place with all necessary equipment,
in this case boards, terrain and miniatures.
While this article will not delve into this matter
further, it is worth noting that this is likely as
important as all other advice combined, and if
you do not play regularly, give some thought to
why that might be. It should be noted that the
GM need not also be the organizer of an event,
though this is often the case.
Besides the above, the most important advice
is to communicate with your players on
expectations pertaining to the game. There
are many important areas to cover: what
are the assumptions when it comes to roleplaying, what levels of PvP are acceptable,
how much meta-communication is allowed,
to what extent will the GM adhere to the rules
as written and to what extent he or she will
‘wing it’, and much more. Since players usually
construct their own warbands, one of the most
important topics is what type of warbands
are acceptable, especially when it comes to
‘tiers’ – is this a game about full Inquisitors
and their cadre of elite agents, slightly less
competent inquisitorial acolytes, or something
entirely different? You as GM need not decide
these things beforehand; after all, you are
only a fraction of the player group. In practice,
especially when introducing the game to others
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or organizing events, the questions above will
have been answered by the organizers already,
but they still need to be communicated clearly
to the players.
While the above is concerned with
communication *before* the game and often
benefits from as much communication as time
and patience allows, the same is not true for
communication *during* the game. Playing
by committee should be avoided at all costs;
players should strictly play their own models.
Few things disrupt play as readily as endless
deliberation between players on every move.
Individual player objectives can go a long way
towards reducing this tendency. Individual
side objectives can help smoothing things over
between players who have differing levels of
experience/skill by occluding which peculiar
actions are taken because of an individual
objective, and which are taken because of lack
of skill! Examples of side objectives can include:
No-one left behind: Ensure that all your
characters are evacuated from the battlefield.
Glory hound: Make sure one of your characters
complete the actual objective.
Enemies Within: Find out what the other
players’ side missions are.
Having dealt with the player side of things,
we will now turn to the scenarios of INQ28.
Whereas other skirmish games usually have a
fairly symmetric setup with straight-forward
objectives, narrative-focused scenarios differ
because they have a story, beyond two groups
showing up somewhere, wanting the same
thing. It is usually the GM’s responsibility to
come up with the story, or at least the starting
point of one. Why are the players’ warbands
there? Where is ‘there’? What do they want?
Who wants to stop them and why? Is there
an overarching plot in play, and what can the
players learn of it and how? It is not necessary
to write all of this down beforehand, but
spending some time thinking about it will make
for a more coherent game experience.

Unless your players are really adverse to it, you
usually want to include some elements other
than combat, such as negotiations/diplomacy,
exploration and mystery. This makes the
story richer and allows for a greater diversity
of usable characters where non-combatants
(scribe/academic) are not a dead weight.
However, keep in mind that this is miniature
gaming with role-playing elements, and not
the other way around; scenarios with no armed
conflict at all might be better suited for TRPGs.
Another important element to include is
choice. This can be done in a number of ways;
by opening up for several different strategies
for completing the objective, by having several
different routes to take during the scenario, by
allowing the players leeway with what to do
with information received during the scenario,
by having multiple possible endings, and much
more. These can even benefit from not being
too detailed beforehand, and instead going
with the players’ ideas and actions. Choice
sparks drama and tension, especially if the
players are divided on an issue, and makes for
memorable games in which the players feel
they have significant agency.
Just because you have painted all the
miniatures and terrain does not mean the
creative work stops there! While miniature
gaming already has a strong visual and
tactile aesthetic compared to TRPGs, this
can be enhanced further with the inclusion of
handouts. These can be maps, letters, archive
posts, orders, character bios and more. The
specific battlefield where the scenario takes
place can be placed into context if there exists
an overall map of the surrounding area. This
map, in turn, can spark creativity for further
scenarios and terrain set-ups. A recurring
nemesis or other character can become much
more memorable if players get to build up a
dossier on it, complete with witness accounts,
medical readouts, images (taking a photo of a
model and applying filters works fine) etc.
The most common game format is likely the
one-shot, but if you ask players what they want
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to play, it is most likely a campaign – a series of
interconnected scenarios with the possibility
to develop one’s characters between scenarios
and an overall narrative. Getting a campaign
off the ground can be tricky, mostly because
of the logistical challenges mentioned above,
but also because it requires more forethought
than a single scenario. Three ingredients are
crucial – a format, a starting point and a metaplot. You are probably familiar with the idea of
a meta-plot from TV-series such as the X-files,
which famously mixed ‘monster of the week’
episodes with episodes that moved the deeper
plot forward. In modern TV-series this is not as
common, and longer narrative arcs are much
more common. The format dictates who plays
when and how (it also dictates which ruleset is used, how warbands are created, etc.);
there are a number of different options, such
as serial, parallel, etc. Going into detail about
this is unfortunately beyond the scope of this
article. The starting point is simply the player
characters’ initial prelude; are they acolytes of
the Inquisition, servants of the dark gods, lowly
underhive scum trying to carve out a niche in
a harsh world, or something entirely different?
Planning the ending of your campaign can
be just as important. In my experience, many
campaigns end with a whimper rather than a
bang, as people lose interest or the logistics
of play fail, rather than having a satisfying
conclusion. Whether you have an agreement
to play a certain number of games, or until the
plot concludes, or until the characters retire, or
to a specific real life date or something entirely
different does not matter, as long as you
have some sort of understanding on how the
campaign will close.
While all the guidelines above might seem
daunting, the intent is not to put people off
from being a GM, but rather the opposite.
There are surprisingly few resources out there
for GMs of this particular format. I hope that
more and more people will find the joy of being
a GM, and perhaps reinvent the wheel a little
faster, with the help of texts such as these.

SAVIOUR OR SAINT?
Example Campaign setup

Format
The campaign will take place every other Sunday
at the local gaming venue. It will be a four-table
setup with two players and a GM each. Most
action will be PvP, as rival Inquisitors clash over
perceived slights, differences in ideology or real
objectives. It will use the Inquisitor rule-set
with GMs having final say on balance issues.
Six initial games will be played and then a final
concluding game involving all four tables and all
players.

Starting point
The player warbands consist of an Inquisitor
and their immediate circle, and will be fairly
high-level. They will all belong to one of the
hidden inquisitorial sects and seek (or seek to
suppress) secrets buried long ago.
Meta-plot
The campaign has no ‘true’ meta-plot, and the
GMs will instead feed the players’ follies until
the ending of the concluding game, where the
utter futility of their struggles will be revealed.
The player characters are sad little men/women
in a sad little world, and through their actions
they have doomed none but themselves.
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WHAT MEETS
THE EYE

by Christof Keil
My name is Chris, but I may be better known
to you as k03rnl. I create kit-bashes set in
the grimdark and far away future of the
Warhammer 40k universe. I would like to
invite you to a little experiment. Imagine
attending a class about kit-bashing with me
as the teacher. Imagine working together on
one project with the aim to understand some
essential techniques that have nothing to do
with how to cut or how to put things together
correctly. Instead, we will have a look at some
essentials that lie in plain sight, but can often
remain hidden if not pointed out by someone. I
want to show you things and make you aware
of certain aspects of kit-bashing that will help
you with the general process. These are not
building techniques like cutting and pinning,
but theoretical techniques.
For this experiment, we will use the Nurgle
warband for Warhammer Underworlds:
Beastgrave, the Wurmspat and convert them
into Warhammer 40k versions. To keep this
focused, I will explain certain choices and
thoughts on the model of Sepsimus the
Plaguesworn (A). Our aim with him will be to
keep the mood of the original model, but give
him a distinct Warhammer 40k appearance.
We will look at the design, choice of bits, and
from there try to generalize certain techniques
or ways that are helpful when kit-bashing.
Getting started
First, let us have a look at the general process
of kit-bashing. A good conversion/kit-bash
needs a good base model. You could never
bake a good cake if your ingredients are not up
to the task. This means you need to have an
idea, maybe even a story behind the character
you want to build. A knight would need armour,
while a bard would need an instrument and so

on. Choosing the base model and/or choosing
the parts that will make up the miniature is
the first and most crucial step. This said, it is
not absolutely critical, but often inspiration
hits when looking upon new releases or sifting
through old kits. In other cases, the idea or
concept has a certain need for a specific base
model, be it available or created from scratch.
In the case of our experiment with Sepsimus,
the base model is set. We have made our
choice based on his appearance. Let us have
a look at the character [A] and the story the
miniature is telling.
He is a heavily armoured knight-type, standing
idle and looking around for the next enemy to
slay, or a place to rest his aching bones. He
is helmeted, wields a lance, and carries with
him some severed heads. The anachronistic
character of the Warhammer 40k universe lets
us keep most of these parts, while presenting
us with the possibility to replace others without
losing the character of the model.
Analysis
So what parts do we use? To get him translated
from the time of Age of Sigmar to the 41st
millennium, we simply have to put some
technology onto him. A powered blade, a more
techy helmet, Imperial symbols and a power
source should do the job [01,02]. We will also
have to get rid of his biggest mutations [03],
to make him appear loyal and not a denizen
of Nurgle. To choose the proper parts, let us
have a look at the design of the original model,
with focus on the main body that we will use
for this particular kit-bash (A). The armour is
segmented and rounded; it looks made for him
or personalized to his needs or way of fighting.
It looks bulky, but admits enough freedom of

A
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movement. The style is more gladiatorial than
military. Let us assume he is a veteran.
Simply by looking at the model, we can
determine the mood and movement or type of
action he performs. We know instinctively how
this works because we see it everyday and we
should be able to reverse engineer this when
creating a new miniature.
Deeper analysis and getting started
The body and legs show no movement. He
obviously stands still, but is ready to act. The
wide stance of his feet tells us this. He holds
his spear at the ready, not straight as if on
parade. The trophies are held loose, too. He
is not presenting them, but is carrying them
around casually.

or showing superiority by looking down on
someone. In opposition to this, a cast up gaze
would signal triumph, meeting a bigger enemy
or gazing into the future. Picture [04] shows a
different head as a possible choice, but it looks
forward and does not translate the original
mood. The chosen one below underlines where
he is looking through the angled shape of the
helmet and not only translates, but amplifies
the mood.

been activated. However, it would have added
an element of ungainliness and too much
weight (optical) to that area.
Inspired by the cover artwork of this issue, I
decided to further the trench warfare concept.
Adding a filtering unit and a respiratory array
to his gorget did the job [07]. Truth be told, the
pipe with grenades attached, from a Death
Guard kit, just fit so well from the beginning,
that I had to build around it. This was one of
the situations where a certain part found its
way onto the miniature just by the look of it.
Pipes and rebreathers are kind of omnipresent
in grimdark artwork, so it fit quite naturally.
The external filtering unit [08] adds another
anachronistic aspect, suggesting that the
futuristic looking helmet is not as technically
advanced as it seems. The grenades were
already attached to the pipe and helped
increase the specialist or veteran vibes of
the miniature. A trench knife or dagger was
the last addition, and gave the model its
final designation: Trench Knight, combining
medieval chivalry with World War horror.

The positioning of the head gives the most
clues to the mood and action of a miniature,
apart from what the body is telling us. His
gaze is cast down and going to the side, again
a hint that he does not stand to attention, but
is scanning the area, looking for a threat or
reacting to someone approaching. A cast down
gaze is also a hint for intimidating, lecturing

The original blade or spear is a straight one
and works as a contrast piece to the otherwise
round shapes of the model. It is also a very
simple form of blade that hints to a low tech or
primitive existence. On the simplest level, one
could just add some form of power source to
make the weapon work in 40k. A chainblade
would have been a good choice too. The
naginata blade [05], though, not only refers to
the curves of the armour, but together hints
at a kind of samurai aspect. In addition, the
blade is still low tech, but easily adapted with
an attached power generator [06] to underline
the anachronistic flair. The part with the trigger
handle initially chosen would have added a bit
of detail, showing how the blade would have
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seen on Space Marines and have a very distinct
look that is closely attached to the Astartes.
To have regular humans in power armour look
good, a step back into low-tech steampunk
design is always a good choice. Kharadron
Overlord steam engines work very well in these
cases [09]. A Necron spine and some tubing
then was used to give it a more convoluted
appearance [10]. It is big and clunky, almost
visceral, adding to the menacing character of
the model.
Purity seals are reminiscent of most
Warhammer factions associated with the
Imperium of man and offer a great way to
evoke a feel of environmental effects. The flow
of the parchment suggests a slight breeze or
back-draft from an explosion, which adds to
the otherwise static look. In this case, they
also frame the machina opus [11] or Cog
Mechanicus symbol, which was used to hide
the original Nurgle markings. A little shrine
adds to the picture.
While the original spikes on his left shoulder
guard were grown and twisted, transforming
them into more technical, mass produced
attachments translated the barbaric look into
a similar, post-apocalyptic theme [12,13,14].
They differ from simple straight spikes, due
to their machined look, and are therefore
not strictly associated with Chaos. Cosmetic
details like this further the look of a character,
creating additional narrative elements, making
them distinct so as to differentiate them from
other members of the same squad or unit.
However, adding too many of these can make
a model look too individual or too convoluted,
thus impairing readability and reducing the
effect. A few pouches, medical kit, rad sensor
and the earlier mentioned trench knife were
just enough [15].
When you think a miniature is finished, It is
always a good idea to have a final brainstorming
session, ensuring that you do not exclude an
important element. In our case we will have
a look at a helmet crest [16] and various
types of servo skulls. Adding the crest would
instantly translate the miniature into being a
mechanicus warrior. It would also give the mini
a rather Aztec vibe. We want to settle for a more
common theme, however. Adding a servo skull
[17] adds a nice weight to his left shoulder
and gives a bit of balance to the high naginata
blade. Again, the Mechanicus symbol [18] would
178
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KIT-BASH OR CONVERSION?
At this point, I want to give my thoughts
about the topic. This is how I see it and
approach it in a loose sense of any definition
that might exist out there. A kit-bash is
basically a creation through a combination
of existing kits that are not necessarily (but
may be intended) to be combined. The most
simple example would be taking a head
from kit A and placing it on the body of kit
B (the first thing you do to Space Marines).
The same can be applied with arms, torsos,
weapons etc. If you now take a piece from
kit A, cut a part of it off and put another
part of kit B in its place, you would call it a
conversion.
Every alteration of an existing part by
cutting away or adding things would be
converting. So it might already be obvious
to you that kit-bashing and converting are
really close together. Especially when you
look at a miniature from kit A as a piece
where you added a head from kit B. It is
a conversion of model A and a kit-bash
at the same time. This said, I will use the
terms conversion and kit-bash very loosely,
because it describes the same process
and has the same end result. Two sides of
the same coin so to say. A new, designed,
personalised miniature.

signify association with the cult, and looks too
heavy. Carrying another skull [19] would be
very Warhammer, but show an incongruity on
the model. It would make more sense if the
servo skull carried his trophies, while he holds
fresh heads in his hand. Settling with another
heraldic shield [20] was my choice, mainly
because I like the look of them and it gives the
skull a rather rudimentary purpose, instead of
being important to the character. Pictures [21]
and [22] show the finished character with a bit
of scenery added to his base.
16
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Diving in deep
Sooner or later you will find that kit-bashing
a model will be equal to designing a new one.
This is especially true when you want to get
better and produce minis that look like you
could buy them in a store. To help with this, let
us have a look at some design basics. It should
be noted that I did not study design, especially
not for miniatures, and that my knowledge is
quite convoluted and self taught. However,
I work as a blacksmith producing art pieces
and sculptures, so all is based on 15 years of
observations and getting an eye for shapes,
proportions and how to manipulate things. And
of course years of kit-bashing and seeing what
works!
The idea
Dividing a model into basic shapes can help to
envision how a miniature will be perceived later.
This means drawing lines along prominent
parts, looking at the angles and disposition
of mass, and considering proportions. This is
best done by taking a picture and adding lines
digitally, but you can also place a toothpick
over your model, take other useful shapes to
hand or just perceive and imagine these lines.
I use this technique when placing arms and
when choosing the direction of the head. It is
important to try out a few arrangements to see
how it alters the appearance. If unsure, again,
take pictures of all versions so you can evaluate
and pick the best.
The theory
The outline or certain groups of basic shapes
define the appearance of a model. The theory
is that a square shape looks inert. Lines are
parallel, mass is contributed equally; it radiates
calm, an equilibrium. Movement is achieved
visually by moving away (pun intended) from
this equilibrium, by creating tension between
the lines and shape. This can be too much, but
is a necessary tool to load a miniature with
unspent energy or show a certain movement.
Often it is only a slight change from parallelism
or perpendicularity to create that energy.
If we take that square again and pull the
two upper corners apart, we get a top heavy
trapezoid. This creates a dynamic, where the
object is coming towards us looks intimidating,
muscular, oppressive and even alien. If we
instead pull the lower corners apart, we get
a bottom heavy trapezoid. It appears heavy,
ponderous, rooted to the spot, hard to move.
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If we form a parallelogram, we instantly create
movement. These basic shapes apply to the
miniature as a whole, determining the outline,
mass and speed without even one plastic bit
used.
The magic of lines or ‘Alignment’
When choosing and placing cosmetic bitz like
pouches, banners, additional gear or purity
seals, the alignment is critical. Stuff a character
carries around reacts to the environment and
movement. For example, if he is running, gear
is pulled in the opposing direction; if he is
standing still, everything is being pulled down.
Heavier objects, with more leverage, are pulled
differently than light objects. Very light objects,
like parchment or a cloak, can be pulled by the
environment even when the character does not
move. In case of the converted Sepsimus, the
purity seals imply a breeze, while the dangling
shield on the servo skull shows us that it has
just closed the distance to his master. Why?
The shield is heavier than the parchment and
would not move the same amount in a breeze,
thus movement of the skull is implied. These
objects work as contrast to the idle pose of the
character!
Contrast without colours
Now you say, ‘how could there be contrast,
when there is no paint on the model?’
Contrast means the state of being strikingly
different from something else in juxtaposition
or close association. Colour theory, although
commonly talked about in the miniature
painting community, where it refers to the
values of black to white, contrast, or creating it,
is a tool not limited to painting. Texture can be
in contrast, or shapes. Rough to smooth, edgy
to round-shaped. Indeed, gaps can be used to
make a model more interesting. The ultimate
goal is to lead the eye along the model to the
coolest spots, and ultimately make it readable.
While painting a red line to follow looks odd,
we can imitate it by stringing contrasts. This
means trying to place different materials or
formed objects besides each other (regarding
form and texture and having in mind how
it will be painted later). Most well designed
miniatures contain this sort of contrast. Just
look at a Space Marine. From left to right, we
have the round shoulder pads, edged with the
trim, then the smooth breastplate with the
detailed wings and the skull in the centre. It
goes big-rounded, small-edgy-straight, round-

DESIGN LANGUAGE
Many existing miniature ranges use a
certain design language that makes them
unique. This makes them easily recognizable
as belonging to a certain faction and often
tell a certain story, or give a hint on the
environment the faction acts in. Space
Marines have their power armour, Skitarii
their bionics, Eldar the conical helmets
and so on. This gives us two big tools to
use when building our own characters.
The first and most obvious is that we can
use certain characteristic bits to represent
a certain faction. The second is that we
can remove characteristic elements so
one cannot as easily make out the original
faction and blend it into something new.
It is worth noting that most factions have
parts that have a general use when taken
out of context. For example, take the head
of a genestealer cultist and put it onto any
human body and you will get a new type
of genestealer cultist. Their mining suits
are more broadly usable in conversions, as
they are simply heavy work clothes for the
Imperium. The armour of a Space Marine,
however, will only tell that there is a Space
Marine inside, unless you remove certain
iconic parts, like shoulder pads and the
helmet.
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smooth, fiddly-detailed. You should be able to
see a similar pattern when going top down.
Conclusion
There is a lot more to kit-bashing than just
gluing plastic bitz together in a haphazard
fashion. All of the tools I have talked about
can help you to get deeper insights and have a
closer look at the miniature you are creating. A
little turn here and a little shift there can make
a big difference.
Final thoughts
There is virtually never a straight line in the
process of kit-bashing, and once your creativity
flows, the outcome may be rather unpredictable.
Here it is of the essence to decide if you either
stop and use what you have, or if you walk
the line, go a step further and see what you
achieve. Part of this way can be covered loosely
during the brainstorm-phase, where parts are
combined and attached to the model with blutac/patafix. You will often get to a point where
different bitz would look good in the same
place. Take your time and inspect, then choose
which one to use. This brainstorm-phase has
no set time and has no time limit; instead it

presents a break where you evaluate the use
of certain bitz to stay true to your idea or to
take another direction entirely. The Wurmspat
model presents a perfect canvas to create
some disturbing INQ28 henchmen, bounty
hunters or skitarii-mercenaries. The little group
of three also makes for a less daunting project,
with room for variation without the danger of
getting bogged down by the need of quantity.
I hope this lesson helps you to get a deeper
insight into the mechanisms of kit-bashing,
with a focus on design. Maybe you can see
things more clearly and approach the matter in
a different way. There is no box or kit that is
best suited for kit-bashing. There are only bitz
that are best suited for your particular project!
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LOVE AMONG
ANGELS
by V.W. Talos
with art by Martin Trese
Despite all the scantily-clad Drukhari Wyches
boobily breasting from webway gates, the
Warhammer 40,000 universe remains a
remarkably chaste place. Sex – if it is mentioned
at all – comes in precisely two varieties. The
first, and most common, are in those sideways
mentions common to all fiction. An Inquisitor
researches a potential target and discovers a
predilection for blondes which could provide a
useful weakness; a character falls in love with
another and they consummate their passion
in a briefly expository paragraph. The other
way sexuality rears its ithyphallic head is in
‘hilarious jokes’ about Slaaneshi worshippers
and what they get up to with their genderindistinct daemonic buddies.

the passion-filled caress of a someone who
genuinely, truly, fully loves them.

When it comes to the topic of human
sexual intimacy, this situation is what it is.
Warhammer 40,000 is a war game that
explicitly targets a young male demographic one old enough to be aware that sex exists, but
not quite old enough to fully appreciate what
it truly involves. And, actually… that’s fine. A
sci-fi universe about giant space monsters
fighting robotic mummies from beyond the
dawn of time is, honestly, not the best place for
narratives about sexual intimacy.

Anyway, just be warned. From this point
onwards, Here There Be Sex.

However, the older I’ve got, the more I’ve
found myself fascinated by the areas of the
background that remain undiscussed. The
bits that get glossed over. I end up wondering
what it would actually be like to be an Adeptus
Astartes, and not in the obvious ways. Not the
honour and duty and boltguns and battles and
the blah blah blah… but the other bits. The bits
you don’t see. The quieter moments. What
about the days when the Astartes aren’t on the
battlefield? Who are the Astartes when they
lie awake in the dark, prayers finished, during
an uncomfortable lull between wars? When
there’s no-one to kill and nothing to do, what
thoughts do they have to which only they are
privy? Do they hope? Do they feel? Is there
anything human in them? Is duty enough, or do
they long for something more? Something truly
forbidden. Not the lusts of a daemonic whisper,
but something even Chaos can never provide:
182
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What does it mean to be a man who lives a
life forever denied the intimacy of true human
affection?
Now, this article is going to go to some
potentially uncomfortable places, so here
is a warning: I am sure it is going to upset a
few people, potentially induce rage in others
and – worst of all – it is going to make them
want to make those boring bloody jokes about
Slaanesh.
*sigh*

THE CONSEQUENCES OF AN ENFORCED
CELIBACY
‘The aim of the Party was not merely to prevent
men and women from forming loyalties which it
might not be able to control. Its real, undeclared
purpose was to remove all pleasure from the
sexual act. Not love so much as eroticism was
the enemy, inside marriage as well as outside
it… Sexual intercourse was to be looked on as a
slightly disgusting minor operation, like having an
enema.’
-George Orwell, 1984, Book 1, Chapter 6
In canon, the Adeptus Astartes are all male.
They are also all transhuman, with a series of
implanted organs. One of these, the Biscopea,
to quote the source material ‘releases
hormones that vastly increase muscle growth
throughout the marine’s body’.
In real life, there is a huge market for
chemicals which enhance the size and power
of human musculature. These range from
the most obvious and most common, such
as simple testosterone, all the way up to
far more esoteric and dangerous things like
Trenbolone, the so-called ‘God of Steroids’.
A key factor in all medicines, not just human
growth hormones (or HGH), is that they have

a variety of effects on the human form. Some
of these will be intended, but the rest… well,
less so. In medicine, HGH is notorious for the
brutality of its side effects, both physically
and psychologically. Depending on the HGH
in question, physical side effects in men can
include everything from infertility and baldness
to breast development and penile atrophy.
In many ways, though, the worst thing about
HGH is the damage it can wreak on a person’s
mind. While the physical side effects can be
somewhat mitigated by careful use, the mental
impact is unpredictable to the point of volatility.
Capable of inducing mood swings, paranoia,
and terrifying aggression, HGH has produced
the infamous phenomenon of ‘’roid rage’. For
the uninitiated, this is where a person on HGH
develops a hair-trigger temper, occasionally
exploding into acts of furious violence. The
phenomenon is both well-known and welldocumented.
Obviously, 40K is fictional; the Biscopea is no
more real than the rest of the setting’s pseudoscience. However, 40K’s writers generally
strive for at least the appearance of realism,
and in real life, HGH is the devil.
As a result, while we can assume that the
other Astartes organs balance out HGHrelated problems like high blood pressure,
tissue damage and the rest, it seems likely
that some of the psychological effects might
have remained. After all, the ability to fall into
a state of boundless fury probably wouldn’t
exactly sound like a drawback to some Legions
or Chapters. In fact, it seems like exactly the
sort of thing the Space Wolves, Blood Angels
and others might encourage – even more so
amongst Heretic Astartes like the World Eaters.
So why am I talking about HGH? Well, there
is a significant sexual component to the
psychological effects of HGH. Many users have
recorded either increased or decreased libidos.
In some cases, users’ sex drives have skyrocketed.
‘The Imperium probably stamped down on that,’
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you might be thinking. ‘After all, the Astartes are
never going to have sex. Better make them all
have low libidos so they aren’t frustrated all the
time.’
Seems reasonable. After all, the Imperium is
renowned for the compassionate kindness
with which it treats its citizens.
Come on.
Personally, I would argue that the more logical
response for any writer to take would be for
Astartes’ sex drives to be truly ramped up, and
I would argue this because I am a huge fan of
George Orwell’s 1984.
Now, if you haven’t read the book, seriously,
what are you doing? Put down that Black Library
publication and go read it. It is easily one of the
most important dystopias ever written, and
offers a ground-level portrait of what life must
be like for the typical Imperial citizen. Not the
armour-clad demigods of war, but the regular

gals and guys. The ones in the factories and
offices who aren’t on the battlefront. The people
who, like us, are just going about their day.
For those unfamiliar with the novel, society
exists in a state of perpetual war - sound
familiar? Three great super blocs control the
world, with the story taking place in a country
called ‘Airstrip One’ (once called ‘Great Britain’).
Airstrip One is run by a totalitarian government,
the Party, which controls all aspects of its
citizens’ lives. It does this through a variety
of means. Primarily it uses an organisation of
absolute fanatics dedicated to ferreting out
heretical thought – sound familiar?
However, it also adopts other, more subtle
measures of control. One of these is the use
of negative emotions – specifically anger and
hatred. By focusing its peoples’ anger and
hatred on imaginary enemies, both foreign
and domestic, the Party ensures that its
people never turn on it. In addition, these
emotions enable the Party to justify the War

being waged; a war that is openly shown to
be without any objective or purpose beyond
providing the justification for every appalling
thing the Party does. From denying food to the
starving to murdering children, the War means
there is always a Greater Good, which justifies
any Lesser Evil. Anger and hate create the War;
the War provides a useful tool of social control.
Realistically, though, intense anger and
passionate hatred are exhausting. Certainly,
people can be angry for a long time –
potentially all their lives – but the book makes
it explicit that these emotions are almost
impossible to sustain long-term. The Party has
no use for slow-burning grudges and grumbled
discontent. The Party needs passion. The Party
needs its people furious, all the time, to keep
them too emotional to think clearly, and ready
to dedicate their lives to the pointless, infinite
drudgery the Party requires… and there are not
many ways to do that. Only the most maniacal
fanatic can keep that kind of energy sustained
forever; for the average person, the intensity of
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feeling it calls for is entirely unsustainable.
Of course, ‘not many ways’ isn’t the same thing
as ‘no ways’.
AFTER ALL, THERE’S ALWAYS SEX.
‘The Party was trying to kill the sex instinct,
or, if it could not be killed, then to distort it and
dirty it… It was not merely that the sex instinct
created a world of its own which was outside
the Party’s control and which therefore had
to be destroyed if possible. What was more
important was that sexual privation induced
hysteria, which was desirable because it could
be transformed into war-fever and leaderworship. The way she put it was: ‘When
you make love you’re using up energy; and
afterwards you feel happy and don’t give a
damn for anything. They can’t bear you to feel
like that. They want you to be bursting with
energy all the time. All this marching up and
down and cheering and waving flags is simply
sex gone sour.’
‘… There was a direct intimate connection between
chastity and political orthodoxy. For how could
the fear, the hatred, and the lunatic credulity
which the Party needed in its members be kept
at the right pitch, except by bottling down some
powerful instinct and using it as a driving force?
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The sex impulse was dangerous to the Party, and
the Party had turned it to account.’
- George Orwell, 1984, Book 2, Chapter 3
‘How does one man assert his power over another,
Winston? … By making him suffer. Obedience is
not enough. Unless he is suffering, how can you be
sure that he is obeying your will and not his own?
Power is in inflicting pain and humiliation. Power
is in tearing human minds to pieces and putting
them together again in new shapes of your own
choosing…
‘The old civilizations claimed that they were
founded on love or justice. Ours is founded upon
hatred. In our world there will be no emotions
except fear, rage, triumph, and self-abasement…

constantly increasing and constantly growing
subtler. Always, at every moment, there will be the
thrill of victory, the sensation of trampling on an
enemy who is helpless. If you want a picture of the
future, imagine a boot stamping on a human face
-- forever…
‘And remember that it is forever. The face will
always be there to be stamped upon. The heretic,
the enemy of society, will always be there, so that
he can be defeated and humiliated over again.’
- George Orwell, 1984, Book 3, Chapter 3

‘We have cut the links between child and parent,
and between man and man, and between man
and woman… in the future there will be no wives
and no friends... The sex instinct will be eradicated.
Procreation will be an annual formality like the
renewal of a ration card. We shall abolish the
orgasm. Our neurologists are at work upon it now.
There will be no loyalty, except loyalty towards the
Party. There will be no love, except the love of Big
Brother...

I first read 1984 at the age of fifteen, and these
extracts have stayed with me. At fifteen, I was
a huge fan of Warhammer 40,000, and Orwell
might as well have been writing for Black
Library… at least until all the sex showed up,
because 1984 is about humanity, and sex is,
for better or worse, central to who we are as
a species. A loving, intimate relationship lies
at the centre of most people’s conception of
happiness, and unless one is asexual, there
is an undeniable sexual component to that
concept. Where 40K tiptoes around these ideas
because it is marketed to children and young
adults, 1984 places them front and centre,
because it is not.

‘But always -- do not forget this, Winston -always there will be the intoxication of power,

However, I am sure that the utility of the
Party’s approach towards sex resonates with
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fans of the 40K setting. Yes, the Imperium’s
particular flavour of totalitarianism tends more
towards theocracy than the Party’s Ingsoc
does, but in the final analysis, this means little.
The Imperium is a society predicated upon
exactly the same hatreds: hatred of the foreign
and the unfamiliar; hatred of the Traitor, both
hidden and exposed. Astartes Chaplains have
Litanies of Hatred they proclaim, in order to
rouse the Chapter’s warriors to greater feats of
personal violence.
Hatred, not promethium, is the true fuel that
gives spark to the Imperium’s engines.
As a consequence, it would make sense that
sexual repression and denial of sexual desire
is very much the norm for the typical Imperial
citizen. And if it is the norm for them, how
much more severe must it be for the Astartes?
As exemplars of Imperial Truth, denial of
corporeal pleasure and emotional intimacy
must be as every day for them as breathing…
along with the unavoidable anguish such denial
must bring.
The question then becomes: aside from
improved ferocity on the battlefield, what other
side-effects might this anguish have? If a writer
decides that an Astartes’ growth hormones
affect their sex drives, and couples this with the
psychologically deleterious effects of a lifetime
of enforced celibacy, what erratic behaviours
might be evidenced in place? Because despite
these details largely going unwritten in canon,
the one undeniable truth of humanity is that
sexual urges will not be denied. If they are, they
tend to emerge not as sex, but as some very
odd behaviours indeed.
For those who argue ‘But they take vows of
celibacy!’, it is worth considering that so do
Catholic priests, and most estimates suggest
that only half of them actually uphold those
vows. Secret sex has always been part of
celibate orders, for obvious reasons. For
those who argue ‘But Astartes don’t even
have genitals, they’re castrated!’, two points.
Firstly, whilst I have heard some claim this
as lore, it hasn’t been published in any Space
Marine codex, so is of questionable canonicity
in the first place. Secondly, a lack of genitalia is
not an impediment to sexual desire. To prove

this, it is worth considering the existence
of the Nullo community. This is a very small
but significant group which exists in real
life, and is comprised primarily of men who
have voluntarily had their genitals removed.
Though it would be prurient to go into details,
many of them go on to have fulfilling, if highly
unconventional sex lives, indicating that any
Astartes affected in the same way could do
so. Astartes might not necessarily have access
to heterosexual companionship – if confined
to interstellar battlecruisers, or the fortressmonasteries for which they are famous – but
that is not necessarily an impediment to the
consummation of physical need.
If we choose to look to real life, there are a
surfeit of potential examples we could look
at. After all, there have always been societies
where the culture of intimacy for males has
been significantly stranger than what we might
think of as ‘normal’.
ANTIQUITY
It is no secret that the cultures of ancient Greece
and Rome had a strikingly different outlook on
sexual relations than modern Judeo-Christian
cultures. Existing in a world where Christianity
and its attendant ascetic views on sexuality
had not yet come to dominate thinking, preChristian Greece and Rome had a very different
moral regard for alternative sexualities. Indeed,
in some cultures and areas, homosexuality
was not merely commonplace, it was
institutionalised. According to Athenaeus, a
Greek writer of the 2nd-3rd centuries CE:
‘Altogether, many persons prefer liaisons with
males to those with females. For they maintain
that this practice is zealously pursued in those
cities throughout Hellas which, as compared with
others, are ruled by good laws.
‘… these love affairs with boys became widespread
because it often happened that the vigour of the
young men, joined to the mutual sympathy of
their companionship, brought many tyrannical
governments to an end. For if their favourites were
present, lovers would choose to suffer anything
rather than incur a reputation for cowardice in the
mind of their favourites.
‘Because of these love affairs, then, tyrants, to
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whom such friendships are inimical, tried to abolish
entirely relations between males, extirpating them
everywhere. Some even went so far as to set
fire to the wrestling-schools, regarding them as
counter-walls to their own citadels.’
- Athenaeus, The Deipnosophists, Book XIII (601-606)
Similarly, the famous philosopher Plato writes
that the typical Spartan soldier:
‘... would prefer to die many deaths: while as for
leaving the man he loves helpless, or not giving
him aid when in peril, no man is so craven that
the influence of Love cannot inspire him with a
courage that makes him equal to the bravest born.’
- Plato, in Symposium, 178e–179a.
Modern historian Victor D Hanson, in his book
The Western Way of War, claims the Spartan
tradition of military heroism has also been
explained in light of strong emotional bonds
resulting from homosexual relationships.
For those who wish to read more about this
fascinating aspect of ancient culture, his book
is well worth your time.
Now, it is worth stating that the degree to
which homosexuality was enforced amongst
soldiers remains somewhat contested by
historians. For example the writer Xenophon
explains that Spartan law decreed that ‘lovers
to abstain from boys no less than parents
abstain from sexual intercourse with their
children’ (Xenophon, Constitution of the
Lacedaemonians, 2.13).
However, it is widely considered to be the case
that homosexuality was rampant throughout
ancient militaries, and that armies like those
of Sparta could attribute their successes to
these practises. A modern military, rooted in
traditionally homophobic Christian ideology
might find such a mindset appalling, or perhaps
even unthinkable. But to a Theban or a Spartan,
it was common sense: an army of lovers would
fight hardest for each other. To see why this
would be the case, one need only watch a
single revenge film. John Wick kills seventyeight men in his first film out of revenge for a
loved one.
Imagine two soldiers, each with the skill at
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arms possessed by John Wick. Imagine them
powerfully in love with each other. Imagine one
is killed.
Then imagine the carnage wrought by the other.
That’s why homosexuality became a
standardised military practise: an army
founded on duty has strong bonds; an army
founded on both duty and love has stronger
bonds than that.
Returning to Warhammer 40,000, we see that
many of the armies are rooted in the militaries
of antiquity, both in terms of visual design
clues and cultural outlook. The Ultramarines
are modelled on the Roman Legions, down to
the vexilla, cingulum militare and galea. Taking
it a step further, the Minotaurs chapter are
Spartans IN SPACE, down to the use of Greek
lettering in their iconography. The Adeptus
Custodes feature both Roman lightning
iconography and eagles. The World Eaters of
the Heresy-era are led by Angron, who bears
more than a few similarities to Spartacus. I
could go on.
Is it really so unthinkable that a Chapter
modelled on an army from antiquity might
embrace all aspects of that culture? Is the
idea that a Chapter might use institutionalised
homosexuality as a means of strengthening
morale completely irrational? The Imperium is
not 20th century America. It is not 21st century
Britain. It is Not Like Us. It does not share our
values – values that are, lest we forget, barely
even shared across our own cultures.
Having argued that yes, it makes sense for
the Adeptus Astartes to suppress its soldier’s
sexual desires, I would argue that it makes
equal sense for some Chapters to diverge from
this. After all, the Wolves do what they like,
as do the Blood Angels and the Unforgiven. In
a place as vast as the Imperium, it is entirely
possible that one or more Chapters might
enforce sexuality as a means of improving
morale just as others might repress it to
improve aggression.
Feel free to insert those jokes about the
Emperor’s Children here, but I imagine that

‘... would prefer to
die many deaths:
while as for
leaving the man he
loves helpless, or
not giving him aid
when in peril, no
man is so craven
that the influence
of Love cannot
inspire him with
a courage that
makes him equal to
the bravest born.’
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group of sense freaks left sex behind as a
practise aeons ago. Slaanesh worshippers
probably regard anything so basic as sex as the
parochial product of a limited imagination.

immaturity of violence. How much worse
might that violence be when carried out by an
emotionally stunted man with the strength of
a demigod?

BUT WHAT OF LOVE?
Looking at these disparate cultures and
mindsets, we’ve seen how deformed the
emotional lives of an Astartes might be. There
are cruel, logical reasons why their sexual urges
are repressed to be exploited; there are equally
logical reasons why an enforced sexuality
might be exploited.

Arguably, we already know. The Horus Heresy
provided one possible answer. While not
canonical the Heresy contains the single most
significant (potentially) romantic relationship
between two Astartes in the entirety of
Warhammer 40,000, and also the closest thing
the setting has to a canonically gay love affair.
LUTHER AND THE LION.

However, these cultures would be just that:
cultures. Describing institutional or systemic
practises is never representative of every
person within that culture. Just because your
culture forces you to behave a certain way
does not mean you are that way. A culture of
hard work cannot prevent laziness; a culture of
cruelty cannot prevent compassion; a culture
of generosity cannot prevent greed.
Which leads to one final – and deeply human –
question: can Space Marines know love? Not a
love of duty, or a love of the Emperor, or any of
the cold, impersonal, loves that the institutions
of the Adeptus Astartes impose upon him, but
love as we might conceive of it. Romantic love,
with all the attendant hopes, fears, joys and
miseries, and all the potential intimacies and
betrayals it brings.
I can imagine some Chapters might find it easier
than others. It seems entirely in character for
the Space Wolves to turn a blind eye to the
indiscretions of some of its number, be they
hetero- or homosexual. It seems equally likely
that a Salamander’s more generalised love for
the humans under his protection might grow
into something more specific and personal.
Of course, such loves would, by necessity,
need to be obscured. Conducted in secret and
deniable. After all, such potent emotion offers
a clear path toward Chaos; it is easy to see how
the toxic mindset inculcated by the Imperium
might create a spurned lover whose rage leads
him into Khorne’s service. Even in the real
world, men unable to understand or articulate
their most intense emotions embrace an

I fight thee, in the Holy Name!
Yet, what thou dost, is what God saith:
Tempter! should I escape thy flame,
Thou wilt have helped my soul from Death:
In Rogue Trader, the Primarch of the Dark
Angels was Lynn El’gonson. Later, this name
was clarified as being Lion El’Jonson – allegedly
translating as ‘The Lion, the Son of the Forest’.
In fact, it is always been a not-terribly-wellkept secret that Lion El’Jonson is actually Lionel
Johnson, an English poet born in 1867, who
composed the well-respected poem The Dark
Angel. Hopefully the inspiration for a certain
Chapter of Astartes is fairly obvious.
What may not be immediately obvious is that
this roots the Dark Angels Legion in queer
culture, as The Dark Angel is a meditation
on Johnson the poet’s deeply repressed
homosexuality. Driven to ruinous alcoholism
by desires he was told were unforgivable, The
Dark Angel is one man’s shriek against his
own unalterable nature. In the poem, Johnson
characterises his homosexual desires as the
titular Dark Angel, who ‘dost my soul such
subtile [sic] violence’. In addition to this, the
Dark Angels’ Chapter planet is called The Rock.
During the late 1980’s - the time of 1st edition
40K’s publication - The Rock was also the
name of Nottingham’s local gay club.
Obviously, over the years, there has been a
contingent of fans who have picked on this
to mock Dark Angels players. Homophobia
remains a powerful force in Western society,
28MAG // 03
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and were any Chapter to be officially known
as ‘the Gay Marines’, it is likely their popularity
would plummet amidst those teenaged and
teenage-minded players who traditionally hold
gay men in open contempt.
However, the canonical origins of the Dark
Angels Chapter seem to have fully embraced the
queer origins of the Chapter’s inspiration, and
potentially given LGBT+ fans a gay Primarch.
For those who are unfamiliar with the Dark
Angels’ origin story, it is brilliant. Briefly
summarised: the Chapter was founded by
Lion El’Jonson, a Primarch who had landed
on the planet of Caliban. The Lion had earned
his title by defeating the mighty beasts of the
planet, and been initiated into an Inner Circle of
beast-slaying knights. There, he had met a man
named Luther, a fellow knight, and the two had
become close.
When the Emperor showed up, the Lion had
Luther made into an Astartes as well, so the
two men could fight on together. This worked
exactly as intended for many years, until the
Lion made the capital mistake of appointing
Luther as his seneschal. The Lion went out to
campaign, leaving Luther to look after affairs
on Caliban. Riven with jealousy and anger at
this seeming betrayal, Luther fell to Chaos, and
organised the Chapter against its Primarch.
Upon El’Jonson’s return, the two fought, with
Luther eventually being defeated and the
planet of Caliban splitting under the weight of
the conflict. Those Dark Angels loyal to Luther
were saved by a warp storm, becoming the
Fallen, who the Dark Angels proper seek to
expunge to this day.
The thing is, if you look at the story closely –
specifically the interactions between the Lion
and Luther, it reads less like a tale of brotherly
warriors, and much more like a tale of spurned
love. If you’ve seen the excellent Liberace
biopic Behind the Candelabra, the tale of Luther
and the Lion reads very much like Liberace’s
relationship with Scott Thorson. Liberace
was a gifted and powerful closeted gay man,
whose talents brought him acclaim. He became
besotted with a partner of far less ability.
Over time, the powerful man’s narcissism
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lead him to treat his lover as less of an equal.
Resentments built, and were exacerbated by
outside toxic influences (drugs in Thorson’s
case and Chaos in Luther’s). Eventually, the
relationship imploded in acrimony, with
the powerful man unable to see that his
emotional distance and narcissism caused the
relationship to fail, his frustrated partner left
in broken fury. Regardless of the truth, Behind
the Candelabra’s narrative is a cautionary tale
on the toxicity of power, and the ways in which
an imbalance of it poisons everything. Even –
and perhaps especially – love. Seriously, seen
through a 40K lens, whilst it lacks apocalyptic
explosions and power armoured combat, it
should be clear that Behind the Candelabra
has the most fascinating parallels to the Dark
Angels’ origin story.

Chapter.

So, does this mean that The Lion is the one
queer Primarch?

But Warhammer 40,000 will, ultimately, always
be your game. And mine. And everyone’s. More
than any other hobby, its fans own it, and that
ownership brings the dis/advantage that other
people’s opinions don’t matter.

No.
Honestly, he’s obviously not. In my opinion,
Warhammer 40,000 is, after all, a profitable
intellectual property before it is anything
else, and I doubt the company would do
anything that might lose them money. As
we’ve seen in other such properties, turning
the Dark Angels into ‘the gay chapter’ could,
potentially, be viewed as a financial mistake
– one that would doubtless be met with idiot
howls about nonsense like ‘forced inclusion’
and ‘progressive agendas’ being ‘forced down
throats’, even when the subtext is barely
subtext at all.
Personally, I actually think that it could be a
fascinating way to include an LGBT+ character
in the setting, should Games Workshop wish
to do so. Lion El’Jonson has been this way
since the days of Rogue Trader, so rather than
something being ‘forced’, it would arguably be a
case of simply making explicit what was coyly
hinted at. A ‘coming out’, if you will. To those
rather naïve individuals who might then argue
that a gay Primarch means all Dark Angels are
gay, I might suggest that this is unlikely. After
all, just because your Dad’s gay doesn’t mean
you are too. Most likely, the Dark Angels have
the same number of gay initiates as any other

What Does Any of This Mean?
Nothing.
There is a reason I included such a strong
content warning at the beginning. The
Warhammer 40,000 fan-base can be
notoriously squeamish when it comes to
discussions of sex and sexuality in a mature
and adult fashion. As we’ve already considered,
it may well be inappropriate for such matters
to even be brought up. The game and its books
are targeted at a young audience who may well
not be ready to engage with the concepts; that
such material would cause Games Workshop
no end of complaints seems inevitable.

Including mine.
Including yours.
When creating your Chapters, if you prefer to
keep discussions of sex and sexuality out of
your games of toy soldiers, role-playing games
and fiction, then there is a strong precedent.
The Warhammer 40,000 universe is a chaste
one and will almost certainly remain that way.
Arguably, this is both right and proper.
But men are a passionate, emotional gender.
We fall in love. Sometimes with each other.
Sometimes not. If it adds to one’s enjoyment
of the game to model an objective marker
representing their Wolf Lord’s secret
homestead where his wife and children live,
longing for their sky-protector’s return, well:
why not? It seems easy enough to build a truly
fascinating scenario around such a concept.
Should the Wolf Lord get there first, he can
protect his family. Should the enemy get there
first, he will undoubtedly fight all the harder to
save these most precious hostages. Should his
battle brothers get there first…?
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Well. It hardly bears thinking about what
will happen next, but I imagine that objective
marker will be removed from the table and
Khorne might find he has a new Fenrisian
champion.
The game is ours. All of ours. If these ideas
add flavour to a narrative which you personally
enjoy, embrace it. The best stories are the
ones we haven’t heard before, and so far,
Warhammer 40,000 remains a chaste universe.
Perhaps it might be interesting to see what
happens in the corners where humans are…
well. Human.
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ALEXANDER LUNDE

I have been involved in the hobby since the
90’s, one way or another. I was lured back to
start creating when I found INQ28; it was just
a perfect fit for me. I never felt good being
constrained by the strict rules of Warhammer
40,000. I would much rather be creative,
converting and painting in whatever way I
fancy and building scenery I like the look of. I
like the freedom and opportunity to forge one´s
own world. Needless to say, I do not play to win
at all costs, even if it sucks to have a carefully
crafted miniature being blown off the table
during the first round in Necromunda.
The reason behind these pictures is simple. I
previously created some maps of Necromunda,
using Microsoft Word as a tool. Word by itself
is a little limited, so instead I used a free online
image creator to make some cool Ash Waste
mood pictures. I wanted them to feel desolate,
but still clearly inhabited (like smoke from
chimneys). I love to create a sense of vastness
by putting the silhouettes of Hive Cities in the
background. To allow for a sense of reality
in the pictures I have used old photographs,
giving them a feel like an old, half blurry photo
taken by a 40k pictcam. I will definitely continue
making more pictures in a similar style and
hopefully I will slowly learn how to operate a
real image program one day!
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01 Hive Gothrul

02 Ash fort vinjett
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03 Platforms rothgol

04 Vista rothgol vinjett
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INTRODUCTION
TO SCULPTING
EQUIPMENT

by Paweł Górecki
My name is Pawel, and I am a miniature fanatic;
for several years now, I have also sculpted
miniatures for my own brand. I am trying to
devote some time to a new project to promote
the traditional sculpting of figurines, because
there is no better feeling in the miniature world
than having a hero you have sculpted in your
collection. This article gives me the opportunity
to pass on some of my knowledge, and I hope
we will soon see new miniature sculptors in
the community! Specifically, in this article, I
will show you what tools you will need to start
sculpting. Fortunately, as you will see, you do
not need too many to get started.
Bases
This is the piece which you will hold during the
sculpting process. The first bases I made were
made of bottle cork. There are two issues with
this kind of base:
1. The surface is not perfect. There are also
small pieces of cork that can stick to the
miniature during sculpting.
2. The planes on the cork have different angles;
this can affect the miniature’s balance.
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01

02

03

04

05

06

01 Scissors
02 Cutting pliers, nose
pliers, round nose pliers
03 Small files of high
quality
04 Hand drill, with drill
07

08

bits. These can also be used
as a gripping tool
05 Segment knife and scalpel
06 Model glue - for example
cyanoacrylate super glue
07 Cutting mat
08 Good light. It is crucial
that you can clearly see
what you are working on. I
use a cosmetic lamp made by
Velleman
09 A place to work
10 Food containers - these
are great to keep unfinished
miniatures in. Just attach
strong double-sided tape on

09

10

the lid
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Instead, I recommend using the kind of base
shown here. You can make them easily at
home, in the dimensions you want.
They are made of three layers. The lower part
is a piece of MDF or wood, then a layer of the
cork and, finally, a layer of balsa on top. They
are really cheap to make. You simply glue all the
parts together with wood glue.
Wire Skeleton
I use soft brass wire - 0.8 mm and 0.4 mm
because it is easy to bend and form. This way
you can create very complicated shapes. This
is crucial when it comes to making the moulds
for the finished miniature. You will learn that
some miniatures need to be divided into parts
before making the moulds. It will be easier to
cut off the hand, or other pieces of the finished
miniature, when you have a brass 0.4 wire
inside.
Finally
The putty or clay you use. I strongly recommend
trying Fimo Soft or a mix of Fimo with Super
Sculpey in a 1:1 proportion. Both need to be
baked, giving you a lot of time to work on the
miniature. Of course, you will need an oven to
bake them.
And the last thing, but just as important
Knowledge – I strongly recommend this book:
Anatomy for Sculptors, Understanding the
Human Figure.
It is quite expensive, so to start you can just
observe your own body. You can be your own
model! Ask a friend to take some pictures of
you in various poses. Focus on the shape of the
fabrics, body position, and balance.
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A few more tips and tricks
Get a Dremel rotary tool; it will make your life
much easier. It is also helpful to have some
accessories for it.
If you use one, it is very, very important to
wear protective goggles and a dust mask! I had
a situation when one of my Dremel accessories
exploded during work and a piece hit me in the
eye, so... just wear the goggles.
Store your equipment in a good box. Especially
when you use the same workspace for sculpting
and other activities, like studying or eating. It
will help to keep your table tidy. You can use a
toolbox, wood box or even a cardboard box, it
is up to you.
We are at the end. I have shown you what
equipment is, in my opinion, necessary to start
sculpting. Most of it can easily be found in your
local plastic shop and tool shop. You can also
easily buy all the equipment online. I encourage
everyone to give sculpting a try. Although it
can be challenging, it is an incredibly fun and
rewarding process!
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11 Metal sculpting tool
12 Rubber brushes
13 Soft brush
14,15 A tool to make rivets this is just a medical needle
that had the tip cut off
16 Sculpting putty
17 Anatomy for sculptor
18 Rotary tool & protective
equipment
19 Cheap storage solution
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EMPIRE IN FLAMES

by Michael Anderson
I have been passionate about the style and
culture of the Empire in Warhammer for
as long as I can remember, from the epic
cityscapes depicted by John Blanche to the
quirky and hugely characterful illustration style
of Gary Chalk, both have their place in the way I
envisage the Old World.
This style, combined with the descriptions
of life, death, cultists and adventurers in the
old Enemy Within campaign, is at the heart
of all I love the most about the Warhammer
World over any other fantasy setting. The
way it combines aspects of the renaissance
with 17th and even some 19th century style
and ideas blended with a hard fantasy edge
makes the Old World one of the richest and
most believable realms I have encountered.
Humour and horror work side by side, making
the stories and imagery wonderfully balanced.
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It took me many years to reach a point where I
could create a series of miniature adventurers
that I was satisfied with. After many false
starts, I finally got the ball rolling about three
years ago, with a series of heavily converted
plastic figures made mostly from the most
recent generation of plastic Empire kits (which
I had worked on during my time as a sculptor in
the Games Workshop Design Studio). Finding a
balance was the hardest part. I was not aiming
for cartoonish extreme warriors, but a rather
everyday band of mercenaries or adventurers
that would fit well in a Warhammer Fantasy
Role-play group. Trying to make something
seem unexceptional, but not dull, was quite a
challenge. My starting point was to make the
figures lose the look of soldiers and begin to
resemble adventurers. The bodies from the
Empire Huntsmen kit were a turning point in
the project and I have used these repeatedly
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throughout, as the coats and lack of armour
gives a wonderful civilian look to them.
Another important thing for me was to ensure
any of the conversion work was as seamless as
possible, so they did not feel like conversions,
but still looked characterful and unique. Heads
were carved back and hollowed out, helmets
were added from other figures. Some even
had hats added over the new helmets; it was
very time consuming and delicate work, but I
wanted to use as little putty on the conversions
as possible. Of course, in some cases putty
work was unavoidable, but I tried to keep it to
a minimum.
The Warband
The initial warband was made up of a grizzled
old veteran, a duellist with a brace of pistols,
a champion with a two handed sword and
five other warriors armed with a variety of
weapons, such as crossbows and swords and
shields. I painted one of the crossbowmen in
entirely black attire, to give him the air of an
assassin.
The Captain
The captain is mostly based on the Empire
general kit, chopped up and reassembled to
make it feel quite different from the original.
I added a mail skirt under the cuirass and
sculpted the slashed sleeves, as the arms
from the kit did not suit the pose I wanted. The
blade was from the Space Marine Scouts, as I
loved that it resembled a wide bladed hunting
knife, which suited the character more than a
graceful sword.
The Duelist
This was a fairly simple conversion with extra
baggage and weapons added. The bulk of the
figure is from the cannon crew, with arms and
head from the pistoliers. I had a baselard short
sword from the old empire plastic that I had
wanted to use for years and it really suited this
guy!
The Two-Hander
Again this figure is mostly cannon crew parts,
with head from the huntsmen, arms from the
Empire soldiers box and sword from the plastic
wizard frame.
The Assassin
This miniature was a later addition to the group
and was an experiment in painting different
28MAG
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shades of black for different material types. I
added the spyglass, as it made him feel even
more like a sneaky sharp shooter.
The Crew
These were my starting point with the project,
when I first got my hands on the Huntsmen
frame. The heads are the most heavily
converted parts, with added hats and swapped
helmets, as I described earlier. The crossbows
are standard off the frame. The chap with the
hood is the most converted of the lot, with a
sculpted hood and helmet and heavily altered
arms and shortened pistol. He was originally
going to be my captain, until the grizzled
veteran took his place.
Dramatis Personae
Since the completion of the warband, I have
gradually added various characters to my
collection, such as a Knight of the Realm
(heavily converted from the Karl Franz kit
to be on foot and wearing a helmet from the
Demigryph Knights), a couple of wizards, an
elf scout and some wandering townsfolk (who
I am currently finishing off at the moment). I
intend to make more, fitting various characters
from the Enemy Within campaign.
The Watch
My final large addition is a series of town
watch and a captain, heavily converted with
a lot more sculpting than the others. I have
purposefully painted them in a bright yellow,
to contrast with the muted colours used on my
mercenaries. I include images of the two that
are completed, but I feel there may be a full
article in itself for me to describe the process
of making and painting them once they are all
finished, so I shall save the details for another
time.
The Enemy Without
What I have described here is the part of the
Old World I love the most, the people of the
Empire, but this does not mean I neglect all the
other races both friends and foe. I have built up
a formidable force of orcs and goblins, zombies,
skeletons, ghouls, vampires and necromancers
and continue to expand this side of the Old
World too. However, this would once again fill
a whole article to describe, so I shall perhaps
leave that for another time.
Cozyhammer
I will finish with a little take on my view of the
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Old World. To me, the Empire is a green and
verdant place, full of mountain ranges, epic
cities and sleepy hamlets. On the surface, it can
look tranquil and serene, but the excitement is
knowing that Chaos and corruption lies just
beneath the surface, ready to spill out at the
command of hidden cults and crazed sorcerers.
Whilst technically my warband is for
Mordheim, it really fits better with the Old
World of Warhammer Fantasy Role-play,
where fear, brutality and corruption are all
part of life, but are not the sole aspects. The
sense of adventure entices me, rather than
eternal war, so my work quite happily suits
the newly coined ‘cozyhammer’ (thanks Tim!).
Not without peril and violence, but balanced
perfectly with scenes of wonder, spectacle and
the eccentricity of the everyday people of the
Empire.
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EVGENY KIRSANOV

My name is Evgeny Kirsanov and for the last
28 years I have been converting and painting
miniatures for games like Warhammer.
It has been a very rewarding hobby, one
that is constantly being influenced by not
only my past, but my everyday experiences
and the ever-changing world around me.
The miniatures I create are expressions of
my current circumstances and are often
tangible
projections
of
environmental
influences and emotions.
For example, recently I visited the Metropolitan
Museum of Art in New York and took inspiration
from Johannes Vermeer’s works; his use of
pale blues and yellows affected my own colour
choices for a time. I have also drawn inspiration
from the more thematic works of Ian Miller and
John Blanche. Reading fiction influences me a
lot, getting lost in the imagery described by the
author, but experienced in a manner only I can
visualize. For instance, after reading Perdido
Street Station by China Mieville and Differential
Engine by William Gibson, I found myself so
inspired by steampunk, that all my miniatures
during that time needed cogwheels and
pipes. Sometimes my own, more mundane
observations provide the fuel for my next
projects. Recently, on a walk home after work,
I stopped and appreciated the colour of an old
brick wall that I had not noticed before and
started to think of how I could use that in my
next creation.
Painting is an active process, not only relying
on past experiences and techniques, but
constantly evaluating what you are learning
from your mistakes and successes. I find that it
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02

03

is difficult to work on commission. I need to be
inspired by my own imagination and interests.
I need to be able to picture what I am creating,
I often sketch out my daydreams, letting my
imagination turn into my physical creations. I
rarely keep my finished creations; when they
are completed, they are no longer needed for
inspiration or memories.

01 Machine
02 Marine squad
03 Heretic squad

I think the most important aspect to my
development and ability has come from the
people I have known personally, those that
have influenced me in ways that have defined
me as a person. My grandmother encouraged
me to believe in myself, to trust my instincts,
and that art is always dynamic. Growing up
in Russia, in economically unstable times, she

taught me how to be resourceful with what
was available. My grandmother allowed me
to build my own toys using knives and razors,
often cutting my fingers in the process. I had
a freedom to explore multiple mediums, for
example nitro paint and clay, and though I may
have spilt paint or ruined my clothes, she never
reprimanded me. I will always be grateful for
her love and encouragement.
I am also constantly learning about different
techniques and styles from my friends. I
appreciate the ease and elegance of the
painting style of Marike Reymer. Her ability
to paint and produce complex techniques,
such as Non Metal Metals, with great ease
and confidence is enviable. In the hands of
28MAG
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Kirill Kanaev, resin and acrylic turn into little
pieces of reality. His ability to paint realistic
armour and clothing is amazing, and he is
extraordinarily talented at depicting figures
doing daily chores in a way that reflect the time
period he is portraying. I am always impressed
with the way he is able to polish his creations,
but still show the dirtiness of the work his
character may be engaged in. I have envied
Marina Ainagoz’ ability to be on point with her
colour harmonization. She always manages to
perfect her miniatures by balancing colour and
style.
In the end, what I enjoy the most is creating
little pieces of magic. I think that is what all
artists share, no matter what the medium may
be. Being able to use my experiences and being
able to share them for posterity is what gives
me the drive to continue.

05
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04 Daemon
05 Tower
06 Tau
07 Ork
08 Orks
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DAVID IN THE 41ST
MILLENNIUM
by Kristian Simonsen
Adding the walking, statuesque, medium
defence system to the warband of Sigma
1011101 was actually an idea I had years ago,
but never quite got around to executing it.
I created the Sigma 1011101 warband some
six years ago or so, yet always had the intention
of adding some heavy support to it. Why revisit
such an old project? Well my projects never
really die or get too old, as they are all a part of
a larger whole, a kind of global storytelling that
links all my different warbands, stories and
games together. Furthermore, it is often quite
fun to go back and play with old figures from
time to time, instead of always having to come
up with something new. For that reason, I often
add to old warbands and repaint or reconvert
miniatures that are already done, allowing
them to take on a life and development of their
own. This lets the models become an active,
interacting part of my constant storytelling.
Storytelling is one of my favourite tropes –
more on that later.
Sigma 1011101 (Sigma) is a renegade Adeptus
Mechanicus Missionary. He has been in exile
for centuries. Part of this is because he was
working as a missionary for the Mechanicum
and got isolated, but more significantly, he was
framed for a crime committed by the Doctor,
Epsilon 1110101 (Epsilon). During Sigma’s
time in exile, he had to invent things and turn
to other solutions to the ones sanctioned by
the Mechanicum, because he did not have the
resources to do things properly. Everything he
created became increasingly more heretical
in the eyes of the Mechanicum. His creations
became too… creative…
To make matters worse, he has not augmented
himself as much as is appropriate for his
station and is still more human than machine.
The Mechanicum is searching for him, while
Doctor Epsilon is hunting him also. In turn,
he is hunting for the Doctor, in the vain hope
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that turning him in will exonerate him and get
back in the good graces of the Mechanicum.
A very naive notion, but one that may have
taken hold due to his overly human nature. He
has been hiding in Lucky Space for the past
five decades, knowing full well that upon his
return to Imperial space the hunt will be on. It
is imperative that he can defend himself, so he
has been tinkering. The result is the Medium
Defence System, also known as David.
Build
This model is based on the legs of the Dune
Crawler, since I had its complete undercarriage
in my box of Ad Mech bits. I had a little tourist
copy of the head of Michelangelo’s David
statue from a vacation in Italy, which will
serve as the turret. Not the most utilitarian or
practical mechanical construction, but Sigma is
the kind of guy who would animate a statue,
just to make something beautiful [01].
With the bits round up complete, I set about
assembling the undercarriage. I did not glue the
legs in place, but left them loose so they could
swivel, making it easier for me to fit it on the
base in a natural way once I got to that stage.
Next, I mounted David’s head on the legs. I
drilled a 3mm hole on top of the undercarriage,
starting with a small pilot hole, to get it centred.
Then I successively moved through drill bits
of increasing size until I got the size hole I
required. Next, I proceeded to drill further into
the bottom of the part, to ensure that I could
mount the rod straight. Then I drilled a 3mm
hole in the base of the David bust, which was a
rather soft material, making the process easy. I
inserted a 3mm brass rod in the undercarriage
and glued David on top.
This concluded the basic construction and
composition. It was quick and painless, but it is
often the addition of details, which would come
next, that takes the most time.
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Time to add gizmos and guns! David would
need to have weaponry to be a defence
system. He would also need some sort of
generator to power him, as well as other little
details and points of interest to look complete. I
dived into my bits box and found some suitable
stuff. A double-barrelled gun would, with a
little modification, serve as a chimney for his
power plant. I added a pair of big plasma guns
at the chest, with some trophies, to illustrate
Sigma’s human and slightly emotional nature.
Many different mechanical parts can be cut
up and fitted to show more or less indistinct
mechanical workings. A large gun was pinned
to the right shoulder. I also added a bit of
organic growth in between all the mechanical
elements. This represents a possible taint
by the ruinous powers, or at least a more
radical and nonstandard view on construction
on Sigma’s part. I often use tiny gears from
watches for extra mechanical detail, their
sharpness and small size creates a nice
contrast to the softer, chunkier plastic parts.
This model was, of course, no exception.
With the build complete, it was time to fit him to
the base. I had, at an earlier date, used the very
large base that comes with the Dune Crawler
kit, so I had to go with a smaller 80mm one. I
like the smaller base for the model, as a larger
one would make for a flatter composition that
would make the machine look smaller and less
imposing.
The model did need a little help to stand on
the base though, because the diameter was
a little too small for the legs. I placed some
flat pieces of debris over the base edges in
appropriate places to support two of the feet.
I did a little work with the placement until I was
satisfied with the leg positions. Afterwards I
added some miscellaneous debris and points
of interest, to make it look suitably like a 40K
battlefield. Some of these are parts of old
plastic kits I made as a kid. Over the years, I
have saved many parts like engines and such,
as they would come in handy for many other
future modelling projects.
With David mounted on the base, I smeared
the base with a mixture of PVA glue, sand and
soil. Once this was dry, I fixed it with a layer of
watered down PVA. With this watered down
glue, I added some random patches of static
grass. For this kind of expression, you are not
going to sprinkle the static grass on, just pick
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some up with your wet brush and smear it
randomly on your base texture.
I undercoated it with Chaos black spray paint
and Wraithbone spray from above, centred on
the statue.
Intermission
Now, as the spray paint dries, let us talk a little
about my way of storytelling.
All my stories are connected to each other,
but it is not like they are one big story. It is a
lot like real life, the world and the universe.
All of these different stories and people touch
on each other and affect each other in many
different ways. Each storyline crosses the
path of others. Some are more connected,
while others are rather insignificant branches
of earlier stories. Sigma and his warband was
built shortly before I created the Doctor, and
their stories developed together. The Sigma
warband was made for games of INQ28, with
the Doctor being a villain for some games.
The Doctor managed to procure a modicum
of Death Guard geneseed, which he used
to create his own Space Marine-like super
warriors. The Doctor is a megalomaniac, so
of course he needed super warriors. His super
warriors turned out to be tainted, plagueridden monsters, less noble than even the
Death Guard Chaos Space Marines, from whose
genes they were developed. He spawned them
at a research facility in the Hive city Mondus
Centurium, at Alfa Secundus. This is an anchor
for many of my stories; it is a titanic hive city
that I can place any Imperial or insidious Chaos
cultist activity there. Each time I make a story
or character at Mondus Secundus, it grows
richer and its background expands.
The Doctor unleashed his super warriors along
with a plague on the hive, ultimately killing
half the population. The Doctor framed his
rival Sigma for the whole atrocity. Sigma was
already unpopular for creativity and human
trappings, and lacking the power and influence,
Sigma could not get himself out of the trap.
This all happened four centuries ago. Since
that time, the Doctor has openly gone rogue,
his Chaos worship and experimentation are no
longer a secret. He has, on several occasions,
joined forces with Chaos Space Marine,
most notably the Black Legion. He became
obsessed with Kelbor-Hal and his scrap code
from the time of the Horus Heresy, very nearly
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destroying Mondus Centurium yet again, but
that is another story. Sigma fled Mars and
the Mechanicum, and has been on the run
ever since. He often hides out in Lucky Space
(borrowed from the Ravenor novels). He does
not have the resources or facilities to make
Mechanicum sanctioned machines, so his
creations grow more and more esoteric. He is
loyal to the Imperium and the Mechanicum,
but tragically cannot return to Imperial space
for long before the Mechanicum and the
Inquisition are on his heels. The Doctor hunts
him as well; he is the only one who knows the
truth about who unleashed the plague and the
monsters on Mondus Centurium.

I need my model NOW, I wait a couple of hours
or suffer the consequences.

Here we have a great starting point for games
and stories with Sigma. His story is intertwined
with the backstory of the Doctor; their
backstories are one. From here, the Doctor has
had a lot of additional tales, as I have used him
in many games. Sometimes he is just a villain
hiding in the shadows, in stories that do not
have any apparent bearing on my other stories.
I have not used Sigma much, so his tale is
only beginning now, hence this weird defence
system he is building here. He is going to return
to Imperial space in another attempt to get at
the Doctor, but he will definitely also be after
some archaeotech, resources and information.
In my imagination, this Medium Defence
System is part of a whole army of weird
machines of all sizes, from animal servo skulls,
to maybe even a titan! With this little snippet
of a story, I have created an excuse for myself
to make any kind of weird Adeptus Mechanicus
type of machines; I now have a context to put
them in whenever I fancy, making a strange
40K machine!

After airbrushing, I painted the base with a
thinned down earth brown colour, anything
resembling dark earth on your shelf.
Some parts, like the trophies, got a coat of
Wraithbone, to bring back the undercoat. If you
do not have the Wraithbone, any light bone or
white will do.

I got off on a tangent here, but you get the
picture. The stories all interlock with each
other and combine to create a reality of everincreasing richness in which I can put my
miniatures, tell my tales and play my games.
I think the base coat is quite dry now and we
can proceed with the painting. Always make
sure these spray paints get a good long drying
time, way past the point of just being dry to the
touch. They will bleed off oily chemicals and
fumes for many hours after application. This is
not only unhealthy, but it can also disturb the
paint you are going to put on your miniature.
Whenever possible, I make sure to spray paint
my models at least a day before I am going to
paint them. When that is not possible because

Painting the Machine
I began by airbrushing all the metal parts with
Vallejo Jet Exhaust. The name of the colour does
not matter too much; I do not paint by recipe or
numbers and would encourage you to avoid it
too. This colour is a nice, slightly scorched and
dirty looking dark iron colour, which is a perfect
starting point for machine parts and guns. I
chose to airbrush it for speed and to make it
easier for me to get to those pesky hard to
reach places. I did this airbrushing first so I
would not ruin other paintwork with overspray.

I painted the David bust Games Workshop
Contrast Skeleton Horde, with a little Contrast
medium mixed in. While this was still wet, I
added variations with Nazdreg Yellow, Aggaros
Dunes and Plaguebearer Flesh, all Contrast
colours. This was all done wet on wet, a real
strength of the Contrast paints. They dry a little
slower and work really well with wet on wet
techniques; their transparency makes it almost
like working with oil paints. This rather messily
way of painting helps create textures, imparting
life and decay to the old statue. Paint running
and pooling out of control is advantageous
here; just make sure that it does not run down
on the metal parts. I blocked in everything that
was not metal in with Contrast colours. Any
skulls use Skeleton Horde. The Skaven head
is Wyldwood and Guilliman Flesh. The little
hand poking out is Guilliman flesh and a little
Nazdreg Yellow. The Chaotic growth, spilling
out to the left is Guilliman Flesh, Nazdreg
Yellow, Gryph-Hound Orange and Voluptuous
Pink, applied in a wet on wet fashion.
With the blocking in complete, I stippled
Leadbelcher on the metal parts, to start
highlighting them. A note on stippling; there
are dedicated short-haired stippling brushes
and dry brush brushes, but any old brush can
be cut down and turned into a stippling brush,
provided it is not too small. There are also
certain makeup brushes that work well for this.
28MAG // 03
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You load your brush with paint and wipe it off
like you are going to drybrush. Do not wipe off
as much paint as you would when dry brushing;
it should be a little wet. Then you just stab the
brush, front first, lightly on your miniature
repeatedly over an area and slowly lights
and texture will appear. With a little practice,
you can come achieve great results with this
technique and create many subtle effects and
special colour gradations.
To create shadows, I gave all the metal parts
a liberal coating of Agrax Earthshade. I also
painted a little Agrax on the statue, where I
needed deeper shadows. Once all the wash
was dry, I mixed a bone colour, which I stippled
on the statue and dry brushed all over the
base and the non-metal parts. Now textures,
contours and subtle details started to pop,
and at the same time, I took control of the
placement of light on the statue.
Now the base was coated in severely thinned
down black, red brown and green paint wet
in wet. This was followed by dry brushing
with the bone colour, then washed again with
the black, red brown and green, followed by
a very light dry brushing of bone. I stippled
Leadbelcher on the metal parts for further
highlighting, followed by a light stippling of
silver for the most extreme highlights. The
David statue got a light application of Skeleton
Horde, Plaguebearer Flesh, Aggaros Dunes
and Nazdreg Yellow, just to bring back some of
the original colour. I stippled it again, this time
more carefully with bone, followed by white
stippled on for the most extreme highlights.
See the repetitive wordplay? That is because
it is exactly the same process I use with the
metallics. In this way, I ensure the same
light situation on all of my models. The small
sockets on the statue were picked out with
Leadbelcher, shaded with Agrax Earthshade
and highlighted with Leadbelcher and a little
silver here and there.
I weathered the model with Dark Rust Deposits
and Medium Rust Deposits, thinned and
smeared out with white spirits. The metal trash
on the base got this rust as well. Personally, I
like these rust paints, but any other rust paint
that takes your fancy will work just as well. You
can also paint rust by running thinned down rust
brown acrylic paint into the recesses, followed
by a lighter orange brown, but in smaller and
deeper areas. This is supposed to be a well210
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functioning machine under bad conditions, so
I went lightly with the rust, focussing it on the
feet and the hub in the middle. I avoided rust
on the working machinery. Exhaust stacks tend
to rust heavily due to the heat passing through
them, so these got a good helping of rust. I
stippled some dark earth colour on the feet for
dirt and mud.
Now for the final stretch, oil and grease in all
the working machine parts. I use a thinned
down mixture of gloss varnish and black ink
for this. I float this into the recesses in the
machinery and smear it over parts that look
like they are the mechanics, which have to be
well lubricated. If you want to try this yourself,
make sure that your ink is properly black. Many
black writing inks are actually blue and this will
become more apparent when you thin it down
and dilute it with the gloss varnish. I use Black
Indian Ink from Winsor & Newton; it is a very
truly evil pure black! If you are an Oldhammer
buff, like me, you might have some of the old
Citadel Black Ink in your arsenal; this one is also
a lovely true black and will work very well for
this. For the soot and exhaust stains around
the exhaust stacks, I airbrushed thinned down
black paint around the tops of the exhausts and
up the back of David’s head. If you are mindful
of the angle of the airbrush here, overspray will
be your friend, because it will land in random
places that would get stained anyway. Such
random effects lend extra credibility to your
model.
I rubbed a bit of graphite powder on the big gun
at the shoulder to make it look a bit more like
gunmetal. This is my order for weathering: first
scrapes and scratches, included here out of a
sense of completeness, if there were painted
metal parts, they would be scratched and
chipped. Some of my stippling on the metals
look like scratches though. Secondly rust,
then accumulations of mud and soil, like on
this machine’s feet. Then dust on horizontal
surfaces. No dust was used on this model, but
I included it here for completeness. After this
we get to grease and oil stains. Lastly soot and
exhaust stains.
Now the walking, statuesque, medium defence
system, also known as David is ready to join the
warband of Sigma, serving as a much-needed
source of heavy support and protection for his
imminent return to Imperial space.
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Expanding the story
My old inquisitor lord Dominic Cisnerro will
be on his trail as soon, as he enters the Alfa
System, so Sigma will need all the help he can
get. Cisnerro and his warband was my first
inquisitorial warband, made for INQ28, maybe
eight years ago. He has a lot of stories behind
him, before I retired him in favour of younger
heroes. Arch Interrogator, Inquisitor Lord of the
Ordo Malleus, Dominic Cisnerro’s retirement
from active service saw him as head of the
Ordo Malleus at Alfa Secundus and supreme
overlord of the holy Inquisition of Terra, in all of
the Alfa system. He just loves such lofty titles
and he spares no opportunity to flaunt them.
He became a great character to have lurking
in the background at Mondus Centurium and,
in certain crisis situations, he can still be taken
to the field when the Imperium needs the help
of an extremely experienced and powerful
inquisitor. He has always been pulling the
strings of my Imperial forces around Alfa
Secundus and Mondus Centurium. I created
Marcel de la Torres, his young protégé, when I
needed a young and inexperienced inquisitor to
investigate the psychic anomaly, known as the
Warp Child. So, De la Torres became my young,
low level character for Inquisitor, a typical
player character and Cisnerro being the old
powerful one, who is now a typical NPC.
Both contribute to all my stories and often
serve as the glue that ties the tales together.
Cisnerro sent the player characters on a mission
to stop the Doctor from unleashing the scrap
code of Kelbor-Hal on Mondus Centurium, after
de la Torres investigated and located the part
of the hive where he was hiding. Of course,
the Doctor escaped to cause more mischief.
De la Torres and Aurelius, Cisnerro’s senior
advisor and sage of his warband, made the
initial investigation of the missing psyker in the
Swamps of Axxos, putting the players on the
trail that would lead them to the centre of the
swamps and their terrible secret.

others, just like real life. Two of the lost Boys of
the Scrap Queen in the Tor Megiddo game were
escaped pit slaves from Mondus Centurium.
In the terrible and grim coda I wrote for the
Tor Megiddo story, the almost dead, burntout husk of the Scrap Queen is picked up and
taken away by the Doctor! Marcel de la Torres
investigated the Lesotho 212 complex and
brought word back to Cisnerro and two of my
warriors there came from Mondus Centurium.
Of a newer date, we have Father Antonius, an
old puritan of the Ordo Hereticus, who takes a
very dim view of a radical like Dominic Cisnerro.
He has recently arrived in Mondus Centurium
and because he has taken a vow of poverty,
living as a travelling monk, without an army
and big banners, he can very easily blend in and
disappear in the grey masses. He is out to get
his old archenemy Cisnerro, but Cisnerro has
placed a mole in Father Antonius’ warband.
This all leads up to a story, not yet told. I can
carry on and on and on.
Now that Sigma has been equipped to return
to Imperial space relatively safely, his story is
about to unfold, after his long exile. There is no
telling where it will take him or who, besides
the Inquisition and the Doctor, will be involved. I
will let you in on a little secret; I am also working
on a larger defence system that can serve as a
transport, with the face of Leonardo da Vinci.
Sigma has read a lot of forbidden tomes of
ancient Terra and is quite smitten with Lionard
OdaVincii, Neuthon and Arkhii Medes. That
bigger defence system will be strange and
non-Adeptus Mechanicus standard indeed.
But it will ensure that Sigma can survive long
enough in Imperial space to see his own story
to the end.

Once there, they were betrayed by agents
serving Epsilon, the Doctor. It turned out that
a lesser dark Mechanicus tech priest and a
chaos cult had abducted the psyker, and that
tech priest was working for the Doctor. See
where I am getting at? The stories just melt
together and dear Sigma is just a tiny cog in a
vast machine, just like people in the real world.
Some connections are more peripheral than
28MAG // 03
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THE FENRISIAN
WILDS

by Simon Storey
Útgarðar. The Fenrisian Wilds. Less an official
sector, more a vast wasteland radiating from
the fortress of the Rout. Ruined world upon
ruined world, swept bare in the wake of their
conquests.
And yet, man still clings to life. As the crusades
roll ever-onwards, those too slow or unlucky
to catch their ships find themselves stranded.
Trapped in these shattered places, they scrape
an existence alongside the mutant and the
heretic, praying for the return of their Gods.
A savage and desperate place, inhabited by
savage and desperate people.
What happens when the crusades depart?
To me, the heart of INQ28 is an exploration
of the universe behind the battlefields of
the 41st millennium. Behind the ceramite
legions of Adeptus Astartes and rank upon
rank of Imperial Guard lie the machinations of
Inquisitors and the gang-wars of Necromunda.
Official settings for much smaller, more human
stories than the bombastic conflicts of 40K.
The INQ28 movement takes that concept and
really goes to town, exposing more and more
shadowy corners of this ruined universe.
One idea that had been rattling around my brain
for years is ‘what happens when a crusade has
left?’ In 40K, we would follow the crusade to
the next world, in its apocalyptic path across
the sector. Either that or it would be concluded
in one manner or another, and our attention
would jump to another war, and another and so
on and so forth. What might we see if our focus
lingered for a while after the world-ending
conflict had departed? What consequences
would we find?
My early thinking was along the lines of the

Crusader States. Middle Eastern in feel (40K
needs more Middle Eastern influences),
exploring the relations between newly settled
Black Templar crusader auxilia and Saracen-like
local kingdoms, inspired by Werhner’s fantastic
Black Templar force (@w3rhn3r on Instagram).
Like so many ideas, it never quite got started,
but no idea is truly wasted as long as it sparks
another. In time, along came Iron Sleet’s Thorne
Moon Crusades invitational. You can find my
entry in volume 2 of 28, albeit described in a
bit of a stream-of-consciousness manner. Now
I had the starting hook upon which to hang
my ideas. Core to the concept was that the
crusading forces would now be spearheaded
by the Vlka Fenryka, leaving behind something
more tribal than ‘high medieval’.
What is it like living in the gaze of the Gods?
The second idea that I wanted to explore was
what it was like living side-by-side with the
Ruinous Powers. What if all we have seen in
the lore so far is the Gods on a war footing?
Simply a reflection of the fanatical and
militant forces of the Emperor arrayed against
them. Cults and daemonic incursions are the
vanguard, and daemon worlds are strategic
strongholds. What would a world be like that
is too worthless for either side to devote
resources to occupy? Perhaps the crusade had
swept through and annihilated everything.
Perhaps there had been compound crusades,
one after the other, that had steadily reduced
a once-thriving world to a hiveless wasteland
backwater. In such a place, could there be
something closer to coexistence?
What would life be like at the bottom, looking
upwards?
There has always been a little niggle that
we know so much about the Heresy. Do
01
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01 The young of the Horselords do not receive their
augmentations until later in
life
02 Crows like their rattailed birds
03 A wounded crow hitches a
ride on a scrap cart
04 A Crow consults an augur,
the pilots of their ships

not get me wrong, it is a fantastic source of
inspiration, but I think there is a trap people
fall into assuming that your average denizen
of the 41st millennium knows as much as we
do. I mean, how much do you know about the
Sumerians? They were only 5000 years ago,
half the time between the Heresy and 40K!
Even the educated elite should know precious
little, and that includes Astartes chapters.
It should take a lot to knock a world from
interstellar to tribal. Successive apocalypses
stacking atop one another over centuries
at least. Over these timescales we would
expect a distortion of events in the memories
of survivors. Misremembered facts turning
into myths and legends over time. Deification
of ancient personalities. Meaning sought in
their arbitrary predicament. Truths that we as
readers know for certain should be murky and
obscured to those on the ground.
Pulling it all together
So, the scaffolds of the world were coming
together. A place that long ago had been a
thriving Imperial world, but had since been
subject to successive conflicts and invasions
until all that was left was myths and rubble.
This place would be inhabited by those who
were left behind in the wake of the crusade, in
a place where the gaze of the Ruinous Powers
is light, but ever-present. The cultures of this
world should live in the grey areas between
the light of the Emperor and the baleful eye
of Chaos, with a hazy recollection of their
histories, distorted through time.
THE RACES OF MEN
We begin our exploration with the ‘human’
cultures of this world, for the most part
descended from ancient conquerors, although

in some places there is surviving native blood.
The Kaerls of the Rout, or so they think…
First among men in this world are the so-called
‘Kaerls’. Descendants of Space Wolf auxiliaries
abandoned on this ruined planet, their tribal
culture has come to dominate the mainland
western marshes. They have developed a
pagan pantheon, deifying various aspects of
the Rout, and a Ragnarokian belief explaining
that this world is a proving ground to determine
who is strong and cunning enough to fight
in the God’s War above. As far as they are
concerned, they were left here for a reason. The
machine-cult of Bjorn, God of the Mechanical
Dead, ensures the dead are buried in the proper
way, such that they can be resurrected to fight
alongside their Gods when they return (a belief
born of misremembered servitors). Other Gods
hint at a more eldritch undercurrent, such as
Morkai the Changeling, god of animals, magic
and the changing of the seasons. Theirs is a
warlike culture, vying with each other, primarily
as they play at soldiers from atop their hill
forts, but also taking on a role as protectors.
Whether it is ensuring the elk-folk do not gain
enough numbers to again form an apocalyptic
warherd, or keeping an eye on the shores for
the drowned men of the draugr, they have not
forgotten the enemies that their ancestors
fought all those generations ago.

02

03

The primary inspiration for these is vaguely
Scandinavian, with a good dose of Space Wolf
background and some reading about Celtic
Oppidums, for their social structure. My first
few conversions used Ungor parts for their
bulk, as I pictured them with a Neanderthallike build suited to their frozen environment. I
had the idea that, like Neanderthals, perhaps
Fenrisians are well on their way to speciation,
04
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05

explaining the Rout’s dependence on Fenrisian
stock.
Udinn the Wanderer
There is but one of the Kaerl’s physical gods
left on this icy plane. Udinn the Wanderer is
an Adeptus Astartes of immense age, to the
point he is seen as senile by all but the oldest
of the Rout’s members. In a universe such as
this, why would one of the Emperor’s chosen
spend his years playing god on a backwater
wasteland? Despite his continued presence,
he is not a favourite god of the Kaerls. His
whims are fickle and his loyalties wavering;
only remaining true to the crows and wolves
of the world. The faithful claim that he works
towards some greater goal for this world, and
his plots will all come good during the EndTimes. Others simply state that he is a force of
nature, neither good nor evil. An ill wind to be
weathered when encountered.
I wanted to make a true-scale Adeptus
Astartes for a while, but fitting one into such
a low-scale setting posed problems with
balancing. In all honesty, a bolter and a suit of
power armour would set you up as an emperor
in this place. The solution came to me while
reading about ancient Celtic religious practices
and the burial site found at Ribemont-surAncre. One explanation was that it was a
shrine to the Belgae’s defeated enemies.
So, perhaps these wild lands are not simply
abandoned, but are actively maintained as
wildernesses by the Rout, a great monumental
wasteland to the Wolves’ destructive potential.
Such a monument would need maintaining,
if its inhabitants were to remain suitably
downtrodden. So Udinn’s place in the world
crystallised. His role as gamekeeper was
doubly useful, as it would mean that Udinn’s

motives would run counter to those of any
Kaerl or culture wishing to improve their lot
above the current situation, providing ample
potential for narrative conflict.
Sealskins
When the draugr came staggering from the
sea in unprecedented numbers, the men of the
islands were first hit. The rotting children of
the God Beneath the Waves may be slow, but
they are implacable in their onslaught. In their
final hour the deep priests came, parting the
draugr like waves, and struck a bargain with
their briny herald. In exchange for sacrificing
their dead to the sea, weighted with stones,
the Drowned God would turn his gaze from
their shores. Although this pact bought them
life, it brought with it the Sea Sickness, a
disease borne by the deep ocean currents. It is
inevitable the seafaring Sealskins will contract
it sooner or later. Beginning at the extremities,
the mutagenic infection creeps upwards,
eventually driving a sealskin mad and hastening
their sacrifice to the sea. This guaranteed early
mortality has shaped them into a stoically
fatalistic society, although there are some who
feverishly rail against their situation and others
who proclaim their sickness is not an affliction
but a blessing.
The idea for this warband began with the
undead Draugr. The water-borne revenants
of Norse folklore seemed a perfect fit for a
Lovecraftian Nurglite threat. So, I decided that
one of the ancient apocalypses should involve a
Nurglite cult. The Rout vanquished this cult and
buried the corpse of a greater daemon beneath
the sea. But daemons do not die like mortal
creatures, and it still dreams in the deep. These
dreams possess the corpses of those who sink
to the sea floor, who trudge back shorewards

05 Elk-folk on the march.
Looks like they have a mammut
with them
06 Where the forest folk go
07 Sometimes, a beastman
will dig up a possessed axe
from the cloying swamp. The
results are predictable
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to drag yet more to a watery grave. On the
one side of the spectrum of chaos lies these
possessed monsters, and on the other the
barely chaotic Kaerls. Something needed to
fill the gap inbetween. A culture caught in the
eddies of the Dead God of the Deep. So the
Sealskins were born.
The name ‘sealskin’ comes from selkies, who
are mythological seals who can shed their skin
and turn into beautiful women. They are part of
the folklore of the Orkneys, which has shaped
how I imagine the Sealskins’ rocky island home.
Stories of selkies often involve men marrying
them by stealing their sealskin, forcing it to stay
in human form. It is thought this myth likely
indicates a practice of wife stealing between
the Sami and the people of Orkney, with the
‘sealskin’ being the Sami’s sealskin canoes. So
I thought I would throw that in there too, with
a practice of wife-stealing between the island
Sealskins and the mainland Kaerls.
Stag-Riders
Off to the east, beyond the mountains of the
Greybeards, live a strange people: nomads who
bind and elongate their heads in emulation of
a long-extinct genestealer cult. This ancient
cult is venerated as ancestors, but they were
hunted to extinction by the coming of the
Elk-hordes. Speed is sacred to them, with
fleetness of foot and riding skill being highly
prized. Their nomadic lifestyle is an extension
of this preoccupation with mobility. Also sacred
is the lightning that arcs overhead, and from
the hands of their priests. These aspects are
echoes of the White Scars detachments allied
to the Rout against the Elk-hordes, who are
deified in a similar manner to the Kaerls of
the West. Life as a stag-rider is life on the
move, and constant raids against other clans
and the chimaeric horse lords who killed their
ancestors. These chimaerics are pressing
further and further west of late, pressing their
people against the great spine of mountains
that divides east from west. Word has spread,
however, that the western marshes are ripe for
the taking, if passage can be found through the
valleys of the mountain wizards.
Recently I have been trying to branch out
to one of the oft-forgotten elements of
European-based fantasy: the nomadic Steppe.
Look throughout European history all the
way back to the Neolithic and you cannot
avoid the influence of Steppe cultures. If

Steppe-nomads are present, they are often
treated as a monolithic unwashed horde. To
limit this, I read a lot about the manifold and
varied Steppe cultures, primarily focussing
on Scythians, Huns and Sarmatians. All of
the above, and especially the Huns, practiced
artificial cranial deformation to elongate their
heads. This was also adopted by cultures they
dominated, like the Ostrogoths. To me, this
seemed like something people would do, those
who were influenced by the distended heads
of genestealer cults. Add in some Steppeubiquitous lightning-worship in the guise of
White Scars, the Scythian preoccupation with
stags and some tattoos influenced by the
stunningly well-preserved Pazyryk burials, and
the stag-riders came together!
The Races of Beasts
In order to make the worlds of the Fenrisian
Wilds feel primeval, I wanted its woods and
wilds to be filled with feral creatures. However,
as befitting a grimdark future, I wanted these
creatures to be (ab)human cultures, taking
their inspiration from the natural world. In
the eyes of Kaerls, they are little more than
talking animals, in the same Linnaean family
as the sleipnir they ride and the livestock they
slaughter.

06

Elk-Folk
The Elk-folk are a damned people. Their
ancestors came to this world as a great
conquering tide by the prophets of the
Seventeenth, the culmination of a bloody
swathe cut through the sector. But it was here
that they were met upon the battlefield by the
forces of the Rout, their prophets killed and their
armies broken. The Elk-folk are descendants of
their infantry who fled into the woods, rather
than face their doom on the battlefield. They
now find themselves compelled to migrate
between great megalithic structures and hold
bacchanal rituals to appease their chthonic wargod. They know they are devil-worshippers, but
caught beneath its gaze, they see limited ways
of surviving. Hunted and culled by the Kaerls
in an effort to control their numbers, their
crucial migrations become harder and harder
to complete. The Elk-folk fear what will happen
if their rituals are disrupted, claiming that it will
damn not only them, but the world itself. With
memories of ancient bloodbaths still fresh in
the minds of their persecutors, these pleas fall
on deaf ears.
07
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I see the Elk-folk as a window into life under
the Ruinous Powers. Not annihilation as the
Ecclesiarchy preaches, but an existence bent
to the will of the Gods. If it was not for their
persecution at the hands of the Kaerls, it might
not be a terrible life by the standards of the
41st millennium, but their cowardice in front of
the War God has left a mark on their collective
soul that has stacked the universe’s dice
against them. The primary inspiration for them
is the great migrations of caribou across the
American arctic, harried by wolves along the
way. It is a harsh life, but if it means survival,
then the only option is to press ever onwards.
Crows
Crows are simple creatures. Unconcerned
with the holy wars the Imperium and other
higher causes, their lives are content, so long
as they can find battlefields to pick over for
technological morsels. They are a liminal
species, one of the few that are capable of
spaceflight on this wretched world. Their main
fleets shadow the Rout like a storm cloud, but
smaller bands loiter around the worlds of the
Wilds, picking over smaller-scale conflicts,
bickering over spent casings and half-dead
power packs. Kaerls have mixed opinions of
them, for although they are valuable sources
of technology and ammunition, their habit
of interfering with the dead before they can
be buried rankles with pious Kaerls. By and
large, they are treated as a nuisance and bad
omens. Their beliefs are complex, hinting at
their origins and largely invisible or unnoticed
by other cultures. They are favoured by Udinn,
who uses them as eyes and ears throughout
the Wilds.
The crows started this whole endeavour off, as
part of Iron Sleet’s Thorne Moons invitational.
They were inspired by the mythological
representations of Odin’s Ravens, following in
the wake of the Wolves picking through the
spoils of their battles, their raucous comms
chatter providing useful intelligence for the
Rout’s spymasters. Aspects of the Danish
‘valravne’ were incorporated with a cannibalistic
tendency, believing that the eating of slain
Adeptus Astartes would bring them great
power. That helped develop their background,
as mutated descendants of Heresy-era Raven
Guard experimentations. This cannibalistic
behaviour would have some basis in truth, with
a partially functional omophagea, providing
insights into the knowledge of the dead
216
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warrior. That then enlightened their triplepantheon of Gods, with the Wolves as their
fickle protectors, the Ravens as their neglectful
creators, and the Hydra as Promethean givers
of free will.
Horse Lords
Where the Elk-folk live in fear of their gods,
the horse lords revel in their situation. Their
victories on the plains of the east mollified
their bloodthirsty patron, so they are not
subject to the same skewed fate as their Elkfolk cousins. They are lords of their domain,
prowling in packs between great monuments
of piled stones and skulls. They take the ritual
leg-amputation of the Elk-folk one step further
and replace their lower limbs with bodies
of their skinwolves to create centaur-like
chimaerics. Thrice before they have rampaged
westward, but this time is different. This time
it is not just the big bulls, but also the mares
and kids as well. Something is driving them
across the plains, and is driving others before
them. Unknown to the other cultures, a great
wyrm has taken up residence in the ruins of the
eastern hive, its mechadendrites reaching out
westwards across the plains.
The horse lords were my first effort to include
a Steppe culture into my world, and an effort
to bring centigors into the 41st millennium. It
is thought that the centaurs of myth are the
echoes of the first interactions between the
horse-riding peoples of the Neolithic Steppe
and footslogging pre-Indo-Europeans, so it is
a fitting comparison. The Huns and Mongols
were another inspiration, or at least the
rampaging horde the Europeans viewed them
as. Evidence of this influence is slight, but
present in their Ovoo-like shrines to the blood
god and the dual resonance of their voices,
similar to Tuvan throat singing, one for each
half of their chimaeric bodies.
A GUIDE TO CREATING WARBANDS IN THIS
STYLE
There are a number of aspects that I try to mix
together in creating a warband. Any one of
them can be the starting point, but I usually try
to link most of them together.
08 The draugr. Children of

1. Tying their origins to one or more
established aspects of the 40K universe
One of the easiest jumping off points is
choosing an aspect of the 40K universe, and
thinking ‘if their followers were abandoned

the Dead God. Their thoughts
are slow, but they are not
stupid
09 Udinn, the haggard lone
wolf, contemplates his
schemes
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for 1000 years, what would they believe’. Take
something that is memorable, and imagine
how it could be twisted by generations of
whispers. Weird Witticism’s Cult of the Golden
Crow for #ondroma is a brilliant example of
this, with a lost Imperial Cult’s misremembered
Aquila forming the basis of their hallucinogenic
visions. Hopefully some models will be out in
the open by the time this goes to print, but
The Blackshield Hideout’s ‘Sons of the Ivy’ is a
brilliant leap from the Iron Warriors of ‘The IV’
as well.
2. Throwing aspects of real-world cultures
into the mix
For every strange or amazing aspect of the 40K
universe, there is something just as strange
and amazing that real people have done. From
Inuit oral history that is accurate over hundreds
of years, to the flayed god of the Aztecs, to the
floating islands of the Uru people, to the fact
that there are people in the Khyber Pass making
AK-47s using nothing but hand tools, there is a
deep well of inspiration to be had from things
that have happened in the real world. Adding a
handful of aspects from different cultures can
really add depth to a culture you have created.
08

3. Let your interests outside of 40K run riot
I have always enjoyed fantasy worlds when you
can tell that the creators have really done their
homework. So why not use all the homework
you have already done? Use the things you
have absorbed as you have been meandering
through life. For me, that was countless
Attenborough documentaries and hours poured
into Rome Total War, and the subsequent Wikiwalks they sent me on reading about fantastic
animals and strange historic cultures. Passion
for things is infectious; so let it infect the art
you are producing. It will be deeper for it.
For those who have made it through these
musings, I hope you have found it interesting! If
anyone takes this approach with any warband
or world-building in the future, I would love to
hear about it! I am always on the lookout for
more inspiration!

09
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LOSING SIGHT
OF THE SHORE
by Nicolas Evans
Ask any art historian and they will tell you that
movements very rarely emerge fully formed.
More often than not, major artistic shifts are
the culmination of a whole host of independent
groups coming together, being inspired by the
same ideas and eventually forming enough of a
body of work to be recognised as a thing in their
own right. It is also true that it is often when
individuals deviate from the stylistic norms of
a movement that the most engaging work is
created, as the creative risk forces a more radical
manner of thinking and experimentation, devoid
of conventional formalities.

printing and publishing are far easier to pick up,
as a hobby, now than they were 20 years ago.
Likewise the proliferation of hobby information
online has closed the gap between dedicated
model making and war game painting, and the
ease with which we can form communities
around our hobby have led to us sharing ideas
and inspirations in whole new ways. These
shifts and more have caused our little niche to
go from a hobby within a hobby to something
bordering on a hobby in its own right. One
nominally associated with the Warhammer
settings, but perhaps no longer tied to it.

By now it should be clear that the phenomenon
of what we call INQ28, AoS28, Blanchitsu
or grimdark (that I shall refer to as simply
the 28 style for the remainder of this article)
represents a distinct sub-movement within
the wider framework of tabletop wargaming,
one in which the tools and methods of the
larger hobby are diverted to different ends. If
one were to map the movement, as one does
artistic trends, one might find its origin in the
late 80s and from there map several minor
breaks at key moments, the publishing of
Inquisitor, the trend towards 28mm game play
and the industry shift from metal to plastic
miniatures. All of them acting as catalysts for
a certain shift in the way we have collectively
approached the act of engaging with miniatures
and the worlds they inhabit. But it is also
becoming increasingly clear that a wider split is
occurring within the hobby overall, one not tied
so strongly to the Games Workshop universes
or the venerable systems and universes of old.
From the old school renaissance movement
in role-playing, to the resurgence in tabletop
zine printing (both in print and online), to a
general trend towards smaller, more narrative
focused skirmish games, many hobbyists have
moved from being willing inhabitants of others’
creations, to creating their own universes
to inhabit. One could chalk this shift up to a
variety of reasons, among them the fact that

So, if not Warhammer, then what? It can seem
quite daunting to find oneself in a lore-less void
after so long in the Warhammer universes, but
if one looks at what has often been the appeal
of the Warhammer settings (Warhammer
40,000 most of all), one will soon find threads
with which to weave a new world. That appeal
has been the freedom with which one can
insert their own interests into the gaps of 40K;
for years many of us have been playing in the
40K universe in only the most tangential of
ways. In truth, most of us are playing in our own
universes, the 40K attachment acting more as
a framing narrative than some hard and well
defined place. It is this tendency to recreate
and enhance what we are given, to supplement
what exists with our own ideas of what should
exist or could exist, that I feel is what best
defines the 28 approach to miniatures and
tabletop gaming. And it is this approach, going
forward, that we can apply to the full breadth
of the hobby, not just specific universes.
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What happens when we leave Warhammer
behind?
Perhaps it is just me, but is anyone else feeling
like the Warhammer universe has shrunk
somewhat of late? Certainly the galaxy of the
41st millennium and the Mortal Realms are
just as vast as always, but it seems the blank
spaces on the map, that so far have given us a
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‘What happens
when we leave
Warhammer
behind?’

certain creative freedom when it comes to how
we interpret settings, are being filled in. And
in response, the creativity of the community
finds itself butting up against the limits of the
settings that once seemed limitless. This is not
really a new phenomenon; for years we have
been hacking and gluing and sculpting fine scale
abominations into beings that do not mesh with
the wider narrative of the Warhammer worlds,
boutique baroque sculptures that crystallized a
small section of a shared universe that existed
only to us, each of us manifesting our own little
section of the world.

agreeing to work within a set of limitations,
albeit remarkably loose ones. Whilst this may
seem restrictive, it alleviates the immense
difficulty of creating in a vacuum by providing
a working structure. By keeping us grounded,
however marginally, the Warhammer universes
can save us from the sensation of staring at a
blank page and not knowing what to write.

But, bit by bit, the mysteries have been
explained, once vague aspects of lore have
been defined and dragged into sharp relief. In
response, many of us have retreated further
into a version of the universe that has little
relation to the place from where we started
out. In many ways, each of us is playing in our
own made up world, one that is only nominally
tethered to the wider setting. If this is the
case, then why do we cling to the setting at
all? Aside from simply liking the setting and
wanting to remain within it, I think there are
a few reasons why, so far, the 28 style has
only tentatively reached beyond the edges of
Games Workshop’s IP.

Replication vs response
How we engage with a setting is always going
to dictate the kind of projects that manifest
themselves on our workbenches and tabletops.
I feel this is the first step in bringing the 28 style
to the wider hobby. So how do we do that? To
me, it seems that the starting point is to adopt a
responsive rather than a replicatory attitude to
our inspirations. To highlight the distinction, let
us look at historical wargaming. In a traditional
historical war game, the hobbyist would first
pick a setting that interests them, then choose
a certain conflict or battle and then devote
their time to recreating the components of that
battle - this is a replicatory engagement, each
detail being viewed and copied. The question
being asked here is ‘how can I best replicate
what we know to have happened?’ To bring a
28 twist to things, we should instead take a
responsive stance, where instead of seeking to
simply replicate events, we use the events as a
jumping off point for further exploration.

The reasons are many, from the grab-bag
nature of the settings allowing for a more
varied pooling of inspirations to come together,
to a unified aesthetic starting point from which
to begin. But I believe the two main reasons are
thus:
First is the immense practicality of a shared
narrative framework through which to engage
with each other’s work. Regardless of how far
removed a miniature and its accompanying
background might be from the standard
setting, a singular narrative starting point puts
us all on an equal footing when considering
each other’s creations. We know what is
down-to-earth and what is bordering on the
absurd. Therefore we know how to look at each
other’s work accordingly. A singular shared
universe provides us with a context that might
otherwise be lacking and thus leave us to view
only the technical aspects of the miniature and
not the full creative effort behind it.
Second is the creative grounding provided
by a predefined universe. By engaging with
an existing universe, we are in many ways

So do we wish to explore beyond the realms of
Warhammer, and if so, how do we overcome
these creative hurdles? If we do, here are some
ideas to facilitate it.

We do not isolate the battle from its
appropriate geographical, cultural or historical
context. Instead, we view the totality and ask
‘how can we best explore what is happening?’
So we might take an interest in the Thirty
Years’ War and the battle of White Mountain,
but rather than simply play through the battle,
we instead ask ‘what became of the survivors
- what troubles did they face getting home?’
and so create the seed of a new setting - one
grounded in historical fact, but apart from it by
a desire to add a more ground level narrative.
From that we might read further, look into the
folklore of the area and say to ourselves ‘might
these survivors come across strange tales?
Might they fear for their lives lost in a land of
witches and dark woods? And so our setting
evolves beyond the battle.
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A multitude of frameworks
So, now we have our focus, but what to do with
it? It is all very well living in a world of one’s
own making, but what if we want to play with
others? I am happy to say that the community
has done a sterling job of overcoming this
problem without knowing. As I have said, each
of us has, for some time, been inhabiting our
own dark corners of the Warhammer setting,
holding to the thinnest of tethers to stop
ourselves drifting away. But that has not
stopped us engaging with each others’ visions
of the world. In fact, the proliferation of blogs
and Facebook threads have made it so that
each of us can now inhabit one another’s
fictions with ease. Take for example the
fantastic Gelida and Tor Megiddo campaigns
run over the past few years. Whilst set within
the 40K universe, both events were the creative
vision of singular modellers seeking to share
their part of the universe with others. Each
player had no issue creating a fiction within
this new framework, despite the hallmarks
of the wider 40K universe being absent in
many ways. I see no reason why we should
not be able to maintain this cross pollination
of settings outside of Warhammer, why my
English folk horror setting and your Napoleonic
mech combat setting can not be shared, and
why each of us should find it so hard to enter
the others reality.
Inspiration - fresh squeezed
How many times have you read or watched
something fantastic and proclaimed ‘I’ve gotta
do something like that in 40K!’ only to later find
yourself grappling to make this new media fit
into the framework of the setting and failing in
some way? For years I have been trying to get
a 40K/Les Misérables project off the ground to
no avail, for the simple reason that what I find
myself wanting to replicate simply loses its
rawness when put through the filter of another
setting. So why bother? Warhammer exists as
a pick and mix of ideas and themes, so you can
use that concept for your world also. In letting
go of the idea that your ideas need a larger
universe to be placed within, you open yourself
up to the possibility of creating a new universe
piece by piece, adding to it yourself and letting
it grow organically from your own inspirations.
The baby, the bath water and the oroborus. It
is all very well laying out how we might expand
the 28 style to different parts of the hobby,
but what if we simply like the Warhammer
universe and want to stay there? First of all,
no one should feel this is a criticism of their
love of Warhammer (I write this surrounded
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by my Warhammer miniatures, with a copy of
Realm of Chaos above my head) - I will not be
abandoning it and I do not encourage anyone
to. But it might be a good exercise to take a
step back and look at what exactly you like
about the settings, and simply take those with
you on your trips out into the wider universe!
As has been said, Warhammer is a melting pot
of inspirations and it is often one or more of
these inspirations that draws us in - the 2000
AD post punk satire, the heavy metal aesthetic
and the baroque grandeur. There is no reason
why you should feel these elements are tied to
Warhammer. It might be that when you step
back, you find that you enjoy the Warp most
of all, but also long for a sleeker, more classic
sci-fi style. Instantly a setting is formed in this
moment, ready to be explored.
We should feel free to take from the setting
the parts we like and use them as building
blocks in our own universes. So that way we
might have the Hundred Years’ War with a cult
of machinery, or the Stone Age with psychics,
or any manner of strange mixtures that help
expand the realm of creative possibility.
Selected viewing
Opposite you will find a selection of miniature
artists or works that I feel push the boundaries
of what can be considered Warhammer, or
who have gone so far from the ‘standard’
Warhammer framework as to be working within

their own universes.
Ana Polanšćak [01, 02]
Ana Polanšćak’s work truly needs no
introduction, but it would be silly to try and
give examples of works that have surpassed
their setting without mentioning her project
Gardens of Hecate. Whilst set within the
Mortal Realms, Ana’s jewel-like miniatures
and enviable output come together to create a
setting not just unique in style, but brimming
over with its own lore.
Max FitzGerald [03-04]
Max FitzGerald’s burgeoning Turnip28 project
is truly at the boundaries of what one might
comfortably call Warhammer. Napoleonic,
medieval and industrial forces combine in a
manner that is as much Jim Henson as it is
Hieronymus Bosch. The visual strength of this
project is such that, whilst one could certainly
place these sullen soldiers into the 41st
millennium or the Mortal Realms, they stand all
the better apart from it, inviting one to consider
the world around the miniatures.
Keoni O’Reilly [05-08]
What if Slipknot starred in a folk horror film?
Keoni O’Reilly’s miniatures somehow manage
to capture the sinister styles of the Wicker
Man in a way that is at once engaging and off
putting, and all the more wonderful for it.
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